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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 



INTRODUCTION 

Water-soluble polymers are those, which can either dissolve or swell in 

water to form either solution or hydrogel. The key to water solubility of water-soluble 

polymers lies in positioning sufficient number of hydrophilic functional groups along 

the backbone or side chains of polymers. 1 Some of the major functional groups that 

possess sufficient polarity, charge or hydrogen bonding capability for hydration are 

-COOH, -Coo-M+, -CONH2, -so--3M+, -S03H, -NH20H, -NH2, -SH, 

-NHR, and -N R3- x+, where M, R and X stand for metal, alkyl and halogen 

respectively. 

These functional groups not only impart solubility but also bring many useful 

properties like che.lating, dispersing, absorption, flocculation, 'thickening, drag 

reduction etc. to the polymers. Water-soluble polymers may be used as materials 

(e.g. super absorbent, soluble packaging, soft contact lens . etc.), but most 

applications arise from their properties in solution, especially fro'm their ability to 

modify the ·rheology of an aqueous medium and to adsorb from solution onto 

particles or surfaces. Moreover, some of these groups can further react to form other 

kinds of functional groups. The water-soluble polymers, therefor.e, find extensive 

applications in areas including water treatment, cosmetics, personal care product, 

pharmaceutical, oil recovery, pulp and paper production, mineral processing, 

agriculture etc. 

Water-soluble polymers can be divided into three categories, viz., naturally 

occurring polymers (e.g. polypeptides, albumin, gelatin, agar, etc.), semi synthetic 

polymers (e.g. cellular ethers and starch derivatives) and synthetic water-soluble 

polymers. Among these, synthetic water-soluble polymers have . experienced the 

most rapid development and represent a major business with estimated world market 

around $6 billion per year. Its diversity and quantity far exceeds those of the natural 

and semi-synthetic water-soluble polymers and receives greater interest .with the 

development of the petrochemical· industry. Some important examples of synthetic 

water-soluble polymers are listed below: 

Nonionic: polyacrylamide, polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 

Anionic: polyacrylic acid, polyphosphoric acid, polystyrenesulphoniclacid, 



'i . '• 

Cationic: polyvinylamine, polydimethyldiallyl ammonium chloride, poly (4-vinyi

N-alkyl-pyridinium) salts. 

Water-soluble polymers are commonly synthesized .from water-soluble 

monomers, e.g.,: acrylic acid (AA) and its sodium salt, acrylamide (AM), hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate (HEMA), hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA), vinylyyrolidone (VP) and 

quaternary ammonium salts like, dimethyldiallyl ammonium chloride (DMDAAC) etc. 

Various processes including aqueous solution polymerization, inverse suspension 

polymerization and inverse emulsion polymerization are generally applied for 

commercial synthesis. Solution polymerization is commonly used in the synthesis of 

linear, low molecular weight water-soluble polymers. In the solution polymerization 

process, the water-soluble monomers are polymerized in a homogenous aqueous 

solution in the presence of free-radical initiators mostly by redox couples. The 
,I 

polymerization is a very exothermic reaction (t-.H=55-95 kJ/mol) in the solution 

process. As the conversion of the monomer and molecular weight of the polymer 

increase, the viscosity of the system increases sharply; this makes heat removal very 

difficult. This could cause explosive polymerization and is detrimental to the 

production. Therefore, in such a process the monomer content in the solution must 

be controlled. Linear, high molecule weight, polyacrylamide-based polymers are 

often commercially synthesized through inverse emulsion (W/0, 0.05-1 IJm) 

polymerization2
-
7

, whereas the production of lightly crosslinked polyacrylic acid based 

super absorbent polymers are generally manufactured by inverse suspension (W/0, 

0.05-2 mm) polymerization. In both cases the water and monomer mixture (i.e. water 

phase) is emulsified/suspended in an aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbon phase (i.e. oil 

phase), where the size of the particles strongly depends on the chemical and 

physical properties of the emulsifiers or dispersing agents used. The existence of the 

oil phase overcomes some of the problems associated in solution ·process, since it 

lowers solution viscosities and can dissipate the heat of polymerization. Moreover, it 

is also an attractive method because the oil phase permits relatively higher monomer 

content. However, the biggest disadvantage in these processes is the separation 
' 

and/or recycling of the oil phase after the polymerization, which drives up the cost 

and causes environmental pollution. A clean, low cost process with good productivity 

is highly desired in the industry. Usually, redox polymerization C?f acrylamide in 

aqueous medium yields polymer having not so high molecular weights primarily 

because of fast termination process via transfer of electron to the oxidant of the 
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redox couple (e.g. metal ions at higher oxidation state) from the growing polymer 
.. 

chain. However, it has been shown recently that if the polymerization is carried out in 

a constrained space of a reactor (e.g. interlayer space of a clay mineral) such that 

the growing polymer chain may not be able to transfer the electrons to the metal ions, 

high molecular weight polymers are formed. 8 The effect of microenvironment of a 

phyllosilicate in the polymerization process is not usually confined to delayed 

termination only; it also affects the mechanism of formation and sometimes the 

structure of the polymer. The role of charged groups on factors that govern the 

efficiency of polyacrylamide (PAM) in its use as discussed above especially its recent 

application as water soluble viscofier and displacement fluid in secondary oil 

recovery in the salt rich waters, a complete molecular characterization 'is required. In 

the case of charged PAM the relative dissociation of the ionic woups and the 

distribution and alignment of the charged dipoles along the chain are expected to 

play a decisive role on the final state of conformation of the polymer chain. The effect 

of hydrodynamic field on the viscosity of partially hydrolyzed PAM has been 

discussed in the literature. The effect of various salt ions on the characteristic of 

polyelectrolyte in the aqueous solution and the site-binding interaction of salt ions 

with the polymer is also important. 

1.1 VERMICULITE 

Vermiculite occurs in nature in the form of macroscopic crystals. Vermiculites, 

the geological name given to a group of hydrated laminar minerals, aluminium iron 

magnesium silicates, are similar in appearance to mica. Biotite and phlogopite are 

common parent minerals of vemiculite and mixed-layer mica/vermiculite (hydrobiotite 

or hydrophlogopite).Due to its structural features, vermiculite clays play an important 

role in many natural processes and industrial applications. These include oil and gas 

production,9 and the removal of organic contaminants from water etc.10
"
12 Recently, 

these clays have also been used to produce new nanoporous materials.13 Vermiculite 

crystals are constituted of stacking negatively charged sheets, which are held 

together by charge balancing interlayer counter ions. 14 The sizeable interlayer 

spacing of the clay plays an important role in the transport processe~ of natural and 

contaminant species in the soil. Modeling of clay minerals is therefore of significant 

interest for understanding the underlying physico-chemical proce$ses in these 

phenomena, particularly clay swelling and the behavior of metallic ions and organic 
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compounds in the interlamellar space. This behavior may well depend on the 

dynamics of the clay structure that is generally probed by the methods of vibrational 

speCtroscopy. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION & STRUCTURE 

Vermiculite is a trioctahedral 2:1 layered silicate. Its empirical formula is: 

Mg1.aFe2
+ o.9AI4.3Si010 (OH) 2A(H20) 

The negatively charged layer of its structure is formed from a sheet of edge

connected XOs octahedra, where X is an octahedral atom (Mg, AI, Fe), which are 

symmetrically bound to two sheets of corner-connected T04 tetrahedra, where T is a 

tetrahedral atom (Si, AI), forming six-membered silicate rings. 1 ~ The vermiculite 

structure, which is shown in Fig.1.1, contains three types of oxygen atoms. Oxygen 

atoms of the first type (01) link two Si atoms and are located at the corners of the 

Si04 tetrahadra. Oxygen atoms of the second type (011 ) are tetra-coordinated oxygen 
! 

bound to a silicon atom and three magnesium atoms. Oxygen atoms of the third type 

(OJII) are tetra-coordinated oxygen coordinated to one hydrogen atom and three 

magnesium atoms. The external surfaces of the layer are built from oxygen of the 

first kind (Ot). The structure of vermiculite has a monoclinic unit cell and the unit cell 

is characterized by the following values of the lattice parameters:: a = 5.33 A0
• b = 

9.18 A0
, c = 28.90 A0

, and ~= 97°(ref. 15). The interlamellar spaces are large enough 

(Fig.1.1) to accommodate both inorganic and organic counter ions compensating the 

eventual charge of the layer. The amount of isomorphous substitut.ion in vermiculite, 

however, is greater .than in montmorillonite and much of this occurs in tetrahedral 

sheet but as Walker has pointed out, it seems probable that highly charged members 

of smectite group grade into the low-charged vermiculites. Only in the fully hydrated 

phase (d (001) = 1.48 nm) are all the available sites occupied by water molecules. As 

dehydration progresses, some of the unbound water are removed before the bound 

water. The interlayer expansion and collapse of vermiculite layers are influenced by 

the nature of the exchangeable cation as well as by that of the interlayer liquid.16 In 

this respect and its ability to form complexes with organic compound vermiculite bear 

a striking resemblance to montmorillonite. 17
"
19 However, Mg-saturated vermiculite 

fails to expand beyond a basal spacing of -1.45 nm with glycerol whereas all Mg 

montmorillonite appear to give double layer complex with glycerol (d (001 )-1.78nm). 

Weiss has reported that the basal spacing of vermiculite c,antaining n-alkyl 
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Figure 1.1. The layered structure of vermiculite. 



ammonium ions of increasing chain length (Cs to C1 2) increas~s in a stepwise 

fashion. 20 This behavior was thought to arise from the fact that on passing from an 

odd to next even number of carbon atoms the interlayer distance increases by 0.20-

0.21 nm, but that on passing from an even to next higher odd n:umber of carbon 

atoms - there is virtually no increase in this distance. Walker and co-workers 

demonstrated the presence of two distinct types of interlayer water in vermiculite 

crystal.23
•
26 The existence of both types of water in vermiculite has since been 

I 

substantiated by IR spectroscopy. Harward and coworker's observed that 

montmorillonite intercalated two layers of ethylene glycol or glycerol from their 

respective vapor phase whereas vermiculite did not yield regular double layer 

complexes with either ethylene glycol or glycerol, irrespective of the saturated cation 

and the pre-exposure to water vapor. 21 Rather, a series of complexes formed with 

basal spacing of about 1.36, 1.40, 1.43, 1.50, and 1.53 nm; two or more complexes 

may be present in the sample. Brindley has drawn the attention to the fact that about 

1/6 of the diagonal sites are associated with monovalent cations in montmorillonite 

and with divalent cation in vermiculite. 22 In a double layer complex of extended amine 

molecules, 5/6 of the total sites are therefore available on each oxygen surface. This 

means that the amount of organic molecules, which can accommo<;iate in a complex 

of this type far exceeds that which is present in the corresponding one-layer complex. 

With vermiculite, interlayer swelling is usually less pronounced, probably because the 

silicate layers are more strongly held compared to montmorillonite. The amide 

molecules tend to link to the cation by means of water bridges. Some vermiculite 

samples, however, may expand to a basal spacing of 6.3 nm after prolonged 

immersion in liquid N-ethylacetamide. This behavior is reminiscent of that shown by 

n-butyl ammonium-vermiculite in water producing large interlayer separation. 

Extensive crystalline swelling of this type is attributed to the operation of osmotic 

repulsive forces giving, rise to the formation of diffuse double layers when vermiculite 

crystals are immersed in strong amino acid solutions. 23
'
24 The effect of adsorbent 

charge and the kind of exchangeable cation present on the adsorption and retention 

of diquat and paraquat by 2:1 type layer silicates have beef) investigated by 

Weaver. 25 Maximum uptake by montmorillonite was close to the ~xchange capacity 

of the sample, being little influenced by nature of the saturating organic cations. On 

the other hand vermiculite adsorbed appreciably less than its exchange capacity and 

the extent of adsorption depended on the saturating organic cation decreasing in the 
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order Na+>Ca+2>Mg+2.Vermiculite can also intercalate various amino acids. The 

relative lack of experimental data on vermiculite-amino acid complexes )s perhaps 

explained by the fact that the interlayer sorption of the organic species is usually less 

readily achieved with vermiculite than with montmorillonite because of greater charge 

and hence greater electrostatic attraction between the vermiculite layers. Extensive 

interlayer expansion can occur in vermiculite complexes with amino acid cations. 26 

Thus single crystal of vermiculite of which the inorganic cations initially present have 

been replaced by ornithine, lysine, and V-amino butyric acid cations, swell in the 

respective amino acid solutions, when its concentration is below a critical value. 

Following Norrish, this type of swelling is initiated by the hydration. of the interlayer 

amino acid cation, which dissociate from the clay surface.27 This is followed by the 

development of diffuse double layer on interlayer surfaces so that subsequent 

interlayer expansion is controlled by osmotic repulsive interactions. . 

1.2 CLAY CATALYZED POLYMERIZATION 

Clay is the key inorganic substance with applications rangi~g from pollution 

prevention and remediation to enhanced oil recovery, the treatment of petroleum 

liquids to the manufacture of cosmetics and pharmaceuticals to the synthesis of 

polymer nanocomposite materials. An understanding of clay-organic interactions and 

the effects of these interactions on the structure of clay complexes is a key issue for 

future development in all of these applications. Synthetic and naturally occurring 

clay minerals due to their favorable structures, are used in a number of widely 

diversified roles in the chemical industry as catalyst for cracking or 

de polymerization ,28 alkylation, 29 isomerization30 polymerization 31 etc. In 1960's and 

earlier clay initiated polymerizations of vinyl monomers emphasized on the use of dry 

clay minerals and non-polar solvents. 16
•
32'33 Although the carbocationic 

polymerizations of vinyl monomers have been investigated extensively with Lewis 

acid such as AICb. TiCI4, Et20, BCb, alkyl aluminiums etc.34
-4° the first report on such 

polymerization of styrene with acid clays32 came in 1964. Almost 100% yield of 

polystyrene of molecular weights 500-2000 was achieved. The catalytic activity of the 

clay has been shown to be due to active protons associated with tetrahedral (due to 

dehydration of mineral) aluminium.41 '42 The formation of carboniu·m ion following 

surface adsorption of olefins on acid sites caused subsequent polymerization. Proton 

accepting contaminants such as water, amines etc., being preferentially adsorbed 
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over styrene suppressed the polymerization. Styrene polymerized qn the surface of 

homoionic clays.43 It is argued that an electron transfer from adsorb~d styrene to the 

aluminium produces radical cations, which dimerize rapidly. Both radical cation and 

dimers are involved in the initiation step but the propagation bein~ cationic. Using 

activated clay minerals, however, styrene did not polymerize in the presence of 

ethanol, dioxane, ethyl acetate and methyl methacrylate (MMA) within 30 minutes of 

the reaction. All these data lead to postulate that the active sites are the octahedral 

aluminium at the crystal edges. The aluminium acts as el~ctron acceptors. 

Matsumoto, Sakai and Arihara preferred the concept of BrOnsted acidity rather than 

Lewis acidity to be responsible for the initiation of the polymerization of styrene by 

montmorillonite, a smectite clay mineral.44 The inconsistency of thefr experiments, 

however, is in the reduction of polymer yield in the presence of trityl chloride, which 

selectively adsorbs on Lewis acid sites. They argued in favor of the 'BrOnsted acidity 

on the ground that the replacement of exchangeable hydrogen ions by sodium or 

ammonium ions almost completely inhibited the polymerization. On: reacidifying the 

mineral, however, the activity to polymerize styrene was restored. Since the degree 

of polymerization increased with the dielectric constant of the medium and was 

almost independent of the initial concentration, cationic mechanism' for the initiation 

process was favored.45 This would apply equally well to the propagating process and 

therefore, the initiation by a radical ion mechanism cannot be ruled out.43 The 

possibility of proton transfer to monomer leading to decreased average degree of 
.. 

polymerization, as in conventional cationic mechanism, has also b$en discussed.41 

The work of Matsumoto and co-workers along with Solomon and Rosser lead one to 

the conclusion that acidity of the clay cannot be solely ascribed to either BrOnsted 

acidity or Lewis acidity.43
'
44 1t is understood that dry mineral surface is very acidic due 

to the polarization of residual water molecules by the exchangeabie cations. Such 

acidity is influenced by the solvent as evident from the blue colorations of aqueous 

benzidine in the presence of oxidized montmorillonite 43
•
46

. Solomon and Rosser 

failed to find evidence of styrene interacting with the clay mineral which lead them to 

assume that styrene is either incapable of moving into the inteflayer space or 

capable of doing so with difficulty. Blumstein and co-worker have studied the 

polymerization of MMA and methyl acrylate in montmorillonite interlayer induced by 

y-radiation. 47
"
50 The interlayer polymer was difficult to isolate by th'e usual solvent 

extraction and could only be isolated by treating the clay polymer complex with 
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hydrofluoric acid, which damaged most polymers. 51 Glavati and co-workers found 

that the polymerization of acrylonitrile/montmorillonite complex by y-radiation 

produced stereospecific polymers. 51 

Thermpl polymerization of a number of vinyl monomers could be induced by 

montmorillonite/2-2 azobis-isobutyramidine (AlBA) system if AlB{\ was previously 

introduced to the clay mineral.52 The cationic form of AlBA goes to the exchange 

sites in montmorillonite to form AlBA-clay complex, which decomposes thermally to 

generate free radicals. The complex has initiating efficiency. The rate of 

polymerization with AlBA-montmorillonite complex initiator is greater than for AlBA 

alone.53 It has been proposed that free radicals remain attached ~o the adjacent 

planes of AlBA-montmorillonite dispersed in water and on heating these planes move 

away from each other allowing more water to penetrate. The influence of 

aluminosilicates and magnesium silicates on the free radical polymerization of MMA 

has been studied in terms of termination reaction and supported by studies of the 

reaction of stable free radicals with the minerals. In the absence of clay mineral the 

yield of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was 3.68% (mol. wt. 1.36x1 06
) whereas with 

montmorillonite the yield was 0.68% (mol. wt. 3.05x1 06
). That the decreased amount 

of polymer in presence of mineral is not due to depolymerization has been 

established by heating PMMA with montmorillonite and determining the viscosity 

average molecular weight, Mv. before and after treatment. In a recent ESR study to 

assess the state of iron in montmorillonite, signals in the weak field at 'g; values of 

7.6, 4.2 and 3.9 were assigned to Fe (Ill) ions in the octahedral layer of the mineral. 

The intensities of the wide bands of the spectra remain unchanged when the cations 

were altered as the exchanging sites. This indicated that the montmorillonite had 

particularly no iron in the ion exchangeable positions. Studies on structural properties 

of the polymers from clay catalyzed polymerizations of vinyl monomers have been 

made by several workers. Blumstein and co-workers studied the dilute solution 

properties of the polymers prepared in the presence of clay minerals which differed 

significantly from those obtained using conventional free radicc:il technique and 

suggested that the interlayer PMMA developed a two-dimensional sheet structure in 

the· presence of a cross linking agent during the polymerization.47
"
50 Analyzing the 

NMR data they concluded that PMMA probably consisted predminantly of isotactic 

sequences. Small-scale stereo-regularity of this kind could be ascribed to the 

orientation induced in the intercalated monomer by ion dipole and t~e ester carbonyl 
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group of the monomer. Earlier, Glavati and co-workers obtained oriented stereo 

regular polyacrylonitrile and polyacrylic acid using similar procedures. 51 It has been 

reported that the influence of clay minerals on polymerization reactions extends 

beyond direct action on monomers.53
'
54 The minerals may also modify the chemical 

compounds used as polymerization initiators. It has been observed that clay minerals 

could affect both the rate and the rate of decomposition of initiators: Uskov and co

workers reported that polyvinylchloride (PVC) or a vinyl chloride copolymer modified 

by latex of butylacrylate-methylmethacrylate copolymer, butadiene-styrene 

copolymer, PMMA or a similar polymer was prepared by adding the latex to the 

reactor during the suspension polymerization. 55 The addition was made after 30-95% 

conversion of monomers. If inorganic compounds such as silica, montmorillonite or a 

calcium phosphate were added before or during the polymerization, the polymer with 

satisfactory particle size separated out from the aqueous suspension. Recently, 
; 

Talapatra, Saha and co-workers reported that bentonite in conjunction with alcohols 

or thiols effectively initiate aqueous polymerization of vinyl monomers on the surface 

of the minerals.56
'
60 A granular soil amendment was formulated from acrylamide 

polymers, silicic acid or silicate and once or more of phosphates, nitrates and 

sulfates or free form of urea, guanidine, dicyandiamide and amidinothiourea. 61 The 

product markedly improved aggregation of clay containing soils. T. Ono and co

workers, however, polymerized MMA in H20 containing phyllosilicates in presence 

water and azo initiators. 62 

1.3 POLYMER-SOLVENT INTERACTION 

In view of the wide range of use of water-soluble synthetic polymers, the 

understanding of the role of polar gr9ups on different factors, which govern the 

efficiency of their use, is important. Attempts at describing solvent, temperature and 

molecular weight dependence on the conformational characteristics of the polymer 

have stimulated the development of many fundamental models for polymer structure 

and dynamics. One of the outstanding problems involves providing· a description of 

the degree to which solvent penetrates through the polymer coi.ls as the chain 

dimension swell with increased excluded volume interactions. The theory of polymer 

solution dynamics is associated with establishing the relation between the 

macroscopic hydrodynamic properties of polymer solution and molecular structure of 

the polymer and the solvent. The increase in molecular dimension from monomer to 
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oligomer, oligomer to usual length polymer and from the later to the pleistomer is 

accompanied by the appearance of new properties.63 Many present and possible 

industrial applications of high molecular weight polymers arise from the unusual 

properties they induce to their solutions. The· study of their solution properties is 

prerequisite for the development of this modern domain. 

In the treatment of properties of very dilute polymer solutions it is convenient 

to represent the molecule as a statistical distribution of the c~ain elements or 

segments about the center of gravity.64 For a random chain devoid of intramolecular 

interactions between segments mean square distanc~ between the ends of polymer 

chain is proportional to the number of segments in the chain and hence to the 

molecular weight. This is true regardless of steric restrictions due to interaction 

between neighboring segments and other restrictions on rotations Clbout bonds of the 

chain, provided that the chain possesses a degree of flexibility and that it is 

sufficiently long. Interactions between remotely connected segments separated by 

many intervening segments along the chain may be considered to alter the linear 
! 

dimension of the polymer chain. Interactions between remotely connected segments 

of the given chain arise as consequences of the finite volume of each segments from 
' -

which all other segments are excluded, and of the net energy of interactions between 

segments which happen to be in contact. In thermodynamic terms, this impliesthat 

the entropy change is important when a macromolecule dissolves. There may also 

be significant enthalpy change on account of the interaction of the solvent with large 

number of component monomer units in the polymer. There are both entropic 
·, 

(excluded volume) and enthalpic (attraction and repulsion) contribution to the non-

. ideality of the polymer solution and for most polymer-solvent system there is a unique 

temperature where their effects cancel. This ter.nperature is called theta temperature 

and at this temperature the osmotic virial coefficient is zero. The cancellation of the 

effects at this temperature means the solutions then behaves ideally even though the 

concentration is not low and it's thermodynamic and structural pr~perties are easier 

to describe.65
·
66 Systematic studies arising from thecoupling of diffe,rent experimental 

techniques are required for elucidation of diverse theoretical experimental aspects. 

The most important parameters characterizing macromolecula~. chain in dilute 

solution are the molecular weight, mean square radius of gyration and intrinsic 

viscosity. Their determination for high molecular weight polymers, on the basis of 

different theoretical approximations, opens a large area for discussing various 
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aspects such as influence of molecular weight and solvent power on concentration 
. I 

domain, theta condition and· the chain flexibility in the perturbed and unperturbed . . 

states. A long chain hydrocarbon mol~cule in a solution takes on so111ewhat kinked or 

curled shape, intermediate between tightly rolled up mass and. the rigid linear . 
configuration. Presumably all possible degrees of curling are represented owing to 

j 

internal Brownian movement of the flexible chains but the ,configuration of 

intermediate extension predominate statistically. If a continuo.us energetically 

indifferent solvent surrounds the long chain molecule, the weight fa~tor for particular 

configuration is determined only by internal parameters - pot~ntial energy for 

restricted rotation and prohibition ofsegment interpenetration. Th~ mean value of any 
.·- - ·; . 

internal property in such an indifferent solvent might be called unbiased statistical 

mean for the property. If the solvent is energetically unfavorable, so that dissolving of 

.the high polym.er is an endothermic process, the polymer segments. will attract each 

other in solution and squeeze out the solvent between them. Other.:conditions being 
~ . ; 

equal, a given ~igh polymeric material made up of flexible molec~les will exhibit a 

high intrinsic viscosity in an energetically favorable solvent and low !ntrinsic viscosity 

in an energetically_ unfavorable solvent. This is of course hold only in very dilute 

system. At higher concentrations energetically. unfavorable solvent will favour 

polymer-polymer contact and hence lead to danger of gelation while an energetically 

favorable solvent will stand at higher concentration of the polyme,r and yet give a 

stable solution. If a good solvent is mixed with a precipitating ag~nt, the resulting 

mixture may be expected to be less favorable to long chain molecule than in a pure 
. . 

solvent. There should also be .close connection between intrins,ic viscosity and 

intramolecular agglomeration. Exactly the same solvent characteristic, which 

determines the mea~ geometrical property of isolated long chain rjlolecule, should 

determine the amount of association of different solute molecule~' into aggregate. 

When a nonsolvent is added to a high polymer solution the point a~ which precipitate 

begins represent a certain agglomeration tendency for chain segment of different 

molecules. To a first approximation, therefore, it should represent a certain definite 

mean value for any shape dependent internal property. The sol~~nt composition, 

which is critical from the standpoint of solubility, should correspond :to certain intrinsic 

viscosity no matter what the solvent and what the nonsolvent be.67 .~AII these should 

be more pronounced for the polymer molecules of high flexibility than for the. rigid 

chains. In a poor solvent the effective molecular shape is more compact and curled 
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than the unbiased statistical mean. An increase in temperature should increase the 

relative importance of entropic factor over the energetic factor. In such a solvent 

increase in temperature should result in an increase in intrinsic viscosity. In a very 

good solvent, energetic weighting factor favors the most extended configuration of 

the polymer. 
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CHAPTER2 

SCOPE AND OBJECT 



SCOPE AND OBJECT OF THE PRESENT WQRK 

In recent years, scientists and engineers working on en~ironmental and 

industrial ·problems have renewed their interest in water-soluble synthetic polymers 

because of their very broad range of applications. Important Classes of these 

materials are the acrylamide-based polymers, which are widely used as flocculants, 
' 

adhesives, rheology control agents, paper manufacturing, mining, and oil well 

stimulation etc. During the past decades, many patents have described the synthesis 

of homo and copolymers of acrylamide with special properties considering its 

versatile application in numerous fields in industries and also as water-soluble 

viscofier and displacement fluids in enhanced oil recovery. Anionic polyelectrolyte 

such as poly acrylamide-co-sodium acrylate (partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide) is 

also used in a variety of water-soluble applications viz., in flocculation and as mobility 

control agent in enhanced oil recovery. But the critical limitation of polyelectrolytes 

including those derived from hydrolyzed homo-polyacrylamide is the loss of viscosity 

in presence of mono and /or multivalent electrolytes. Very high molecular weight 

polyacrylamide has been found to be exceptionally effective flocculants. Redox 

initiated polymerization of acrylamide is one of the most common technique applied 

for aqueous polymerization because of the simplicity of the technique as well as high 

yield and reaction rates. However, one difficulty of such a technique is the fast 

termination by oxidant of the redox couple. Recently a novel tech~ique has been 

applied to control the linear termination process and to increase the chain growth of 

acrylamide polymer where the potential electron acceptor (e.g. metal ions) was 

loaded in the interlayer space of a smectite clay viz, montmorillonite prior to 

polymerization reaction starts. This ensures the slow termination rate due to inability 

of" a growing polymer chain to transfer to the oxidant trapped inside the layered 

space. As a result, high molecular weight polymer was formed. The efficiency of the 

technique lies in the fact that the monomer and the components of redox systems 

(including the organic activator) could intercalate between the layers of the 

phyllosilicates, but the growing polymer chain after achieving a certain critical length 

comes out of the layered space and continue to grow in the bulk'· solutions. The 

growing chain is unable to transfer electron to the acceptor (viz, metal ions) 

embedded in the constrained space. Vermiculite is another important smectite of the 
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phyllosilicate group, which may also be efficient in this respect since the basal 

spacing of vermiculite is even less than that of montmorillonite. Further, industrially 

clay m·inerals are ·used as fillers and reinforcers in polymer systems such as 

elastomers, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride and other thermoplastics. All things 

being equal the efficiency of a filler in improving the physico-chemical properties of a 

polymer system is primarily determined by the degree of its dispersion in the polymer 

matrix. The most effective way of achieving such compatibility is to graft a suitable 
.. 

polymer on to the filler surface and/or to encapsulate the mineral particles with 

polymer. layer. Indeed, clay minerals, specially those of phyllosilicates (e.g. 

vermiculite) themselves, are known to catalyze a variety of organic reactions 

including those lead to polymer formation. Moreover, research on intercalation 

chemistry of phyllosilicates is gaining momentum rapidly to transform ·these abundant 

materials into new classes of selective heterogeneous catalysts. Interestingly, when 

metallic cations are adsorbed in vermiculite, they are also trapped between interlayer 

spaces at the negati,vely charged sites of the minerals like montm-orillonite (Detail 

discussion is in Chapter 1 ). 

Therefore,one of the objectives of the present investigation is to perform the 

polymerization reaction of acrylamide monomer onto the vermiculite surface by a 

redox initiators viz., Ce (IV)!Thiourea system involving the trapped metal ions with a 

view to enhance the chain growth of the polymer. Moreover, .. copolymers of 

acrylamide have also shown a number of properties leading themselves to a variety 

of industrial applications and the growing importance are related to their use as 

water-soluble viscofier and displacement fluid in enhanced oil recovery. With a view 

to prepare copolymers with large hydrodynamic volume and molecular weight 

attempts have been made to prepare poly (acrylamide-co-N-tert-butyl acrylamide) on 

the vermiculite surface. In an attempt to examine the scope of the tec.hnique, another 

redox couple viz., Fe (Ill)/ TU system will also be tested. However, one important 

objective of the above study is also to prepare polymers of desired molecular weight 
' 

by selective application of the technique in order to carry on further studies on 

solution properties of polymers as mentioned below. 

According to hydrodynamics, the specific viscosity of a Newtonian liquid 

containing a small amount of dissolved material should depend in the first 

approximation only upon the volume concentration and the shapes at the suspended 

particles. The unperturbed dimension (UD) of a given polymer in a ~olvent does not 
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depend on the nature of the solvent, as long as the solvent has no influence on the 

rotation of the chain segments. This is true in many cases, especially for nonpolar 
' 

polymer-solvent pairs, but in the cases of polar polymer - polar solvents systems, the 

unperturbed dimension vary considerably with the nature of the solyent. Most of the 
I 

polymeric materials are soluble only in a limited number of primary solvents, but they 

could be made soluble in all proportions in mixtures consisting of two or more 

solvents, which may be individually poor solvent for the polymers. Several mixtures of 

nonsolvents are also known which produce good solvent systems orat least increase 

the solvency power of primary solvents. Many present and possible industrial 

applications of high molecular weight polymer arise from unusual properties they 

induce to their solutions. The study of their solution property is a prerequisite for the 

development of this modern domain. The characterization of very high molecular 

weight polymers raises a number of problems. Therefore, systematic studies arising 

from the coupling of different experimental techniques are required for the elucidation 

of diverse theoretical and experimental aspects. The most important parameters 

characterizing macromolecular chains in dilute solution are the molecular weight, the 

mean square radius of gyration and the intrinsic viscosity. Their determination for 

very high molecular weight polymers opens a large area for discussing, on the basis 

of different theoretical approximations. The area of discussion includes such subjects 

as influence of molecular weight and solvent power on concentration domain, theta 

condition and unperturbed dimensions, chain flexibility in perturbed and unperturbed 

state, the type of interaction (short range and long range), the conformational 

characteristics including the transition phenomena influenced by temperature and 

solvent. 

Polyelectrolyte finds a widening field of applications based· on their specific 

properties. In recent years the study of polyelectrolytes has been stimulated by the 

use of newly available experimental techniques and the introduction of new 

theoretical concepts. Solutions of polyelectrolyte exhibit a behavior that may differ 

considerably from that of either uncharged macromolecules or low-molar-mass 

electrolytes. The origin of this specificity lies in the combination of properties derived 

from those of long-chain molecules with properties that results from charge-charge 

interactions. Physical properties of polyelectrolyte solutions have been studied for 

long time, but several of them have not yet found a satisfactory theoretical 
.i 

explanation. In many cases a qualitative understanding is available but a quantitative 
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interpretation is still lacking. Such a study is of interest from both industrial as well as 

academic points of view. Recently the interest is mainly focused on the relationship 

betWeen the structure/charge density and the state of conformation. Although the 

solution behaviour of the polyelectrolyte homopolymers has been well studied the 

structure property relationship in charged co and ter polymers is yet to be fully 

investigated. The development of the dual charge on the same chain is expected to 

produce interesting effects on the final state of its conformation. Polyelectrolyte 

solution has been much more extensively studied in aqueous solution than in 

nonaqueous solution and in aqueous-organic mixtures. 

In view of the above a detail study of solution properties of nonionic 

(unhydrolyzed) and anionic (hydrolyzed) polyacrylamide in water and water-organic 

(N, N dimethyl formamide) mixtures has been carried out. It is well established that 

the introduction of ionic groups in a polymer results in its expansion in aqueous 

solution. The use of aqueous polymer solutions in secondary oil recovery has been 

the subject of great interest as has already been mentioned. It is reported that (G. 

Muller, J.P. Laine, J.C. Fenyo, J. Pol. Sc., Polymer Chern. Ed.,17,1979,659) more oil 

is recoverable by the addition of only small quantity of polymers to injection water. 

The choice of polymer to be added to injection water must take into consideration a 

number of parameters, viz., the pH of the reservoir and the nature and concentration 

of salts. The effectiven~ss of the polymers is related to their molecular weight, the 

absence of branched chains and solubility in water. The enhanced recovery seems to 

be a consequence of molecular expansion that results from electrostatic repulsion 

between the charges carried by the polymer .chains. To understand the role of 

charged groups on factors that govern the efficiency of PAM in the above use 

especially in the salt rich waters, complete molecular characterization is required. In .. 
the case of charged PAM the relative dissociation of the ionic groups and the 

distribution and alignment of the charged dipoles along the chain are expected to 

play a decisive role on the final state of conformation of the polymer chain. In 

addition, the synergism in properties of surfactants and polymers in aqueous 

solutions has been the focus of intensive fundamental applied research. Attention to 

this area of research is driven by numerous industrial applications of water borne 

fluids incorporating mixtures of both polymers and surfactants. These include 

detergents, cosmetics, paints and coating, photographic films, food and 

pharmaceutical products. The surfactant provides emulsion property and the 
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polymers impart colloidal and special rheological features. When surfactants are 

employed in practice they are almost without exception mixed with various 

substances either unintentionally or for improving their performances. This is also 

true for polymers in solution. When a surfactant and a polymer are mixed together in 

aqueous solutions, often significant changes in properties of the individual species 

appear. These may arise because both the polymer and the surfactant belong to the 

group of substances whose solution property shows marked deviation from 

regularities. Thus polymer surfactant interactions are not only a diverse industrial 

interest but also stimulate academic investigations. The practical importance of 

polymer-surfactant systems has led to a significant experimental effort to study their 

behaviour. 

Keeping the above in view the behaviour and properties of hydrolyzed PAM 

as a function of the factors which are known to effect the expansion of polyelectrolyte 

molecules i.e., the degree of ionization, polymer concentration and the concentration 

of added salt have been investigated. PAM is of interest because it is possible to 

obtain high molecular weight samples that are easily soluble in water. Moreover, the 

controlled hydrolysis of PAM samples yield polymers of various charge densities. 

Because its effectiveness is related to the state of extension of dissolved chains, 

hydrolysis is a powerful means of increasing viscosities and because the electrostatic 

repulsion that govern the extension are sensitive to the added salt, hydrolysis is an 

important chemical variable. The object of the work, therefore, is two fold (1) to study 

ionomeric and polyelectrolytic characteristics of weakly and strongly hydrolyzed PAM 

in aqueous solution in terms of their solution properties and (2) effect of the charges 

on polymer chain vis-a-vis screening by added electrolyte and to show how the 

polyelectrolyte behaves like a neutral polymer in presence of sufficient amount of 

salt. 
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CHAPTER3 

EXPERIMENTAL 



EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1 MATERIALS 

Acrylamide (AM, reagent grade, Fluka) was purified by recrystalisation from 

methanol (two times) and dried in vacuum oven at 45° C for two days. Thiourea (TU, 

E.Merck) was used after recrystalising twice from distilled water (m.p.180°C). N

tertiary butylacrylamide (N-t BAM) (reagent grade, Fluka) was used as received. 

Triton-X1 00 (octylphenoxyl polyethoxyethanol) was purchased from Fluka 

(Switzerland) and used without further purification. N, N dimethyl formamide (Merck, 

India) used for the present study, was stored over P20 5 for nearly 10 hours and 

distilled before use. Low carboxyl content polyacrylamide (LPAM; molecular weight 

2.0X1 05
}, and high carboxyl content polyacrylamide (HPAM; J?lOiecular weight 

2.0X1 05
) were purchased from Across Organics (USA) and were used as received. 

High molecular weight polymers (viscosity average molecular weight 8.9x1 06
, A-type, 

NPAM) were purchased from Across Organics (USA). Double distilled water has 

been used throughout. 

An aqueous suspension of 25 liter was prepared by stirring continuously 100 

gms of the vermiculite (Aldrich) mineral in double distilled water. The· suspension was 

maintained at pH 8.0 by adding NaOH solution. After every 24 hours, 10 em layer of 

the suspension (from the top) was siphoned out and each time the original volume 

was restored by adding water. This process gives sample having particle size less 

than 2 micron 1• The c]ay suspension was collected after acidificatio.n with HCI to pH 

nearly 4 and allowing settling at the bottom of the container or by centrifugation. This 

coagulated clay was washed repeatedly with double distilled water and centrifuged. 

Free iron oxide was removed by dithionate-citrate method. Organic matters were 

removed by gently heating at 80° C with 30 %(v/v) H20 2 (Merck). H+-Vermiculite (HV) 

was prepared by shaking the stock minerals (3% w/w) in presence of 0.2 (M) HCI for. 

about 6 hours followed by repeated centrifugation (20,000 rpm) and washing with 

doubled distilled water 2
. The cation exchange capacity (CEC) of vermiculite was 

determined by potentiometric titration with standard KOH solution under nitrogen 

atmosphere and found to be 1.50 meq.g·1
• Ce (IV)-vermiculite (CeV) was prepared by 

shaking HV suspension (3%w/v) in presences of 0.3 (M) cerric ammonium nitrate 
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(NH4) 2[Ce (N03) 6) (reagent grade) at pH 2.5 for 6 h. followed by purification by 

repeated centrifugation and washing with doubled distilled water until the test of Ce 

(IV) ion in the supernatant liquid was negative. A separate adsorption experiment of 

Ce(IV) onto W-vermiculite (HV) showed that maximum exchange capacity of Ce(IV) 

ion onto the mineral was same(1.50 meq.g-1
) as above. The colloid content of clay 

minerals in each case was determined by evaporating a known volume of 

suspension to complete dryness. The suspensions were stored at 5-1 0°C 

temperatures. 

The water content of vermiculite sample was measured follqwing the method 

described by Marinsky and coworkers and found to be 10 ml.g-1 (ref.3). 

The commercial grade nitrogen was passed through a series of bubblers 

containing Fiesser's solution. 4 The oxygen free nitrogen was dried by passing 

through two bubblers containing concentrated sulphuric acid dried. 

3.2 POLYMERIZATION 

Measured quantities of acrylamide (AM) were taken in well-stoppered Pyrex 

bottles and polymerization reaction was carried out in dark to av.oid any photo-
;· 

initiated polymerization. Required amount of TU solution were added to the bottles 

and the mixtures were purged with purified nitrogen for 30 minutes at the 

experimental temperature. Required amount of dilute HCI solution was added drop 

wise to maintain pH of the reaction mixture. Polymerization reacti~n was started by 

adding deaerated CeV solution to the mixture. The reactions were carried out for 

desired time with intermittent shaking. Polymerization reactions were stopped by 

lowering the temperature with chilled water placing the reaction vessel in an ice bath 

after different time interval to determine degree of conversion as a function of 

polymerization time. The freezed reaction mixtures were then centrifuged to remove 

the clay mineral. The polymer was precipitated out by adding excess of acetone 

(Merck), washed repeatedly with acetone and dried in vacuum at 40°C for 48 hours. 

Four series of copolymers of acrylamide with N-t BAM at various concentrations but 

with a total monomer concentration of 0.42 M were conducted in aqueous solution at 

50°C using Fe (111)-TU redox system in which Fe [Ill] ions were preloaded in the 

interlayer space of vermiculite clay mineral. Required amounts of AM and N-t BAM 

(dissolved in miceller pseudo-phase of non ionic surfactant, Triton-X 1 OO(R) because 

N-tert butyl acrylamide is insoluble in water) were taken in a well stopperd Pyrex 
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bottle. Appropriate amount of TU solutions were added to the bottles and the 

mixtures were purged with purified nitrogen gas for thirty minutes at the experimental 

temperature. Dilute HCI was used to adjust pH, which was necessary to ensure the 

formation of adequate amount of amido-sulfenyl primary radicals to initiate the 

copolymerization reaction. 5 In another set of bottles, known amount of aqueous FeV 

suspension was degassed and finally added to the former bottles under nitrogen 

atmosphere to initiate the polymerization reactions. After different time intervals the 

reaction stopped by lowering the temperature with chilled water placing the reaction 

vessel in an ice bath. FeV suspensions were separated by centrifugation of the 

reaction mixture at 20,000 rpm. Low molecular weight polymers (viscosity average 

molecular weight 2.3x1 05
, C-type) were prepared via redox polymerization of 0.4M 

acrylamide monomer initiated by Fe (lll)rfU redox system at 50°C and pH 1.98 

(1.5x1 o-3 M FeCb and 0.04 M TU). To obtain medium molecular weight polymers 

(viscosity average molecular weight 1.6x1 06
, 8-type) 0.4M monomer and 0.06M TU 

in aqueous suspension of ferric vermiculite (Fe(III)-V) were used at 60°C temperature 

and at pH=1.98. 

The reaction mixtures were centrifuged (20,000 r.p.m.) .to remove clay 

vermiculite after the completion of the reaction. The polymer was precipitated out by 

adding excess of acetone to the supernatants, washed repeatedly with acetone and 

dried at 40°C for 48 hours under vacuum. The centrifuged clay 'mineral was also 

washed and dried at 60°C for 48 hours under vacuum. The dried samples of polymer 

as well as mineral weighed to determine the polymer yield and non-extractable 

polymers in the clay minerals respectively. 

3.3 VISCOSITY MEASUREMENTS 

Two types of viscometers were used to measure the relative viscosities of the 

polymer solutions. One is Ubbelohde type suspended level viscometer and another is 

modified Ostwald type viscometer. First one was used to measure viscosities of 

polymer solutions prepared in the mixtures of solvents and the later one was used to 

measure the relative viscosities at various shear rates ranging fr9m few tens per 

second to few thousands per second for polymer solutions prepared in aqueous 

solutions in presence and in the absence of added salt. In both cases viscometers 

were placed in thermostated water bath at appropriate temperature,,controlled within 

the range of ±0.1 °C and a digital stopwatch with accuracy ±0.1 sec measured the 
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flow time. Solvent flow times were larger than 120 seconds so that the kinetic energy 

corrections are not necessary 6
. Required quantities of dry polymer were dissolved in 

0.2(M), 0.1 (M), 0.05(M), 0.025(M), and 0.0125(M) aqueous NaCI solutions to study 

the effects of salt on solution viscosity. Care was taken to avoid excessive shear 

during dissolution of the polymer. The dissolution process was generally complete 

within 1-2 days. These solutions were further diluted to the required concentrations. 

Desired pH of the solutions was adjusted by using dilute HCI or NaOH solutions. 

Viscosities were measured after 15 days of completion of dissolution to avoid the 

effect of aging. The molecular weight of the synthesized polymers was determined by 

viscosity measurement in aqueous 0.1 (M) NaCI solutions at 30°C using a suspended 

level Ubbelohde Viscometer and a Mark-Houwink relationship. 7
·
8 

[17] = 9.33 x 1 o·3 M'0·
75 cm 3 /g. 

3.4 POTENTIOMETRIC AND CONDUCTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements of pH were made using Systronics (pH system 361, India) 

pH-mV meter. The meter was standardized using two-point calibration method. 

Conductance measurements were carried out on Systronics conductivity meter-306 

using a dip type cell with a cell constant 1.15 cm·1
. The cell ~as calibrated by 

standard KCI solutions. The measurements were made in a container maintained at 

desired temperature. 

3.5 ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS 

For the determination of copolymer composition elemental analysis for 

carbon and nitrogen of AM-N-t BAM copolymers were conducted by CDR!, Lucknow, 

India. The copolymer compositions were calculated based on C/N weight % ratios 

because of the variability of absolutes values due to the hygroscopic nature of the 

copolymer. Elemental analysis was conducted at polymer conversion levels, low and 

high, to assess drift in the copolymer. 

3.6 MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE TENSION 

Surface tension of TritonX-1 00 solutions and solutions of polymer surfactants 

mixtures were measured using the ring method with a Kruss balance (Germany) at 

four different temperatures (20°,30°,40°,50°C). The ring was cle~ned between two 

measurements of surface tension. The solutions were thermostated by circulating 
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water at desired temperature. Sets of measurements were made by adding small 

aliquots of concentrated surfactant solutions at constant polymer concentration. Each 

measurement took 20-40 minutes to reach the equilibrium. 

3.7 SORPTION OF TU AND AM ONTO VERMICULITE 

1Om I portion of a 0.5% suspension of clay was placed in a number of Pyrex 

bottles and different amounts of either thiourea or acrylamide were added followed by 

pH adjustment at 2.0 by dilute HCI solution. The total volume of the suspension was 

made upto 15 ml in each case by adding the requisite amount of water and was 

shaken at 30°C for 4 hours to attain equilibrium. The supernatant solutions were then 

centrifuged (20,000 r.p.m.) and analyzed. The electronic absorption spectra were 

recorded with double beam UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Shima~zu, model-240, 

Japan) at 235 nm and 195 nm for TU or AM respectively. The temperature was 

maintained within ±0.1 °C. Double distilled water was used as solvent. 
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CHAPTER4 

STUDIES ON REDOX POLYMERIZATION OF 
ACRYLAMIDE IN AQUEOUS- VERMICULITE MEDIA 



SECTION A: AQUEOUS POLYMERIZATION OF 
ACRYLAMIDE BY Ce (IV) - TU REDOX COUPLE ON 

VERMICULITE SURFACE 

4 A 1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

The synthesis of the water-soluble polymers is generally commercially 

implemented by various processes including aqueous solution polymerization, 

inverse suspension polymerization and inverse emulsion polymerization, which are 

initiated by either thermal initiators or redox couple initiators. Polymerization of vinyl 

monomers in aqueous media may be classified into four different categories. 

1. Solution polymerization 

(Both monomer and polymer are soluble in water). 

2. Precipitation polymerization 

(Monomer is soluble in water but polymer is not soluble in water.). 

3. Emulsion polymerization 

(Both monomer and polymer are insoluble in water. Monomer is emulsified by 

emulsifiers in water). 

4. Suspension polymerization 

(Both monomer and polymer are insoluble in water. Monome·r is dispersed as 

droplets by suspension stabilizer in water). 

The solvent acts as diluents and aids in the transfer of the heat of 

polymerization. The solvent also allows easier stirring, since the viscosity of the 

reaction mixture is decreased. On the other hand, the presence of solvent may 

create new difficulties; chain transfer to solvent and/or to the solute may occur. 

Aery/amide, vinyl acetate, acrylonitrile and ester of acrylic acid etc. are polymerized 

in solution. When water is used as· solvent, there are some advantages over organic 

solvents. Water is a cheap, clean and environmental friendly solvent and chain 

transfer to the solvent is not possible. However, for homogenous polymerization 

process it is limited to only water-soluble polymers and monomers. Each of the 
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above processes has its associated disadvantages, however, ·.which limits its 

practical use in the manufacturing of the water-soluble polymers. 

Among all of the water-soluble polymers, poly acrylic acid and 

polyacrylamide based water-soluble polymers are used in a wide range of products 

because of their high performance and low cost. Ability of clay minerals to intercalate 

various molecules and their catalytic properties are long known. The clay-polymer 

interaction has found many and varied applications. 1 Smectite clays like 

montmorillonite, vermiculite etc. have been shown to catalyze the polymerization of 

some unsaturated organic compounds and yet to inhibit polymer formation from other 

structurally related monomers such as methylmethacrylate.2 This behavior is believed 

to be due to electron accepting or electron donating sites on the clay minerals. Over 

last couple of decades, the use of thiourea (TU) and N-substituted TU as redox 

components for the initiation of aqueous vinyl polymerization has been examined3
. 

These experiments applied various oxidants, viz, metallic salts, orga1nic and inorganic 

peroxides, persulphate, permanganate to name a few. The special features of these 
' 

systems are a very short induction period, low activation energy and low temperature 

required. Redox polymerization of acrylamide is one of the most common techniques 

applied for aqueous polymerization because of the simplicity of the !echnique as well 

as high yield and reaction rates. Water-soluble polymers are synthesized via free 

radical polymerization mechanism. Solution polymerization is commonly used in the 

synthesis of linear, low molecular weight water-soluble polymers. Polyacrylamide and 

its copolymer with dimethyldiallyl ammonium chloride (DMDAAC), which is used as 

cationic flocculent are polymerized in solution.4
'
6 In order to synthesize the high 

molecular weight polyacrylic acid, polyacrylamide and their copolymers, inverse 

suspension/emulsion processes are also used. In the solution process, the water

soluble monomers are polymerized in a homogenous aqueous solution in the 

presence of free-radical initiators mostly redox couples. Acrylamide is readily 

polymerized in aqueous solution at elevated temperatures with free radical initiators. 

Several workers have reported polymerization of acrylamide in aqueous solution with 

different free radical initiators.7
-
35 Gnansundaram and co-workers observed that for 

the initiator, bis [2-[(2-hydroxy-ethylamino) ethoxo] copper (II) :at pH 1.8, the 

polymerization rate was first order with respect to acrylamide monomer and 0.5 with 

respect to catalyst 9
• Faster polymerization and high molecular weight polymers were 

obtained using 2, 2'-azobis [2-(N, N'-ethylenamidino)] propane initiator than those 
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obtained using K2S20 8-Mohr's salt initiating system.10 The rate of polymerization of 

acrylamide by peroxydiphosphate in H2S20 4 was decreased when the temperature 

was raised from 30° to 50°C but increased above that temperature, which was 

independent of pH.11 Kinetics of polymerization in aqueous acetic acid (AcOH) using 

Pb(OAc)4 as initiator was studied by Balakrishnan who found that polymerization rate 

was first order with respect to AM.16 The propagation and termination reaction of the 

K2S20 8 initiated polymerization of AM in water were not influenced by anionic 

emulsifier Dowfax 2 Al. 17 The induction of polymeri;1:ation was affected by manganous 

salts while the polymerization rate and the polymer molecular weight was not 

affected to a detectable degree, as was observed by Xuanchi.18 Using trigol and 

polyethylene glycol initiators, it was found that the yield and the molecular weight of 
I 

the polymer decreased with chain length of substituted AM. 2° Cvetkovska and 

coworkers explained the kinetic model by the formation of a monomer-initiator 

complex and inhibiting effect of the Mn (II) acetylacetonate formed by the reduction of 

Mn (Ill) acetylacetonate. 21 The polymerization rate of AM in H2S20 4 or AcOH by Co 

(Ill) system showed similar mechanism to follow as that of Pb(OAc)4 initiator in 

AcOH. 22 Vaskova and co-workers found that in mixtures of water and aliphatic 

alcohols, in the presence and absence of an inhibitor, the rate of polymerization and 

molecular weight were reduced depending upon the length and character of the 

aliphatic chain. 23 Liu and co-workers observed that the polymerization rate was 

dependent on the catalyst concentration and pH of the solution.24
•
26 Takahashi and 

co-workers found that the average molecular weight of polymer ·was (1 - 7) x1 04 

when (2, 2'- bipyridine) cobalt (II) complex was used as initiator. Bhanu and 

coworkers observed that co-ordinately unsaturated Co (II) complexes significantly 

inhibited the thermal polymerization of AM but they imparted a significant induction 

period during A IBN (azobisisobutyrnitrile) initiated polymerization of AM. 31 High 

molecular weight polyacrylamide could be obtained by using heptanes as the organic 

phase, K2S20 8 as catalyst and sorbitol-s-20 system as the emulsifier.33 The author 

also reported that the polymer molecular weight increased with the concentration of 

AM and the emulsifier and also by decreasing catalyst concentration. Redox catalyst 

systems were frequently employed for polymerization at co"!lparatively lower 

temperatures. Bajpai, Misra, Behari and co-workers investigated the polymerization 

of AM initiated by KMn04/ various amino acids and unsaturated acids redox 

couples. 34
-4

6 A value of KMn04 catalyst exponent of unity in the rate equation 
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confirmed a unimolecular chain termination process by redox syster:n. 34•40 However, a 

bimolecular chain termination was observed by other redox systems.37•39
•
42

-44 The rate 

of polymerization was first order for the monomer in all the above systems. Bajpai 

and co-workers suggested that polymer molecular weight was directly proportional to 

initial monomer concentration and inversely proportional to the rate· of initiation. With 

the increase in temperature, the molecular weight of polymer was decreased in most 

of the cases. The effects of various additives (alcohols, neutral salts, complexing 

agents) on the polymerization rate were also investigated. A number of workers 

studied the mechanism and kinetics of aqueous polymerization of AM in acidic 

medium initiated by Ce (IV)/ reductant couples.47'65 The rate of polymerization was 

first order in monomer and half order with respect to Ce (IV) ion concentration in 

cases where initiator was either Ce (IV) I thioglycolic acid or Ce (IV)/ L-cysteine.50·51 

In the polymerization of AM initiated by Ce (IV) I thiourea in water, the polymerization 

rate is governed by the relation Rp = kp [AM] 1
·
20[Ce (IV)] 0·5[TU] 0·5 ; where Rp is the 

initial rate of polymerization. Presence of alkyl phenyl carbonate or alkyl-4-toly

carbonate increased the polymerization rate of AM initiated by Ce (IV) in H20-MeCN 

and H20-HCONH2 and decreased the activation energy of polymerization compared 

to system where Ce (IV) used alone. The rate of polymerization wc::i's derived as Rp= 

kp [AM] 1
·
5[Ce] 0'39[alkyl phenyl carbonate]. The overall rate of po'lymerization was 

faster and activation energy was lower with Ce (IV)/p-acetotoluidide system 

compared to Mn (Ill)/ p-acetotoluidide. 60 Different workers studied the effects of 

various aliphatic diamines on vinyl polymerization using persulfate as initiator.66'76 

They suggested that the promoting activities of diamines on vinyl polymerization 

were of the order: t-diamine > s-diamine > p-diamine. In a reversible redox initiating 

system involving metals and porphyrin, the aqueous polymerization rate depended 

on the types of metal ion (e.g. Ce(IV), Cu (II), Ti (IV), Mn (II)) in the porphyrin 

complex, polymerization temperature and concentration of AM.68 The presence of 

carboxylic acids had promoted and enhanced the polymerization rate of AM initiated 

by Mn (0Ac)4(Ref.70). Kurenkov and co-workers observed that higher molecular 

weight polymers could be obtained with higher conversions using K2S20 8 I Na 2S20 3 

redox system during adiabatic polymerization of AM in comparison to the 

K2S20 8/Na2S20 3-CuS04 system.71 '73 Molecular weight of the polymer was increased 

with increasing monomer concentration but decreasing catalyst concentration. 

Akopyan and co-workers obtained polymers having molecular weight of 8.0x1 05 at 
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25°C by three component catalyst system comprising of K2S20 8, triethanolamine and 

amino acetic acid.74 The overall polymerization rate was increased in presence of Cu 

(II) ions for the polymerization initiated by persulfate - : (dimethylamino) 

ethylmethacrylate-Cu(ll) catalyst. Kurenkov and co-workers d.emonstrated an 

increase in molecular weight with an increase in concentration of the monomer and a 

decrease in concentration of the initiating system (K2s20 81 ·sodium metabisulfate

copper sulfate)75
. Several workers examined the polymerization kine'tics, mechanism, 

polymer molecular weight and effect of additives for various redox polymerizations 

involving chelate complexes. 21 .n97 For radical polymerization of acrylamide initiated 

by Mn (Ill)- acetylacetonate in aqueous solution of pH 2.0, Cvetkovska explained the 

deviation of the kinetics from the conventional kinetic model via the formation of 

monomer-initiator complex. 21 Smith obtained polymers having molecular weight as 

high as 4.0x1 06 by Fe (II) I hydro peroxide redox initiator at the temperature range 

between -20°C and +40°C78. Wu and He obtained polyacrylamide having molecular 

weight of 107 at room temperature by NaHS03-0- MnS04 catalyst.79 They also 

pointed out that the presence of MnS04 would only affect the catalytic activity of the 

system but it did not involve in chain propagation or termination. Electrochemical 

study of the redox initiating systems, Ce (IV)-EDTAI N2H4-Hi)2 and Ce (IV)

EDTA/NH20H-H202. in alkaline aqueous media (pH=9-11) showeq that the former 

redox system was more effective than the later. Lenka and Nayak observed that the 

polymerisation rate was decreased with increasing thiosulfate concentration and was 

first order with respect to AM during aqueous polymerization of; AM initiated by 

potassium peroxydiphosphate I Na-thiosulfate redox system.86 The kinetics was 

examined for the thermal polymerization of AM in the presence of CCI 4 and a bis 

amino acid chelate of Cu (II) with glutamic acid, serine or valine by Namasivayan and 

Natarajan.88 The activation energy of polymerization reaction decreased from 78.24 

to 18.83 kJI mole on addition of 1.0 ppm Fe during the polymerization by H20 2 I 

NH20H-HCI redox couple. 89 From this observation, it was concluded that the 

predominant reaction appeared to be Fe catalyzed decomposition of the peroxide in 

presence of small amount of NHzOH-HCI. Sur and Choi found that the reaction rate 

in presence of CoCI2 and N, N-dimethylaniline was proportional to [AM] 1.oa and [Co 

(II)] 0
'
53 indicating bimolecular termination process to be involved.94•97 The rate of 

polymerization and the maximum yield decreased when the temperature was raised 

above 40°C. Chshmarityan and Beileryan observed that the polyme
1
rization of AM in 
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aqueous solution initiated by K2S20 8-Ag (aminoacetate) chelate system was first 

order in monomer and 0.5 order in initiator.99 Some researchers investigated a series 

of sulfur-containing compounds as electron donors in photo induced free-radical 

(ethionine, methionine, Gly-Met, · Met-Giy and methioniriemethyl ester) 

polymerization, in conjunction with 4-carboxybenzophenone (CB) as sensitizer.100 

The results were compared with the nonsulfur-containing compounds, alanine and 

triethanolamine. The best initiation yields are observed for the system CB

(phenylthio) acetic acid. The kinetic and mechanistic features of potassium 

ditelluratoargentate (Ill) (DTA) initiated aqueous polymerization of acrylamide (AM) 

have been investigated in an alkaline medium by Yanghai and co-workers. 101 The 

polymerization behavior as a function of [AM], [DTA], pH as well, as temperature, 

have been studied. The overall rate of polymerization has been determined from 

gravimetry. The rate has been found to bear 1.68 and 0.76 dependence on [AM] and 

[DTA] respectively. The overall activation energy of AM polymerization is measured 

as 33.6kJ/mol. 

In view of the use of acrylamide in various applications including that as 

displacement fluid in secondary oil recovery, high molecular weight polyacrylamide 

with large hydrodynamic volume is essential. Recently it has been shown that linear 

termination process is controlled in aqueous redox polymerization of acrylamide, by 

loading metal ions of Fe (Ill) - TU systems in the interlayer space of montmorillonite 

and thereby high molecular weight polymer is formed. Vermiculite !being the similar 

smectite to montmorillonite may also provide potential microenvironment for aqueous 

acrylamide polymerization to high degree. In this section of the present chapter, 

attempts have therefore been made to examine the catalytic activity of clay mineral 

(viz., vermiculite) in the aqueous polymerization process of water-soluble polymers 

and to prepare polymers having high molecular weight with high rate of formation 

under ordinary condition. Vermiculite microenvironment seems to have a dramatic 

effect on the polymerization of acrylamide by Ce (IV)/TU combination in aqueous 

medium. A detail study concerning the kinetic and mechanistic aspects has been 

made for the aqueous polymerization of acrylamide with cerric vermiculite 

(CeV)/thiourea (TU) initiating system. Spectroscopy and other analytical data have 

been taken into consideration to determine the pathways involved in the reaction. 

Another objective of the present study is to prepare high molecular""weight polymers 

for subsequent studies on solution properties in aqueous and aqueous -organic 
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mixtures, which has been presented in chapter 5 of the thesis. 

4 A 2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Polymerization mechanism and kinetics both are affected to a great extent 

due to the occurrence of the reaction in the mineral microenvironment. Tables 4.1-4.4 

show the data pertaining to the initial rate of polymerization (Rp), polymer yield (XL), 

intrinsic viscosity [TJ], as well as molecular weight (Mv) and the amount of non

extractable polymer formed as functions of the concentration of Ce (IV), TU, AM and 

the temperature. The molecular weights of the polymer are moderately high and 

ranged from 2.39x1 05 to 2.17x1 06
. The initial rate of polymerization, Rp's obtained are 

ranged between (0. 79-7.13) x1 o·4 moi.L"1.s-1 depending on. various reaction 

parameters. The rate of polymerization Rp. polymer yield (XL), intrinsic viscosity [TJ], 

and molecular weight Mv increased with increasing monomer concentration (0.2-1.0 

mol. L"1
) for a fixed TU and CeV concentrations. No reaction took place at or below 

the monomer concentration of 0.2 mol. L-1
. The percent conversio:n of monomer has 

been plotted as a function of time of reaction at different TU ,· AM and Ce (IV) 

concentrations and shown in figures 4.1-4.3. Induction period was around 10 minutes 

at 60°C. However, the induction period is found to be different at different 

temperatures (e.g., 40 minutes at 45°C and 0 at 70°C). The Rp increases from· 

1.70x1 o-4 to 3.89x1 o-4 mol. L"1s·1 when TU concentration is increased form 0.04 to 

0.10 mol. L-1
. 

Table 4 .1 Polymerization of AM in aqueous medium in presence of 0.04M TU 
and 1.50x1 o-3 M cerric vermiculite and various concentrations of AM 

AM 
moi.L-1 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1.0 

at 60°C(pH=1.98). 
RpX104 

mol. L"1S-1 

1.69 

2.52 

5.54 

7.13 

58 

83 

92 

98 

MvX1 o-5 

132 3.41' 

323 11.48 

423 16.1'7 

528 21.72 

Non
extractable 
PAM (wt%) 

0.05 

0.14 

0.25 

0.21 
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Figure:4.1 :Time-conversion plots for the aqueous 
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Table 4.2 Polymerization of AM (0.4M) in aqueous medium in presence of 1.50 
x10"3 M cerric vermiculite at 60°C and various concentrations of TU 
{eH=1.98}. 

MvX1o·5 TU RpX104 XL [Ill Non-
Moi.L"1 mol. L·1s·1 mi. g., extractable 

PAM {wt%} 
0.04 1.698 58 132 3.41 0.0~ 

0.06 2.902 69 118 2.95 0.34 

0.08 3.055 79 156 4.27 0.31 

0.10 3.890 88 144 3.84 0.28 

Table 4.3 Polymerization of AM (0.4M) in aqueous medium in. presence of 
0.04M TU at 60°C and various concentrations of cerric vermiculite 
(eH=1.98}. 

CeV RpX104 
[Ill 

Non-
XL MvX1o-s extractable mmoll-1 mol. L·1s·1 ml.g·1 

PAM {wt%} 
0.375(0.0081

) 1.698 43 129 3.32 0.21 

0. 750(0.0161
) 3.24 55 115 2.85 0.26 

1.500(0.031 1) 3.639 58 132 3.41 0.30 

2.250(0.04i) 4.144 70 101 2.39 0.33 

('moles of interlayer Ce(IV) in 1000ml of vermiculite gel phase). 

Table 4.4 Polymerization of AM (0.4M) in aqueous ·medium in presence of 
0.04M TU and 1.50 x10"3 M cerric vermiculite at various 
temeeratures (eH=1.98} 

Temperature RpX104 
[Ill 

Non-

in °C mol. L"1S.1 XL ml.g_, MvX1o-s extractable 
PAM {wt%} 

45 0.79 37 252 8.11 0.15 

50 1.20 46 223 6.89 0.11 

60 1.99 58 132 3.41 0.11 

65 3.09 89 134 3.48 0.17 

70 5.88 99 123 3.11 0.08 

Hence on increasing the concentration of catalyst more TU is oxidized to generate 

relatively more isothiocarbamido radicals (shown below). Consequently the number 

of propagating polymer chains and hence the rate of polymerization increases. At the 

concentration of TU lower than 0.04 mol. L-1 the polymer yield was too little to be 
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detected. At such a low concentration of TU, concentration of initiating species is too 

small to initiate the polymerization. The Mv of the polymer reached its maximum 

value (4.27x105
) at 0.08 mol. L-1 of TU, 0.4M AM and 1.50 mmol. L-1 CeV at 60° C 

and a minimum value of 2.95x105 at 0.06 mol. L"1TU concentra,tions. Initially Rp 
' 

increases rapidly with increasing the concentration of Ce (IV) (keeping all other 

variables viz. concentration of AM, TU and temperature constant) but at higher 

concentration of Ce (IV) the rate of increment is slow. Aqueous polymerization of AM 

is also dependent significantly on the pH of the solution. Previous report showed that 

low-moisture content clay minerals promote the spontaneous cationic polymerization. 

Both Bronsted and Lewis acidity have been involved in the cationic polymerization 

initiated by dry clay minerals. The acidity of the clay increases on ·dl)iing.102
"
104 In the 

prese.nt study, the reaction is carried out in aqueous medium and the surface acidity 

is as compared to the dry mineral. Above pH 2.1 0, no significant polymerization takes 

place. The metal ion Ce (IV) in the interlayer space of vermiculite reacted with 

isothiourea, the tautomeric form of thiourea, generating amido-sulfenyl radical to 

initiate polymerization. At low pH the tautomeric equilibrium of TU in aqueous 

solution is shifted towards isothiocarbamido form facilitating the formation of primary 

radical. Moreover, the protonated form of the amido-sulfenyl radical at low pH is more 

stable than the radical itself and consequently the dimerization process is less 

favorable.105 

NH2"' HN~ 
c==s ~=~ 

NH2/ 

C -SH 

NH( 

(thiourea) (isothiourea) 

HN~ 
C - 5H + Ce(IVJ- Clay 

NH2/ 

NH2~ • 
__ ..,..,. C- 5 Ce(IIIJ Clay 

NH/ 

(amido-sulfcnyl radical) 

+ 
NHl~ • NH NH 

~ 2"-._ • ~ •· + c- 5 ........ f----:l)oo~ c = 5+ ~ ~c- 5 + H 
NH2/ NH/ HN':Y' . 

2 

. 3 
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

The effect of temperature on the rate of polymerization of acrylamide was 

investigated over the range of 45° - 70°C. The higher the temperature faster is the 

rate of polymerization and higher the polymer yield. On the other .hand, higher the 

temperature lower is the molecular weight of the polyacrylamide formed. 

Temperature dependence of polymerization rate is illustrated in figure 4.4. The plot of 

the logarithm of empirical rate constant Rp against the reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature (figure 4.5) yields the value of activation energy of the reaction as 29.29 

kJ/mol. The value of activation energy of the present acrylamide polymerization 

system is usually found to be around 83.68 kJ/mol in aqueous medium. 106 Thus, it is 

seen that polymerization mechanisms is affected to a great extent due to the 

occurrence of the reaction in the mineral microenvironment. 

1H A"ND 13C NMR SPECTRA OF PAM 

1H and 13C NMR spectra of polyacrylamide samples obtained from the 

polymerization on vermiculite surface by CeV/TU initiator are shown ,in figure 4.6a. 1H 

and 13C NMR spectra of polyacrylamide is not usually an well resolved spectrum and 

no special feature is apparent in the present spectrum except that of overlapping of a 

sharp line with chemical shift of 2.12 ppm near the -CHCONH2 position. This line in 

all probability represents the hydrogen from the isothiocarbamido end groups of 

thiourea terminated PAM. The expanded 13C spectra (figure 4.6b) showed 

methylene, methane and carbonyl carbons of head-to-tail polymer of acrylamide. The 

carbonyl carbon (180.2 ppm) splitting was small. The methine resonance (42.2 -

43.5) is a triplet, which further split, showing pentade sensitivity. The low field and 

high field triplet peaks may be assigned to rr (syndiotactic) and mm (isotactic) 

sequences respectively. The central peak corresponds to heterotactic sequences 

(mr+rm). The methylene carbon lines (34 - 37.4) also fall into three well-separated 

groups with 20 lines required by hexad sensitivity resolved. It seems apparent from 

the 13C spectra that Bernoulli statistics is followed and steregularity has not been 

observed. Both 1H and 13C nmr spectra of polyacrylamide are ,'similar to those 

obtained in presence of montmorillonite microenvironment. However, the polymer 

trapped inside the interlayer spaces of vermiculite, which could not be extracted by 
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·' washing with water may have such possibility of showing stereore'gularity. Attempts 

are being made to extract these polymers in mild condition for further study. 

KINETICS AND MECHANISM 

A plot of log Rp versus log [AM] is linear with a slope of .1.86 (Figure 4.7). 

Therefore, the rate law almost follows the second order kinetics with respect to the 

monomer concentration, which is deviated from the homogeneous aqueous medium 

reaction condition.105 The significant changes due to the occurrences of the reaction 

on the vermiculite surface indicates that the polymerization mechanism is greatly 

affected by mineral microenvironment. Figure 4.8 shows that with the increase of 

CeV concentration the initial rate of polymerization increases linearly and the slope of 

the plot of Rp vs. logarithm [AM] is almost 0.47, which indicates that the rate of 

polymerization is approximately 0.5 order with respect to metal ion oxidant. Unlike 

montmorillonite phase reaction, acrylamide polymerization initiated by cey I TU 

system shows identical value of metal exponent of 0.5 for the initial rate in both the 

cases i.e., whether the reaction propagates in the bulk phase or in the vermiculite gel 

phase (in the later case, metal ion concentration in vermiculite gel was varied by 

adding calculated amount of HV in the reaction mixture; the ~water content of 

vermiculite sample was found to be 1 Oml.g-1
). This shows that the well-dispersed 

vermiculite in aqueous medium behaves like a homogeneous single phase. Although 

the polymerization reaction is initiated and progress to some extent inside the layered 

space, the polymer chain after achieving a certain length (depending upon 

vermiculite particle size) inside the layered space continue to grow in aqueous 

solution. This .is also supported by the fact that vigorous stirring of the reaction 

mixture stops polymerization to take place in vermiculite catalyzed acrylamide 

polymerization reaction. Generally, the rate of polymerization decreases with the 

increase of metal ion concentration in homogeneous polymerization involving metal 

ion/TU redox system.105 The use of vermiculite medium controls the linear 

termination rate and the rate of reaction increases with the increase of metal ion 

concentration. Figure 4.9 shows that the rate of polymerizatiom varies with the 

variation of TU concentration under constant monomer concentration of 0.4 mol. L-1 

at pH=1.98. Metal ion concentration also remains fixed at 1.5x1 o-3moi.L' 1
• The 

relationship of polymerization rate with TU concentration was obtained from the slope 

of logRp versus log [TU] plot. The thiourea exponent is observed as 0.85, which is 
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deviated from homogeneous polymerization reaction in which second order kinetics 

with respect to[TU] has been reported to follow. 106 Ce (IV)-TU is an ~ffective initiator 

for the aqueous polymerization of acrylamide. The polymers formed by this system 

should carry with TU at the terminal. To rationalize the above findings and to predict 

the possible mechanism of the above polymerization reactions following assumptions 

are made. 144 

1. Intercalated TU reacts with Ce (IV) ions of the vermiculite layered spaces to 

form reactive isothiocarbamido primary radical via an intermediate complex. The 

decomposition of the complex is the rate-determining step. 

2. In the constrained interlayer space of vermiculite the monomer molecules 

remains as pair either through hemi salt formation where two amide molecules 

share a proton by means of symmetrical hydrogen bond or /ari.d through weak 

coordination to the exchanged cations. 

3. Cage effect (which suggests that when the initiator decomposes into two 

radicals, there is a formation of a potential barrier by the surrounding solvent 

molecules which prevent their immediate recombination) is prominent in the 

vermiculite phase reactions in which the solvent molecules in the constrained 

space form a potential barrier such that reactive isothiocarbamido radical cannot 

diffuse out from the wall of the barrier and favors their recombination. 

4. Since initiation of polymerization taken place in the interlayer space of 

vermiculite, the linear termination of growing polymer chain by Ce (IV) ions is 

restricted due to the presence of metal ions in the layered space. 

Various steps of reactions are shown below: 

Initiation : 
K 

Ce(IV) + TU ~ Ce(IV) -TU 4 

complex 

Ce(IV)- TU + TU -~> Ce(III) + (2TU•) + H+ 5 
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Propagation: 

Termination: 

k 
M"n+ M"n 

1 
>Mn-Mn 

etc. 

(TU") + Ce(IV) --> TU + Ce(III) 

(2TU") --> TU-TU 

~d/dt[Ce(IV)] = {~K[Ce(IV)][TU]2 }/(I+K[TU]) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

II 

12 

(Caged species are enclosed in brackets). Using the equation (4) and (5) the 

consumption rate of Ce (IV) concentration is given in equation 12. Now, assuming 

that the rate of formation of TU radicals is exactly equal to the rate of disappearing 

intercalated Ce (IV) ions, we obtain, (considering the steady state of TU radical). 

kt'[TU"][Ce(IV)] 

{kdK[Ce(IV)][TUf}/( I +K[TU]) = kiK1[TU"][M] 2 + +k!"[TU"] 13 
I+K[TU] 

(K1=[M2W]/[Mf) is the apparent protonation constant at a fixed pH ( or a formation 

constant) 
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[TU"] = 

Again considering the steady state of M' n radical 

Equating RHS of equation (14) and (16) 

[Mn"] = 

R= p 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

/ 
19' 
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R= p 

k1
112 {kiK1[Mf+kiK1K[M] 2[TU]+kl'[Ce(IV)]+kt"( I +K[TU] } 112 

( 

20 

21 

If the oxidative termination (step - 1 0) is assumed to be insignificant in comparison 

with the dimerization rate of caged radicals, equation (21) reduces to: 

R= p 22 

The interpretation of high kinetic order of the monomer finally hinges on the 

dominance of a reaction between caged radicals and those of monomers with the 

radical at the cage wall. Although the concentration of the monomer and TU in 

solution phase were fixed mostly at 0.40 mol. L-1 and 0.04 mol. L-1 respectively, the 

concer:~tration of intercalated species must be much lower, specially due to the 

presence of water molecules in the interlayer spaces. Thus, the concentrations, [M] 

and [TU], in the vermiculite gel phase should be 

23 

24 

(subscripts denotes solution) 
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(L0aand 8 are the total active sites in unit mass of vermiculite and the fraction of total 

sites occupied by such species respectively; Km a and Krua are the selectivity 

coefficients). 

The denominators of equations (23) and (24) are nearly unity. By appropriate 

substitution of [M] and [TU] in equation (22) and considering the dominance of the 

last term of the denominator over others, the equation becomes 

R== p 25 

(Values of Km a (or Krua), Loa and K are of the order of 1 o·2
, 2 m.mol.g-1 and 2 L.mol-1 

respectively 107
. Small values of above parameters including that.of K1 ensure that 

terms involving quadratic and higher concentration terms are very small in the 

present conditions. 108
'

109 

Further inspection of equation (25) shows that the value of KL0 aKaru[TU] s 

in the denominator varies from· 1 o-s to 1 o-6 for the variation of aqueous TU 

concentration from 0.05 to 0.005 moi.L-1
. This implies that the rate equation under the 

present condition is reduced to 

26 

Reviewing the above result, it is found that equation (26) could satisfactorily account 

for the present behaviour of the Ce(IV)fTU initiated acrylamide polymerization 

exhibited in the aqueous vermic.ulite layered spaces. 
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SECTION-B 

STUDIES ON COPOLYMERIZATION OF ACRYLAMIDE 
WITH N-tert BUTYL ACRYLAMIDE BY Fe (111)/TU 

REDOX COUPLE ON VERMICULITE SURFACE 

4 B 1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

Copolymers of AM have shown a number of properties lending themselves to 

a variety of applications. Of growing importance are those related to use as water

soluble viscofier and displacement fluids in enhanced oil recovery.110"115 Two of the 

critical limitations of polyelectrolyte are, however, loss of viscosity in the presence of 

mono or multivalent electrolytes and the ion binding to the porous reservoir rock 

substrates. Copolymers of AM and acrylate can be synthesized by several methods 

including those of solution 116"117 and emulsion 118"121 polymerizations. The physical 

properties of the polymers in some cases are independent. of: the method of 

preparation. The copolymers of AM with sodium acrylate in aqueous ammonium 

perulfate solution was conducted at 70°C for 60 minute producing a honey like 

copolymer which had molecular weight 1.25x1 06 as reported by Soltez and co

workers.116 Cationic free radical copolymers of AM with di\llethylaminoethyl 

methaacrylate and dimethylaminoethyl acrylate had been prepared by Baade and 

Hunkeler.117 With azocyano valerie acid and K2S20 8 at 45°-60°C, Lafuma and Durand 

have found that during random copolymer formation of AM and quaternary 

ammonium acrylate monomer, the cleavage of the ester function occurred in mild 

alkaline medium with a simultaneous inter-chain reaction resulting in imide group 

formation.117 Lavrov and co-workers reported that copolymerization of 2-hydroxy 

ethyl methacrylate with AM in aqueous solution in the presence of (NH4)2S20s I 

ascorbic acid redox catalyst proceeded without the gel effect characteristic of bulk 

polymerization.119 The reactivity ratio of the dimethylamino ethyl methacrylate methyl 

chloride salt with AM at 54°C was 1.54 and 0.30 respectively when redox azo 

compounds were used as catalyst.120 The molecular weight of copolymers of auxin

containing monomers with AM was determined to be in the range of (5.5 - 18.0 x1 04
) 

when a 4-pyrrolidinopyridine and dicyclohexyl carbodiimide catalysts were used.121 

For AM-sodium acrylate copolymer, prepared in aqueous solution at room 
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temperature and at pH 7.4- 12.1, the reactivity ratios were 0.9- 1.18 and 0.32- 0.48 

respectively. 122 McCormick and Salazar reported that the increasing randomness in 

the copolymers of AM with Na-3-acrylamido-3-methylbutanoate is observed if 

prepared in NaCI solution rather than in distilled water. The polyelectrolyte had 

inherent hydrogen bonding capacity and pseudo plasticity and exhibited large 

dimension in aqueous solution. 125 In inverse microemulsion polymerization of AM 

with methylacrylate initiated with AIBN by Viscera was a typical "dead-end" 

polymerization. 128 In inverse emulsion polymerization method, incorporation of high 

hydrophile-lyophile balance co-emulsifier in addition to oil-in-water type main 

emulsifier increased the rate of polymerization significantly. Srinivasula and co

workers investigated free radical copolymerization of AM with butylacrylamide or 

isopropyl methacrylate in the presence of AIBN in DMF at 60°C.129
•
130 The chemical 

structure of random copolymers of AM with Na-2-sulfoethylmethac;rylate in dextran 

were determined by McCormick in order to gain a more complete understanding of 

the structure property relations and performance under simulated field conditions 

encountered in enhanced oil recovery. 131 The synthesis and characterization of 

copolymers of AM with N-alkylacrylamide were investigated by McCormick and co

workers in aqueous solution utilizing Na-dodecylsulfate as a surfactant and K2S20a as 

the initiator.132 A remarkable increase in apparent viscosity was observed at low mol 

fractions of N-alkylacrylamide in the copolymer at a critical concentration, which is a 

function of alkyl chain length in the monomer and copolymer molecular weight. The 

viscosity behaviour is interpreted in terms of a concentration dependent model 

involving interchain hydrophobic association in aqueous solution. 132 The copolymer 

microstructures and reactivity ratios of copolymers of AM with N- (1, 1-dimethyl-3-

oxo-butyl) N- (n-propyl) acrylamide were studied by McCormick and Blackmon and 

the value of r1r2 determined to be 2.20 (ref.133). The copolymer of AM with N- (1,1-

dimethyl-3-oxo-butyl)- acrylamide yielded a r1r2 value of 0.75 and the copolymer of 

AM with N, N-dimethyl acrylamide provided rJf2 value of 0.86 as reported by 

McCormick and Chen.134 Monoazeotropic and non-ideal copolymers were prepared 

during copolymerization of methylmethacrylate with AM, N-methylacrylamide and N, 

N-dimethylacrylamide in 1,4 dioxane solution at 65°C using AIBN as initiator.135 Low 

molecular weight water-soluble copolymers of AM with itaconic acid; methacrylic acid 

and acrylic acid were prepared in the presence of K2S20 8 and thioglycerine by Sumi 

and co-workers.136 Thomas had prepared granular copolymers of ethylacrylate and 
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acrylonitrile with dispersed bentonite when monomer and comonomer were dissolved 

in ethanol and heated under reflux condition with benzoyl peroxide for six hours.137 

Bhattacharya and coworkers studied the copolymerization of 1H and 13C NMR 

spectra of polyacrylamide with acrylonitrile and methacrylonitrile in the presence of 

HM/ TU redox couple.138 Ktritskaya and Ponomarev studied the possibility for 

initiating AM and acrylic acid polymerization in acidic solutions in contact with metal 

surfaces of Mg and Al139
• They observed the maximum rate of polymerization to be 2 

wt% I min and established the occurrence of quadratic termination of growing chains. 

Rakshit and co-workers synthesized homopolymers and co-polymer of AM and 

acrylic acid by free radical solution polymerization technique. 14° F~ed ratios of the 

monomers and acrylic acids were 85:15, 65:35, and 50:50(w(vJ) respectively. 

Hydrogen peroxide, potassium persulphate and benzoyl peroxide were used as 

initiators. The reactivity ratios of AM and acrylic acid are 0.427 and 0.945 

respectively. Ebril and Uyan synthesized copolymers of itaconic acid and 

acrylamide. 141 Homopolymers of itaconic acid (lA) and its copolymer~ with acrylamide 

(lA-AM) were synthesized using either cerric ammonium nitrate (NH 4hCe(N03) 6 in 

combination with nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) or potassium persulp,hate at pH 1 as 

initiators. The chain structures of the resulting products have been studied by FTIR 

spectroscopy. It is concluded from a comparison of spectroscopic results with 

gravimetric and viscometric data that the depressions in the yields and viscosity 

numbers in the case of Ce(IV)-NTA redox pair result from interacti.ons between the 

constituents of the redox initiator and lA. Spectra of the insoluble· and pale yellow 

precipitates, which are formed during the first 4 hrs of the reaction after the addition 

of Ce(IV) solution to the NTA and NTA-IA homogeneous solutions also indicate the 

presence of various oxidation products. Furthermore, it is observed that H-bonded 

homopolymer complex obtained from PAM-lA blends, prepared from aqueous 

solutions containing equal unit moles of each polymer, contain both ordered and 

defective structures.The graft copolymerization of methylmethacrylate (MMA) onto 

starch with potassium ditelluratocuprate(lll) (DTC)/starch redox system as initiator 

was studied in alkaline medium by Yinghai and coworkers. 142 The grafting 

parameters have been determined as a function of temperature, ratio of monomer to 

starch, initiator concentration, and pH. The structure of the graft copolymers was 

confirmed by (FTIR), x~ray diffraction, and scanning electron microscope (SEM). It 

was found that the DTC-starch system is an efficient redox initiator for this graft 
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copolymerization. A reaction mechanism is proposed to explain the formation of 

radicals and the initiation. Kurenkov and coworkers studied the kinetics of 

copolymerization of acrylamide with magnesium-, calcium-, and strontium- 2-acryl

amido-2-methylpropanesulfonates in aqueous solutions in the presence of potassium 

persulphate-sodium hydrosulfite initiating redox system at pH 9 and 50°C (ref .. 143). 

Importance of the study lie in the fact that at least one of the above copolymers has 

already shown some promises by not losing its solution viscosities in the presence of 

added electrolytes.144
'
145 

In the present work attempts have been made to prepare water soluble co

polymers of AM with N-t-butyl acrylamide (N-t-BAM) on the vermic~lite surface by 

interlayer trapped Fe (Ill) ions in the presence of TU. Objective of the present study is 

two fold. (1) To examine whether the copolymerization reaction could be initiated in 

the interlayer space of vermiculite with a different metal (viz., Fe(lll)) I TU system. (2) 

To prepare copolymers with high molecular weight and large hydrodynamic volume. 

The success in copolymerization would result in relatively pure copolymer without 

subsequent solvent extractions. Moreover, the microenvironment of the clay mineral 

may control the structure and physico-chemical property of the copolymer. Present 

part of this chapter deals with the studies on copolymerization of AM with N+BAM 

and including microstructures and reactivity ratios of the copolymers. 

4 B 2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

High molecular weight water soluble copolymers of AM with N-t- butyl 

acrylamide are formed on the vermiculite surface by a redox initiating system 

involving trapped Fe (Ill) and TU in the interlayer space of the mineral. Intrinsic 

viscosities of copolymers are ranged from 123.43 to 259.40 mlg·1
. The study of 

copolymerization involves the calculation of reactivity ratios of the monomers. 

Present investigation involves the copolymer of AM with n-tert BAM, which have 

been chosen because the position occupied by methyl group in the monomer is 

similar the vinyl carbon atom. The copolymerization reaction proceeds efficiently in 

presence of a surfactant, Triton X-1 OO(R). The monomer conversion increases with 

decreasing AM :N -tert BAM ratios. FeV/TU initiating system also provides high 

conversion of the monomers (table 4.8). 
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REACTIVITY RATIO 

The variation in the feed ratio and the resultant copolymer composition (table-

4.5) determined by elemental analysis were used to evaluate reactivity ratios for the 

AM-N-t BAM copolymer. 

The Fineman-Ross and the Kelen-Tudos method were used to determine the 

monomer reactivity ratios at low conversion polymerization condition. 146
·
147 The 

reactivity ratios r, and r2 for the monomer pair M, and M2 can be determined by 

27 

The reactivity ratios r, is determined from the slope and r2 from the intercept in the 

Fineman-Ross plot. However, it is well known that in Fineman-Ross analysis, values 

of reactivity ratio are dependent on the indexing of the monomers. 

The Kelen-TUdos approach is used to determine the reactivity ratios for the same 

monomer pairs according to 

28 

Where u = G/ (a. +H) and s =H/ (a. +H) 

The transformed variable G and H are given by 

29 

30 

The parameter a. was calculated by taking the square root of the product of the 

lowest and the highest values of H for the copolymerization series. The values of 

r1and r2 determined from Fineman-Ross (fig-4.1 0) and Kelen-TUdos (fig-4.11) plot for 

the polymerization of AM with N+BAM on vermiculite surface are shown in table-4.6. 

The observed data indicate that the copolymerization follow the conventional 
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copolymerization kinetics under a prerequisite that the reactivity of a polymer radical 

is only determined by the terminal monomer unit.38 

Table 4.5. Reaction parameters for the copolymerization of AM with varying 
amount of N-t-BAM in distilled water in presence of 0.04M TU and 
0.1 %( w/v) FeV at 50°C (pH=1.98) in the presence of surfactant 
Triton X-1 00 (R). 

[AM]mol. L"1 [N-t-BAM]mol. L"1 

0.40 0.01 

0.40 0.02 

0.40 0.03 

0.40 0.04 

[AM] 
[N+BAM] 

41.0 

20.0 

13.3 

10.0 

Conversion (%) 
after 4.5 hrs. 

58.1 

69.1 

66.4 

57.2 

Table 4.6 Reactivity ratios for copolymerization of AM (r1) with N-t-BAM (r2) 

aM,=AM, M2=N-t-BAM: bM, = N-t-BAM, M2 =AM 
Method r1 r2 

Fineman-Rossa 0.429±0.0 0.32 ± 0.0 

Fineman-Rossb 1.56±0.01 0.44±0.01 

Kelen-Tud os 0.62 ± 0.0 0.26± 0.00 

Values of r1 and r2 have been found to be 0.43 and 0.32 respectively for Fineman

Ross method and 0.62 and 0.26 for Kelen-TOdos method. On reversing the indices of 

the monomer, the values of the reactivity ratios changes from o.43 to 1.56 (r1) and 

0.32 to 0.44 (r2). However, Bera and coworkers have found the value of r, = 1.50 and 

rz = 0.46 for AM-N-t·BAM copolymers obtained by free radical polymerizations using 

montmorillonite clay suspension. 148 (Considering Kelen-TOdos method). Fig.4.12 

shows the changes of co-polymer composition as a function of feed composition in 

which co-polymer compositions were determined from the experimentally determined 

reactivity ratios. The AM-DAAM co-polymers with r1r2 = 0.12 and the AM-N-t BAM 

co-polymer with r1r2 = 0.16 exhibit an opposite tendency towards alternation. 

Experimental points on the figures are, however, restricted up to sp mole % of AM in 

the feed for AM-N-t BAM co-polymers because no copolymers were formed below 

that value. 
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COPOLYMER MICROSTRUCTURE 

The microstructures of the AM-N-t-BAM copolymer are expected to be important in 

determining the solution properties of copolymer. As mentioned earlier, the observed 

data follow the conventional ~opolymerization equation and the adherence of the 

data to this equation is an important point in establishing the validity of the statistical 

micro structural analysis. Thus the calculation of the statistical distribution of 

monomer sequence, M1-M,, M2-M2. and M1-M2 may be performed utilizing equation 

31 to 33 (ref.150). 

X 

Y =(I-~,)-2.~,(1-~,)/{1+[(2.~ 1 -1) 2 +4.r 1 rz.~I.(1-~ 1 )]} 112 

Z = 4.~,(1-~,) I {I+ [(2.~,-1) 2 + 4.r1hh ( 1-~ 1 )]} 112 

31 

32 

33 

The mole fraction of M,-M,, M2-M2. and M1-M 2 sequences in the copolymer are 

designated by X, Y and Z respectively. ~ 1 represents the mole fraction of M1 in the co

polymer, and r1 and r2 are the reactivity ratios for the monomer pairs. Mean square 

lengths, !!1 and !!2, can be calculated utilizing equation (34) and (35)150 

34 

35 

The structural data for the co-polymers of AM-N+BAM are presented in table4.7 

(Kelen-TOdos values of reactivity ratios were used for the calculation). For the AM

N+BAM co-polymers !!AM vary between 18.61 and 2.83 at molar ratio of 94.79/5.21 

to 81.99/18.01 -respectively. For those molar ratio compositions the values of f.LN·t BAM 

were 1.01 and 1.075 respectively. 

EFFECT OF FEED COMPOSITION 

The effects of feed composition on molecular weight (viscosity average) 

were studied for AM - N-t BAM co-polymer shown in table-4.8. Figure 4.13 illustrates 

the effects of feed composition on the intrinsic viscosity for each copolymer series. It 

is interesting to note that in a copolymerization involving acrylamide, the molecular 

weight gradually decreases with increasing monomer content and this may be 
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explained by the increased cross-termination rates in copolymerization as compared 

to the very slow rate of termination·observed for homopolymerization. 

Table 4.7 Structural data for the copolymers of AM with N-t-BAM. A= AM, 

8 = N-t-BAM. 

Mean 
Composition Blockiness IJ.A/ 

Alternation sequence 
Sample (mole%) (mole%) 

length IJ.B 
number 

A 8 A-A 8-8 
(mole%) 

A-8 
IJ.A IJ.B 

10-1 94.79 5.21 89.62 0.04 10.34 18.61 1.010 18.42 

20-1 90.53 90.47 81.21 0.15 18.64 9.59 1.016 9.44 

30-1 89.00 13.0 74.29 0.31 25.40 5.08 1.034 4.91 

40-1 81.99 18.01 64.62 0.65 34.73 2.83 1.075 2.63 

10-2 96.23 3.77 92.48 0.02 07.50 18.61 1.010 18.42 

20-2 92.37 7.63 84.83 0.10 15.07 9.59 1.016 9.44 

30-2 90.13 9.87 80.42 0.16 19.42 5.08 1.034 4.91 

40-2 83.46 16.54 67.44 0.53 32.03 2.83' 1.075 2.63 

10-3 94.29 5.71 88.63 0.05 11.32 18.61, 1.010 18.42 

20-3 93.71 6.29 87.48 0.06 12.46 9.59 1.016 9.44 

30-3 86.14 13.86 72.62 0.35 27.03 5.08 1.034 4.91 

40-3 82.56 17.44 65.71 0.60 33.69 . 2.83 1.075 2.63 
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Table 4.8 Reaction parameters for the copolymerization of AM with N-t~BAM at 

50°C in aqueous vermiculite microenvironment. (Total monomer 

concentration 0.42 M). 

Monomer cone. in the Conver Elemental 

feed Time 
-sion. analysis(Wt %) Mol% of 

[TJ)ml g·1 

[N- [AM]/ (min) N-t-BAM I 

[AM] (%) c N 
tBAM] [NtBAM] 

0.41 0.01 41 90 17.51 43.42 15.79 5.21±0.01 

0.41 0.01 41 150 38.02 42.89 . 15.88 3.77±0.02 259.4 

0.41 0.01 41 210 68.62 43.36 15.67 5.70±0.05 

0.40 0.02 20 90 27.10 43.56 15.04 9.47±0.07 

0.40 0.02 20 150 31.90 43.97 15.52 7.63±0.04 249.04 

0.40 0.02 20 210 64.82 43.01 15.43 6.30±0.03 

0.38 0.04 9.5 90 38.45 45.47 15.07 13.0±0.08 

0.38 0.04 9.5 150 61.48 43.97 15.11 9.87±0.0 

0.38 0.04 9.5 210 62.45 45.55 14.96 
198.76 

13.80±0.1 

0.34 0.08 4.25 90 20.00 45.73 14.34 18.01±0.90 

0.34· 0.08 4.25 150 29.00 45.07 14.36 16.54±0.1 0 123.43 

0.34 0.08 4.25 210 38.00 45.45 14.34 17.44±0.15 
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SECTION- C 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The adsorption isotherm for Ce (IV) ion adsorption onto vermiculite exhibit L

type nature, which suggests strong sorbate-sorbent interaction: The maximum 

saturation corresponds to 0.97 meq/g of the mineral. Figure 4.14 shows that the AM 

molecules readily adsorbed from the aqueous solution onto the surface of the 

mineral. Two plateau regions indicating two-stage intercalation of amide molecules 

characterize the isotherm. The first saturation value is nearly 1.80 mmol/g whereas 

second one is close to double of the first saturation value. Unlike AM, TU leads to the 

monolayer formation (adsorption isotherm shown in figure 4.15)' only and the 

maximum capacity is found to be 1.50 mmol/g, which is consistent with that of the 

monolayer of the AM. Tables 4.9-4.10 give an idea about the strength of intercalation 

of AM and TU molecules in both HV and CeV interlayer spaces respectively. The 

distribution coefficient (K0 ) values are low and of the order of 1 o-2 in the 

concentration range of AM and TU used for polymerization experiments. The 

distribution coefficients have been calculated according to the relatio.n: 

36 

Where m1(s) and m1 (Il are the concentrations of the species in the solid and liquid 

phase respectively. 

As is expected from their nature, the adsorption isotherms do not obey the Langmuir 

relation: 

c/(x/m) = 1/KL (x/m) max+ c/(x/m) max 37 

Where, c = equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate, X/m = moles adsorbed per gm 

of adsorbent, KL = Langmuir constant. The plots of c/(x/m) vs. c are not linear over a 

range of adsorbate concentrations. However, from the slopes and. intercepts of the 

average line drawn through the points over the concentration of the adsorbate give a 

rough idea of the KL values and which are low. In general, the Rp's are somewhat 

lower in presence of vermiculite than those observed in homogeneous polymerization 

maintaining the polymer yield (XL) almost same. The interlaye~ expansion and 

collapse of vermiculite layers are influenced by the nature of the exchangeable cation 

as well as by the interlayer liquid. 
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Table 4.9 Intercalation of acrylamide molecules in Cerric-vermiculite (CeV) 
interla~er s~aces. 

Mineral% Cone. of Cone. of Cone. of free Distribution 
added AM adsorbed AM AM Coefficient 

{moi.L-1
} X10"2 {moi.L- 1

} X 1 o-3 {moi.L" 1
} x1o·2

· {Ko} 
10.00 15.93 8.40 0.19 

8.80 15.80 7.21 0.22 

8.00 14.48 6.51 0.23 

/ 7.20 14.09 5.79 0.24 

> co 
N 5.60 9.27 4.67 0.20 Q) ct:? 0 0 

4.00 5.96 3.40 0.17 

3.20 5.67 . 2.63 0.21 

2.40 4.75 1.92 0.25 

1.80 2.72 1.53 0.18 

Low charge vermiculite may have interlayer expansion characteristic, which 

bear closer resemblance to those of high charge montmorillonite than to those shown 

by other vermiculite of high charge. Moreover, its ability to form complexes with 

organic compounds bears a striking resemblance to that of montmorillonite. Basal 

spacing measurement from X-ray diffractogram of unoriented powder sample of 

hydrogen-montmorillonite, TU treated Fe (111)-montmorillonite and Fe (111)

montmorillonite-PAM adduct before and after glycerol treatment show the existence 

of intercalated PAM in the layered spaces of the mineral. However, intercalation of 

TU and Fe (Ill) do not expand the basal spacing of the mineral.144 Using infrared 

spectroscopy, Tahaun and Morland have confirmed that amides predominantly 

protonate on the oxygen atom in the acidic clay system. 151 Comparing the results of 

adsorption on the surfaces of montmorillonite and vermiculite minerals it may be 

argued that like montmorillonite phase the bilayer adsorption of acrylamide in the 

internal surface of the vermiculite also play a pivotal role in affecting the initiation of 

polymerization and its mechanism as compared to the homogeneous polymerization 

reaction. In acidic medium, amides may apriori accept a proton on either the oxygen 

or the nitrogen atom. Spectroscopic as well as solution studies, how1ver, support the 

possibility of coming about of the former alternative.152 
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Table 4.10 Intercalation. of thiourea molecules in Cerric·vermiculite (CeV) and 
hydrogen·vermiculite (HV} interlayer s~aces. 

Mineral Cone. of Cone. of Cone. of free Distribution 
% added TU adsorbed TU Coefficient 

(mor.L-1
) X10-2 TU(mor.L-1

) (moi.L-1
) X1 o-2 (Ko) 

x1o-3 

7.00 5.30 6.47 0.08 

6.50 4.98 6.00 0.08 

6.00 4.98 5.50 0.09 
~ 

> 0 
co 5.00 4.64 4.53 0.10 Q) N 

(.) C"':! 
0 4.34 4.13 3.93 0.10 

2.43 3.02 2.13 0.14 

1.08 1.20 9.60 0.12 

7.00 6.10 6.39 0.09 

6.50 6.10 5.89 0.10 

6.00 5.80 5.42 0.10 
~ 

> 0 

5.00 5.44 4.45 0.12 ('f) 

I ('f) 

0 4.34 5.19 3.82 0.13 

2.43 3.26 2.10 0.15 

1.08 2.50 0.83 0.30 

Linear termination of aqueous acrylamide polymerization by metal ions was 

observed long back 150 
• While the linear termination by metal ions is a very common 

phenomenon in solution phase reaction, it is not possible in presence of clay mineral 

and transfer to. Ce (IV) ion is almost controlled in the case of reaction in the layered 

spaces. Thus it is evident that the modification achieved with respect to kinetics and 

mechanism of the acrylamide polymerization in the vermiculite phase stems from a 

number of factors viz., 

1. instead of collision between a monomer molecule and an initiating radical, a 
'; 

monomer pair is involved in the initiating step 

2. 'cage effect' is prominent in vermiculite phase reaction where a pair of TU 

radicals form a potential barrier to hinder diffusion of the radicals and favors their 

recombination 
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3. rate of linear termination process decreases significantly because transfer to 

Ce(IV) ions is highly restricted for the later's location in the layered spaces of the 

mineral and diffusion of the living radical through vermiculite gel is rather slow. In 

general, loading of the oxidant, i.e. metal ions, of the redox. couple in the 

interlayer space of clay minerals offers a potential method of achieving very high 

degree of polymerization for a redox initiating acrylamide polymerization reaction. 
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SECTION- A 

STUDIES ON SOLUTION PROPERTIES OF 
UNHYDROLYZED POLYACRYLAMIDE IN WATER- N, N 

DIMETHYL FORMAMIDE MIXTURES 

5 A 1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

The behavior of dilute polymer solutions, expressed by different parameters, 

viz., the second virial coefficient, the mean dimensions, the intrinsic viscosity [11], 

solvent quality and molecular weight domain, can be discussed through different 

excluded volume theories. The theoretical approaches mutually differ in the 

mathematical methods of approximations used, but all of them relate the excluded 

volume effects to measurable quantities by considering different possible 

interactions. Very high molecular weight polymers have penetrated different 

application areas, including many advanced technologies. 1 The increase in molecul~r 

dimension from monomer to oligomer, from oligomer to usual length polymer and 

from later one to pleistomer is accompanied by the appearance of new properties. 

Application of the fundamental laws governing polymer chemistry and physics to new 

dimensions of these macromolecular chains revealed that many accepted concepts 

and relations have to be modified or even changed and it is reasonable to presume 

that an understanding of their behavior will open new research directions and 

suggest new and unexpected end uses.2 In the treatment of the properties of very 

dilute polymer solutions it is convenient to represent the molecule as a statistical 

distribution of chain elements or segments, about the center of gravity. The average 

distribution of segments for a polymer molecule is approximately gaussian; its 

breadth depends on the molecular chain length and thermodynamic interaction 

between polymer segments and solvent.3 According to hydrodynamics, the specific 

viscosity of a Newtonian liquid containing a small amount of dissolved material 

should depend in the first approximation only upon the volume concentration and the 

shapes of the suspended particles. 

The unperturbed dimension (UD) of a given polymer in a solvent does not 

depend on the nature of the solvent, as long as the solvent has no'.influence on the 

rotation of the chain segments.4
•
5 This is true in many cases, espec)ally for nonpolar 
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polymer-solvent pairs, but in the cases of polar polymer- polar solvent systems, the 

unperturbed dimension vary considerably with the nature of the solvent Most of the 

polymeric materials are soluble only in a limited number of primary solvents, but they 

could be made soluble in all proportions in mixtures consisting of two or more 

solvents, which may be individually poor solvent for the polymers.6 Several mixtures 

of nonsolvent are also known which produce good solvent systems or at least 

increase the solvency power of primary solvents.7 Although some studies on the 

solution viscosity properties of polyacrylamide in water are available in the literature, 

similar studies· in other solvents or cosolvent systems are surprisingly little. 8
'
14 The 

intrinsic viscosity [T]] is related to unperturbed dimension (K0), molecular weight (M), 

and the hydrodynamic expansion factor, (an) by the relation. 15
'
16 

['11] = cD(ro2/M)J/2MI/2a./= KeMII2a.n3 

where cD is universal parameter (cD = 2.5x1 023 mol'1) and r0
2 is the unperturbed mean 

: ' ,, 

. square end- to-end distance. At theta temperature a = an = 1 (where a is molecular 

expansion factor) and hence evaluation of K8 is possible using this equation. On the 

other hand, for evaluation of Ke from intrinsic viscosity at temperature other than 

theta temperature, a number of equations. have been proposed. Some of the 

equations are as follows: 

[Fox and Flory (FF) ISJ 2 

['11] 2131M 113 = K9
213+0.363cDB[g (an) M213/[ll] 113 [Kurata and Stockmayer(KS) 16

] 3 

[Berry] 17 4 

([11]/M) y, = Ks+ 0.51<D BM 112 [Burchard-Stockmayer and Fixman (B.S.F)] 18
'
19 5 

Besides these, several other equations have also been·reported20
'
23

. According to the 

equations given above, the value of Ko is obtained from the intercepts on the 

ordinates of the plots of the quantity on the left-hand side versus the function of M 

and [T]] on the right hand side. Assuming Flory's limiting exponent and utilizing the 

first order perturbed results for the intrinsic viscosity and the friction coefficient (f) of a 

flexible polymer Tanaka proposed24 

6 

and Bohdanecky 25 derived the following equation 
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7 

Qian and Rudin 26
•
27 described a method for predicting the thermodynamic properties 

of polymer solutions in which the radius of gyration (Rg) is expressed as 

Rg={3 [ TJ]M/[9 .3x I 024
( I+([ TJ]-[ T]o])( I -exp( -C/C*))/[ T]o]] 113 8 

where [11] and [llo] are intrinsic viscosities in a given solvent and under 8 conditions, 

respectively and C is polymer concentration and C* is the critical concentration (or 

overlap concentration) at which polymer molecules begin to overlap. This model was 

used for determining the unperturbed dimensions of polymethylmethacrylate with 

12.90x1 06 < Mw < 23.84x1 06
. It appeared that calculated dimensions decrease with 

increasing polymer concentration upto a certain concentration; at higher 

concentrations the dimension remain constant for the same molecular weight and 

independent of the solvent type. 28 According to the literature it is _observed that the 

relation put forwarded by Lenka and coworkers for the evaluation of the unperturbed 

dimensions has also been used for ultra high molecular weight polymers 

9 

where C* is the overlap point concentration of the polymer in number of solvents, 

obtained from viscometric data in the semi dilute concentration regime where the 

macromolecular coils progressively contract and approaches · the unperturbed 

dimensions.29
.
31 The unperturbed dimension of polystyrene and poly (2- vinylpyridine) 

have been measured in solvent - precipitant mixtures of various compositions using 

the Stockmayer-Fixman representation by Dondos and Benoit.32 In a resin solvent 

system, the change in temperature initiates conformational tra~sition in polymer 

chains and the process of aggregation on precipitation was caused by such 

transitions. 33
"
34 Raju and Yaseen reported that the continuous decrease in limiting 

viscosity number of nylon-6 in m-cresol at temperatures ranging from 20° to 75°C 

was.due to the contraction of the dimension of the polymer coil.35 Quoting the view of 

other workers Haneczek and coworkers explained the partial helix-coil type polymer 

chain transition occurs in polyamide-6 in solution and results in higher value of 

limiting viscosity number of Nylon-6 in m-cresol at lower temperatures which in turn 

favors the dissolution.36 Chatfield reports that solvent power of an alcohol-ether 

mixture for nitrocellulose increases with lowering of temperature and at- 50°C methyl 

alcohol alone becomes a solvent for cellulose ethersY Recently Savas and Zuhal 
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have determined the unperturbed dimension of anionically polymerized poly (p-tert

butyl-styrene) at various temperatures and found the theta temperature of the 

polymer to be of the order of 31° and 32.7°C in nitropropane and 2-octanol 

respectively. 38 Several other workers reported the conformational transition of 

polymers in solution with the change of temperature. 39
'
4° Coil dimension of PMMA in 

the cosolvent medium of CCI4 and MeOH have been investigated by Maitra and 

coworker.41 They observed that the intrinsic viscosity exhibited a maximum for all 

fractions of polymers at a composition, ~cH3oH=0.33 while the ·Huggins constant 

showed a minimum value at the same composition. The experimental data for the 

solution properties of poly (N, N-dimethyl acrylamide) · and poly (n

isopropylacrylamide) show that the hydrodynamic and configurational characteristics 

of these two polymers in methanol and water are different, showing a peculiar 

behavior in water, which cannot be easily interpreted in terms of random coil 

molecules. Chintore and co-workers found that the behavior of poly (N

methylacrylamide) molecule in aqueous solution was quite abnormal, as indicated by 

the values of second virial coefficients, lower than those measured in methanol 

solutions by the large difference of estimated unperturbed dimensions.42
•
43 Therefore, 

the hypothesis was made that the solvation of N-substituted polyacrylamide by water 

would occur with large dipole interaction and/or hydrogen bonding with the structural 

units of the polymers in such a way as to give a large chain expansion with low chain 

flexibility, so that the polymer molecules could no more be treated as random coil in 

aqueous solutions . It has been pointed out that polyacrylamide, in which the lack of 

N-substations increases the chances of intramolecular interactions, has the highest 

unperturbed dimensions.44 The aqueous solutions of polyacrylamide are suspected 

to contain fibrous aggregates of very high molecular weight. These aggregates were 

observed by electron· microscopy and the disaggregation kinetics studied by 

viscometry.45
-4

7 This phenomena is generally attributed to intermolecular hydrogen 

bonds and is evidenced by an important decrease of viscosity with time. Boyadjian 

and co-workers have ·noticed differences of measured molecular weight by light 

scattering, according to the nature of the solvent and have concluded the presence of 

aggregates broken up by the effect of salt in pure water but not in formamide48 

. ' 

However, even for nonhydrolyzed polyacrylamide, there is a lack of reliable data in 

the l!terature concerning the chain conformation in salt-water·, solutions and its 

relation to intrinsic viscosity, particularly in the range of molecular weight of 
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interest.49•50 However, Francois and co-workers were successful in studying 

molecular weight dependence of radius of gyration, viscosity, sedimentation and 

diffusion on a set of fractions in the same range of molecular weight. 51 It has been 

shown recently that the ·unperturbed dimension _ of polyacrylamide could be 

determined by light scattering measurement in methanol-water system.52 These 

authors concluded that the high value of the exponent (0.64) of the molecular weight 

dependence of radius of gyration was not related to a greqt expansion of 

macromolecular coil and the determination of unperturbed dimension by 

extrapolation of viscosity measurements in good solvent at M->O(M = mol. wt.) 

should be possible and works of Okada and Yamaguch\ provide such 

determinations.53
•
54 Fundamental parameters of poly (2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane 

sulfonamide), which is soluble in water and formamide are obtained by light 

scattering, osmometry and viscometry in these good solvents by Gooda and Huglin 

and has been analyzed by extrapolation procedures to yield the unperturbed 

dimensions, steric factor and characteristic ratio. 55 There was good. accord between 

the values of these parameters thereby obtained directly and those derived indirectly, 

the mean values being 8.73X10-9cm.g 112.mol112
, 4.07 and 32 respectively . 

.Bohdanecky and coworkers investigated the solutions of polyacrylamide fractions 

(molecular weight 3300-800,000) in water at 25°C and in a mixed theta solvent at 

20°C by light scattering, sedimentation and viscometry. 14 Measurement in water gave 

the configuration characteristic ratio Ca = 8.5. 

The fundamental parameters of polyacrylamide obtained previously by 

viscometry in good solvent and in 8 solvents have been analyzed by viscosity

molecular weight relationship procedures suggested by several workers 

(Newman56and Misra13
). High value of excluded volume exponent, as was observed 

in some cases, once thought to be the result of great expansion of polyacrylamide in 

aqueous solution as mentioned earlier. This arose doubts on the applicability of the 

method of extrapolation of the viscosity data in determining unperturbed dimension of 

the polymer in water. Further study, however, confirmed that high value of exponent 

of molecular weight dependence of the radius of gyration was not due to great 

expansion of the macromolecular coil in water and it is now believed that 

determination of unperturbed dimension by extrapolating viscosity data in good 

solvents is possible.52 Sera and coworker have determined the unperturbed 

dimension of polyacrylamide in water-dimethylsulphoxide mixtures at 30-50°C by 
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different methods of extrapolation and found a minimum value· of unperturbed 

dimension at ~oMso = 0.5 (ref. 57). From the above literature it appears that in some 

case~ the estimated unperturbed dimensions of chains may depend on whether 

measurements are made on samples in solutions or in the bulk, in most instances the 

results from different investigators, in some cases using different methods, are 

consistent and the extrapolation procedures yield much higher values for 

unperturbed dimensions as compared to the real one, due to: the curvatures 

appearing in the linear dependences given by the experimental data for high values 

of the excluded volume. Simionescu, Chee and coworkers performed viscosity 

measurement on solutions of polyvinylchloride ~esin in various plasticizers to 

calculate polymer-solvent interaction parameter,~ using Flory equation pertaining to 

the linear expansion factor of the coiling in the solution.58
"
61 This very information was 

then used to estimate lower critical solution temperature. Kathmann and McCormick 

synthesized and studied the dilute and semi-dilute solution behaviour of the 

terpolymers of sodium acrylate, acrylamide and the zwitterionic 4-(2-acrylamido-2-

methylpropane dimethylammonio) butanoate.62 The authors observed polyelectrolyte 

behaviour of the terpolymer at pH 8.5 and the viscosity decreased in the presence of 

added electrolyte. Hocking and coworkers measured the progressive influence on the 

hydrodynamic volume and other properties contributed by incorporation of N, N 

dimethylacrylamide into a series of high molecular weight acrylamide 

copolymers.63Aqueous solution of these polymers showed little or· no decrease of. 

radius of gyration when low concentration of sodium chloride were added, in contrast 

to its effect on solutions of polyacrylamide itself. Shanks and Wu measured the 

viscosity of polyacrylamide dilute solutions in water with acetone, ethanol, 

dimethylformamide and ethylene glycol as cosolvent to study the conformation of 

polymer chains and the degree of polymer solvent interaction.64 It was found that 

polymer chain conformation contracted as the acetone, ethanol and the DMF 

cosolvent composition ratio increased but there was no distinguishing difference of 

contraction in case of· water-ethylene glycol compositio~s. Alorio and coworkers 

reported relationship between intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight for narrow 

molecular weight distribution of polyisoprene and polystyrene samples in CCI4 at 

25°C.65 Conclusions drawn from viscometry that CCI4 is a good solvent for both the 

polymers was supported by second virial coefficient from low-angle light scattering 

measurements. Azim and Huglin measured the intrinsic viscosities of different 
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fractions of polystyrene (PS) at 98.5 °C .in the mixtures of MC and 1, 2, 3, 4-

tetrahydronaphthalene over the whole range of solvent compositions. 66 The theta 

temperature of PS measured as 98.5 °C in methylcellolose (MC). Solution viscosities 

of the copolymers and homopolymers of acrylamide were determined at 30, 40, and 

50°C by Rakshit and coworkers. 67 The activation parameters of viscous flow, 

voluminosity, and shape factor were also calculated. The average shape factor was 

observed to be nearly 2.5 for all the copolymer systems. Viscosity average molecular 

weights were calculated, and from the intramolecular expansion factor it was 

observed that copolymers are less flexible than that of homopolymers. The dn/dc 

values obtained from differential refractometry are in good agreement with those 

calculated theoretically. Rakshit and coworkers. 68 also used the viscosity data to 

calculate the volume related parameter VE of the polymer. Recently it has been used 

to determine the shape of protein and some other acrylate copolymer molecules in 

solution. VE is calculated by plotting Y against concentration C, where 

Y= (TJr112 -1 )/[C (1. 35T] r 112-0.1 )], (here TJr is relative viscosity) 1.0 

From the plot, VE is obtained as an intercept since 

Lt c~o Y=VE. II 

The shape factor vis calculated from the relation 59 

12 

The value of v has been shown to be 2.5 for spherical particles.70 

An Ubbelohde viscometer was used to measure the relative viscosities of 

polymer solutions (detail in experimental section, chapter 3). The related definitions 

are as follow: 

Specific viscosity, l')sp=(t-ta)lto 13 

Reduced viscosity, I'Jred= l')sp/C 14 

Intrinsic viscosity, [Ill = (llsp/C) c=o 15 

And the Huggins equation is llsp/C= [Ill + KH [ll] 2C 16 

where KH is the Huggins constant. The symbol 11 refers to the viscosity of solution, tis 
' 

the efflux time of the solution, t0 is the efflux time of solvent and C is the polymer 
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concentration. For a linear relationship between tlred and C, KH [tl] 2 is the slope and 

(tl] is the intercept. 

In the present section, the results of our investigation , on unperturbed 

dimension, interaction parameter and related aspects of unhydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide in water-DMF mixtures have been described. The intrinsic viscosities 

of the polymer have been measured for different fractions of the polymer (viz., A 

type, B type, and C type) in different compositions (water-DMF) of the cosolvent 

mixture at different temperatures. In the previous chapter, we have reported the 

technique by which the molecular weight of PAM in aqueous solution may be 

controlled by trapping the initiator component in the interlayer space of vermiculite. 

This method has been adopted selectively to prepare polymers of varying molecular 

weights for the solution property studies as presented in this section of the present 

chapter. Low molecular weight polymers (viscosity average molecular weight 2.3 x 

105
, C-type) were prepared via redox polymerization of acrylamide monomer initiated 

by FeCI3 and thiourea redox system at 50°C. To obtain medium molecular weight 

polymers (viscosity average molecular weight 1.6 x 106
, B-type) 0.4~ monomer and 

0.06M TU 'in aqueous suspension of ferric vermiculite (FeV) were used at 60°C 

temperature and at pH 1.98. Details are given in chapter 3. High molecular weight 

polymers (viscosity average molecular weight 8.9 x 106
, A-type) were, purchased from 

; 

Across Organics (Belgium). From the relation between [r]] and M, the unperturbed 

dimension and molecular expansion factor have been measure~. The Huggins 

constant value in each case was also determined in order to study:the influence of 

cosolvent system on the aggregation of the polymer. While DMF is a poor solvent for 

PAM, water- DMF mixture acts as a cosolvent in certain proportions,~ 

5 A 2 RE:SUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

INTRINSIC VIOSCOSITY 

In general for a flexible polymer in poor solvent, the intrinsic viscosity 

increases with temperature, whereas in good solvent it decreases with temperature. 

In athermal solvent, however, viscosity is independent of temperature. 71 In absence 

of any solute the observed physical-chemical characteristics , of water-DMF 

mixtures72
-
78 such as dielectric decremenf2 with a maximum around ~oMF =0.5, 

nonlinear viscosity incremenf7
'
78 at water rich composition and highly nonlinear 
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concentration dependence of apparent molal volumes with a minimum75 around 

~DMF=0.20 have led the investigator.s to suggest that in presence of water, the self 

associates of DMF72
"
73 undergo disruption due to possible formation of 

intercomponent H-bonded complexes, resulting in the breakdown of; 3-D structures. 

At the initial water-rich region of DMF-water mixtures, comparatively more 

monomeric water and DMF molecules and the so-called DMF-water complexes are 

free to solvate the solute species. However, at higher composition of DMF, free 

monomeric water and DMF molecules are involved in the possible H-bonded clusters 

and DMF-DMF aggregate formation. The polymer chains are expanded most at the 

temperature at which [TJ] is the maximum. The variation of [TJ] for all three types of 

polymer at different temperatures and solution compositions are shown in figure 5.1-

5.3. The result shows that an increasing the amount of nonsolvent (DMF) up to a 

certain limit, intrinsic viscosity also increases for all types of PAM. This variation is, 

however, distinguishable from the variation observed in case of a pure solvent 

system. Intrinsic viscosity reaches its maximum value near ~DMF =0.2 for the polymer 

type-A, near ~DMF =0.3 for the polymer type-B and near ~DMF =0.4 for the polymer 

type-C. This indicates that energetically the most favorable solvent composition is 

different for different types of PAM. The higher the molecular weight of the polymer, 

smaller is the concentration of DMF required for showing the cosolvency effect. The 

decrease in [TJ] after the maximum is explained by decrease in unperturbed mean 

square end-to-end distance. At a higher co-solvency condition, the energetic 

weighting factor favors the extended configuration of the polymer molecules. The 

extended long chains are surrounded by the solvated hull and longer the chain lesser 

is the amount of DMF required for attaining the cosolvency condition. At low value of 

~DMF of pure solvent systems, the viscosity should decrease with temperature but in 
' 

the present ternary system (water+DMF+PAM), [TJ] is found almost invariant with 

temperature of the system. Increase in temperature of a polymer solution generates 

two antagonistic effects.79
"
8° Firstly, an increase in temperature generally leads to an 

increase in the solubility." This results in uncoiling of the polymer chain leading to an 

increase in intrinsic viscosity with temperature. Secondly, increase in temperature 

may lower the rotational barrier, thereby enhancing the degree of rotation about a 

skeletal bond, forcing the molecular chains to assume more 'compact coiled 

configuration. This leads to decrease in intrinsic viscosity with the increase in 

temperature. Plots of Huggins constant as a function of solvent composition are 
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shown in figure 5.4-5.6. It is observed that there is a maximum at the solvent 

composition ~oMF = 0.2 for PAM type C at all the studied temperatures. There are 

maxima at ~oMF =0.3 for type-S and type-A at 50°C and 30°C respectively and there 

are minima at ~oMF = 0.2 for type-A and type-S at 50°C and at 40°C respectively. 

Small values of KH indicate better cosolvency at this solvent composition and 

temperature. Very high values of KH for PAM type-B are the indication of strong 

aggregation for polymer molecules at all temperatures studied. 

UNPERTURBED DIMENSION (UD) 

The UD of the polymer chain is the dimension where volume exclusion due to 

long-range segmental interaction is nullified by its interaction with a definite solvent 

(theta solvent). 20 UD is the end-to-end distance of the polymer chain under theta 

condition and can be determined from intrinsic viscosity measurement at this 

condition. In the present study, Kurata-Stockmayer equation under non-theta 

condition16 has been used to derive Ke of PAM in different water-DMF mixtures. The 

results are summarized in table 5. 1. Some of the K-S plots are shown in figures 5.7-

5.12. Plots are essentially linear. The value of Ke obtained from various methods of 

measurements viz. S-F, K-S-F and K-S agree well with each other except for a few 

composition conditions of the solvents. It is apparent th~t at ~oMF =0.4 the polymer 

has the highest unperturbed dimension and this result is in general true for all the 

adopted methods for Ke calculation. Above the ~oMF value of 0.4 the cosolvency of 

the system is lost and the polymer is precipitated out (for PAM of type-C, precipitation 

starts at ~DMF =0.5) from the solution. At ~DMF =0.1 the polymer shows lowest Ke 
values for all the methods of calculation. The effect of temperature is interesting. With 

an increase in temperature, r0
2 and hence K0, decrease due to greater freedom of 

rotation around the skeletal bonds.20 However, such a temperature dependence of Ka 

can be attributed not only to the change in flexibility of macromolecular chains but 

also to the specific polymer solvent interaction. The effect may also be correlated to 

the cohesive energy density of the polymer and the solvent.33 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF UNPERTURBED DIMENSION 

The effect of temperature on UD can be attributed to the change in flexibility 

of a macromolecular chain as well as to polymer solvent interactions. Some solvents 

at certain temperatures hinder internal rotations in macromolecules due to favorable 
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Table 5.1 Unperturbed Dimension of PAM in water+DMF mixtures at 

different temperatures determined by different methods. 

Temp. ° C K6x!O (cm3.g-312 .mol 112
) 

~DMF 
K-S S-F K-S-F 

0.1 0.484 0.679 1.843 

0.2 1.377 1.399 2.522 
30 

0.3 3.189 3.181 3.261 

0.4 3.391 3.338 3.191 

0.1 0.328 0.332 1.483 

0.2 1.125 0.958 2.141 
40 

0.3 2.532 2.509 3.041 

0.4 3.367 3.167 3.092 

0.1 0.260 0.343 1.641 

0.2 0.900 0.578 1.828 
50 

0.3 1.650 1.562 2.301 

0.4 2.423 2.302 2.527 

Table 5.2 Temperature co-efficients of Unperturbed Dimension at different 

DMF compositions. 

~DMF l<'deg-1 

0.1 0.0161 

0.2 0.0212 

0.3 0.0330 

0.4 0.0168 
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interactions, which lead to expanded uncoiled conformation of the polymer. Previous 

workers attributed this variation in UD to the specific solvent effect resulting from 

hydrogen bonding or other polar interactions67
. In the case of mixed solvents, 

preferential adsorption leads to similar observations and the effects are correlated to 

cohesive energy density of the polymer and the solvent.Unperturb~d dimension (Ko) 

is related to statistical parameter (r o 
2

) and unperturbed mean s9uare end-to-end 

distance by Flory equation as follows: 

17 

On differentiating the above with respect to T, the temperature coefficient of 

unperturbed dimension may be obtained 

dlnK8/dT = 3/2[{dln(r0
2
)}/ dT] = K' 18 

Here K', the temperature coefficient of unperturbed dimension provides 

information about configuration of chain molecules and also predict the configuration

dependent properties of polymer chain and energies of bond conformations in the 

molecules. From the table 5.2 it is seen that the value of K' changes with solvent 

composition. The value of K' increases up to ~DMF = 0.3 and then decreases. That is 

PAM molecules expand more up to ~oMF = 0.3. It also reveals the presence of low 

energy configuration in this solvent composition at high temperature. However, at 

~DMF = 0.4, K' again assumes lower value indicating more compact structure and the 

existence of high-energy configuration of the polymer. 

MOLECULAR EXPANSION FACTOR 

The molecular expansion factor (an). which represents the effect of long

range interaction, can be described as an osmotic swelling of the chain by the 

solvent-polymer interaction. It has been calculated from the relation, 

19 

where K9 has been taken from the K-S plot. The actual end-to-end distance, anKa. of 

the polymer molecule is also computed, which is shown in table 5. 3. It is observed 

that anKe attains its highest value at ~DMF = 0.4 for all the fractions of the polymer. As 

the number of segmental interaction of the polymer molecules increases with 
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molecular weight, the value of a.n also increases. This trend is observed at .all 

temperatures under the study. 

Table 5.3 Molecular Expansion Factor and Coil Dimensions of PAM at different 

temperatures in water+ DMF mixtures. 

Type-A Type-B Type-C 

Temperature(0C) <DoMF O.n O.nXKex1 0 O.n O.nXKox1 0 O.n O.nXKex10 

0.1 2.260 1.096 1.883 0.912 1.487 0.720 

0.2 1.723 2.373 1.327 1.827 1.287 1.772 
30 

0.3 1.065 3.396 0.995 3.173 1.031 3.288 

0.4 0.996 3·.377 0.897 . 3.042 1.037 3.517 

0.1 2.602 0.855 1.932 0.635 1.743 0.6727 

0.2 1.845 2.075 1.322 1.516 1.360 1.530 
40 

1.111 0.3 1.286 3.257 1.073 2.717 2.814 

0.4 1.049 3.532 0.851 2.866 1.062 3.576 

0.1 2.880 0.750 2.224 0.580 1.867 0.486 

0.2 1.994 1.795 1.352 1.217 1.436 1.293 
50 

0.3 1.496 2.468 1.489 2.456 1.203 1.984 

0.4 1.185 3.600 0.955 2.315 1.093 2.648 

CHAIN RIGIDITY 

The characteristic ratio (Ca). which serves as a measure of short-range 

interactions such as bond angle restrictions and steric hindrances, are also 

influenced by the torques exerted on the chain by solvent molecules. This effect is, 

however, small in many cases. The characteristic ratio Ca is a parameter that 

compares the unperturbed mean square end-to-end distance to the dimension of the 

chain if each segment was freely jointed. Steric factor (cr), the characteristic ratio 

(Ca). and [r0
2/M] 112 are calculated in usual manner from the followind equations81 

cr = [<r>o/M]ot112/[<r>ot1M] y, 

[ <r>otiMJ y,= [ <r>otiNJ y,[1 /Mo]112 

Ca=[Kei<Pof13(Mo/2L 2) 

: 

20 

21 

22 
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where <~>or is the unperturbed mean square end-to-end distance for a freely rotating 

chain, N is the degree of polymerization, Mo is the molecular weight of the monomer 

and L is the backbone bond length (L=0.154nm). For vinyl polymers the value of 

[<~>oriN] y,=3.08x10-8cm [35l. The computed values of a, Ca, and [r0
2/Mf'2 for PAM at 

different solvent compositions and temperatures are given in the table 5.4. Cowie 

observed that the range of values of a normally encountered is about 1.5-2.5 (ref. 

82). In the present system, however, it ranged between 1.29 and 3.03. Like UD, other 

parameters viz.,a, Ca and an K9 also show their highest values at ~DMF = 0.4. 

Table 5.4 Steric Factor, Characteristic Ratio and Unperturbed Dimension (in 

cm.g 112.mol112
) of PAM as a function of DMF fraction and 

temperature. 

T em peratu re(0C) <DoMF ro2/M1'2X10s Ca a 

0.1 5.787 0.772 1.585 

30 0.2 8.198 1.549 2.246 

0.3 10.845 2.711 2.971 

0.4 11.070 2.824 3.030 

0.1 5.084 0.595 1.392 

40 0.2 7.662 1.353 2.099 

0.3 10.043 2.325 2.751 

0.4 11.043 2.811 3.025 

0.1 4.706 0.510 1.289 

50 0.2 7.115 1.167 1.949 

0.3 8.706 1.747 2.385 

0.4 9.897 2.257 2.711 

VOLUME RELATED PARAMETER 

The volume related parameter is a function of temperature and a measure of 

volume of the solvated polymer molecules. The representative plot of Y vs. C 

(equation no.1 0) is shown in figure 5.13. VE is obtained from the intercept of the 

straight line on y-axis. Computed data of VE and '\J are shown in table 5.5. As the 

temperature increases the solvation decreases and hence, VE decreases. This is true 
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in most of the cases except for the polymer of type-A. It is to be noted that as the 

molecular weight decreases the solvated volume also becomes .smaller. A poor 

solvent system results in the less solvation of the polymer molecules, and hence the 

nature of variation of VE is almost similar to the nature of variation of ['tl] with <PoMF· 

Table 5.5 Volume related Parameter VE (in dlg-1
) and Shape Fa?tor values of 

PAM at different solvent compositions and temperatiJre 

Type-A Type-B Type-C 

Temperature(0C) <l>oMF VE "I) VE 1,) VE '\.) 

0.1 5.27 2.51 1.47 2.50 0.40 

.30 0.2 6.31 2.58 2.37 0.56 2.54 

0.3 3.42 2.65 1.40 2.52 0.60 2.84 

0.4 3.82 2.07 1.11 2.50 0.60 3.05 

0.1 5.66 2.41 1.16 2.30 0.40 2.12 

40 0.2 6.45 2.58 1.56 0.53 2.58 

0.3 4.64 2.74 1.40 2.51 0.60 2.88 

0.4 3.77 2.43 1.04 2.34 0.64 3.06 

0.1 5.75 2.55 1.36 2.37 0.32 2.53 

50 0.2 6.54 2.57 1.15 2.20 0.45 2.81 

0.3 5.04 2.58 1.17 2.37 0.48 2.88 

0.4 4.04 2.16 1.03 2.32 0.'56 2.73 

The shape factor v gives an idea about the shape of the polymer molecules in 

solution. Ideally it is 2.5 for spherical particles. Rakshit and coworker, suggested that 

the conformation of hydrolyzed PAM was other than spherical (v =2~.5-8.7)(ref.83). It 

is interesting to note that v values (Table-5.5) of unhydrolyzed PAM in the present 

study are very close to 2.5 and is not affected by solvent, molecular weight and the 

temperature of the study. This indicates that unhydrolyzed PAM molecules assume 

globular structure in solution. 
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SECTION- B 

STUDIES ON SOLUTION PROPERTIES OF 
HYDROLYSED POLYACRYLAMIDE. (N 

WATER-N, N DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE MIXTURES 

5 B 1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

Water-soluble polymers find a v'ery proad range of industrial applications. 

Acrylamide based polymers are widely used· as flocculants, rheo)og'y _control agents _ 

and additives.84
"
86 Paper mamJfacturing, mining and water treatment processes are 

. ' . ,· 
~mong the many fields that benefit from the use of acrylamide-based polymers.87

"
91 In 

solu-tion phase,. progressively· hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (PAM) develops varied 
' . 

charge densities on the _polymer backbone and as such, solution behaviour of ttie 

· polymer is modified. Hyd;oly~is of a-mide groups in the alkaline condition, adsorption 

qf nonionic (unhydro.lyzed) .[NPAM], a~ionic and cationic types of ~AM on charged 

surfaces at different pH media are documented in literature. 9
_
2

.-
102 If hydrolyzed PAM is 

dissolved .in water103 it behaves like weak polyelectrolyte with char~~d coo- on the 

backbone.: I~ this charged PAM, relative dissociation of the ionic gro~;~ps is a function 
'>':'· 

of solvent polarity and the distribution and alignment of the_ charged_ ~ipoles along the 
. . 'i'• . 

chain are expected to play decisive role _on the final state of conformation ·of the 

polymer chain .. 101 Partially hydroly~ed PAM is thus expected to develop fascinating 
. . . . . )' . 

solution behavior especially in aqueous-nonaqueous mixed solvents. The effect of 

hydrodynamic field and the_ degree .of hydrolysis on apparent. bonformation or 

~ydrolyzed PAM has been discussed.104 Ludenberg and Phillips studied the 

viscometfic behavior of sulphonated P<?lystyrene in wat~r/tetrahydr~furan mixtures 

and found the nonpolyelectrolytic behavior .without any precipitation when water 

c~>ntent reduced below 5-vol%.105 But the ;:;ulphonated polystyre~e u~it in their 

polymers was only 1.7 ·mol%. Tong and coworkers measured the viscosity of 

copolymers of 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulph,onic 9cids and _2-hydroxypropyl 
. . 

methacrylate in dimethyl sulfoxide and dimethyl sulfoxide I tetrahydrofuran mixed 

solvents and observed polyelectrolyte behavior even in mixed solvent containing 

65% of tetrahydrofuran. 106 "(he viscosity reduction and precipitation::of a. copolymer 
f 

from solution with in'creasing tetrahydrofuran content was attribute.d to the dipole-
- - t: -

' 
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dipole attraction between ion-pairs formed in less-polar medium. Some workers 

observed a complicated dependence of [rt] on the mole fraction of ethanol in aqueous 

solution of polymethacrylic acid and interpreted the results in terms of coil to 

collapsed chain model.107
"
110 

In section A of this chapter the results of our investigation on unperturbed 

dimension, interaction parameter and related aspects of unhydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide in water-DMF mixtures have been described. In continuation to our 

studies on physicochemical behavior of water-soluble synthetic polymers, present 

section of this chapter deals with the variation of [rtl. activation entropy and activation 

enthalpy (t.S#vis and t.H#vis). volume related parameter (VE). and the shape factor (v) 

of progressively hydrolyzed PAM with solvent composition in water-DMF system. 

While DMF is a poor solvent, water-DMF mixtures act as a cosolvent in certain 

proportions for hydrolyzed PAM also. 

5 B 2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

INTRINSIC VISCOSITY 

It has been pointed out that for polyelectrolyte solutions, Fuoss equation 

(equation 28) cannot predict explicitly the occurrence of maximum in the reduced 

viscosity upon dilution under salt free condition. 111 Different models have been 

proposed to explain such behaviour. 112
•
113 Witten and Pincus have explained 

polyelectrolyte viscosity for the semi dilute concentration regime where the polymers 

overlap.122 According to the above model 

11 = 11s Z (C/1) 312 (C/C*) y, 23 

where 11 and 11s are solution and solvent viscosities, respectively, I is the solution 

ionic strength, C* is the overlap concentration, C is the polymer concentration and Z 

is the polyion charge. In salt free solution where C =1. Examination of equation 23, 

however, reveals that for C>C*, the inverse of reduced viscosity (rtred)"1 oc C112
, which 

is in agreement with the equation of Fuoss. In the present system, straight lines are 

obtained on plotting (rtsp/C)-1 against C112 under semi dilute condition of HPAM (not 

shown). The variation of [rt] of the solutions of, LPAM and HPAM at different 

temper<:;~tures and solvent compositions are shown in figures 5.14-5.15 respectively. 

The variation of [rt] with solvent composition is, however, distinguishable from that 
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observed in case of pure solvent systems. For LPAM and HPAM the nature of 

variation of [r,] with solvent composition is just opposite to that in pure solvent 

systems. With increasing DMF content (poor solvent), [r,l decreases due to the 

contraction of polymer coils as well as for enhanced degree of intermolecular 

agglomeration of polymer chain. The negative deviation of [Ill as a function of solvent 

composition of the associated binary solvent can be explained in terms of free 

volume theory as follows: In the presence of aggregates or complexes, polymer 

molecules cannot find a free volume and they are contracted. It is found that for 

LPAM and HPAM, [11] attains a minimum near ~DMF = 0.4 indicating energetically most 

unfavorable solvent composition to be 0.4. H-bonding interactions between 

neighboring amide and acid groups results in a loss of the number of polymer sites 

available to interact with solvent molecules and this is prominent ypto ~oMF = 0.4. 

When more DMF is added after ~oMF = 0.4, instead of free monomeric water and 

DMF molecules H-bonded clusters of water-DMF and DMF-DMF aggregates interact 

with polymer molecules. The extent of this interaction is more with LPAM where less 

number of carboxyl sites is present in each polymer chain. On the other hand, for 

NPAM where no carboxyl groups are present in the polymer chain (figure-5.1 of 

previous section) the nature of curves are dramatically different. Instead of giving a 

minimum with the variation of solvent composition, the [Ill reaches a maximum near 

~DMF = 0.2 at all temperatures studied. The maximum intrinsic viscosity at this solvent 

composition indicates preferential solvation of the polymer due to most powerful 

cosolvent effect. When the DMF content is increased above ~oMF=0.2, the [11] is 

decreased due to an enhanced intramolecular interaction. causing contraction of the 

polymer chain. Finally, the polymer is precipitated out from the solvent mixture at 

high ~DMF value. The cosolvency and intermolecular interaction of polymers are also 

manifested in the Huggins constant (KH) values when the composition of the solvent 

was varied. KH values can be used to predict the degree of interaction between 

polymer and the solvent as well. The sign of KH is often taken as a measure of the 

type of interaction in the polymer chain. In general, positive KH values, which 

increase with the ionic strength, indicate enhanced interunit attractive interactions. 

Plot of KH vs. ~DMF for LPAM is shown in the figures 5.16. The KH values are 

calculated from the least square slopes of equation 16. It is observed that there is a 

maximum in the plot of KH vs. ~DMF plot at ~DMF = 0.4 for LPAM.However, for NPAM 

KH is the smallest at ~DMF = 0.2 where [Ill is the greatest. The effedt of temperature 
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upon [11] should strongly depend upon the nature of the solvent. In a poor solvent, the 

effective molecular shape is more compact and curled than the L!nbiased statistical 

mean. Because dissolution of polymer in poor solvent is an endothermic process and 

the polymer segment will attract each other in solution and squeeze out the solvent 

between them. In such a solvent, a temperature increase results in an increase in [rJ]. 

On the other hand if a solvent is energetically more favorable than the indifferent 

solvent then in solution the long chain molecule will be surrounded by solvated hull, 

which tends to prevent polymer-polymer contact. Uncurled configuration will be 

favored and here a temperature increase should result in the decrease in [r]]. The 

effect of temperature on the intrinsic viscosity of the polymer in present mixed solvent 

system is interesting. In case of ionic PAM's, [11] decreases with temperature i.e. 

water-DMF mixtures behave like a good solvent. However, for NPAM, it acts as an 

athermal solvent as there is either no change or little change in [Ill with temperature 

(figure 5.1 ). As has already been mentioned, increase in temperature of a polymer 

solution generates two mutually exclusive antagonistic effects.79
•
8° Firstly, an 

increase in temperature generally leads to an increase in solubility resulting in 

uncoiling of the polymer chain leading to an increase in [rJ]. Secondly, an increase in 

temperature may lower the rotational barrier, thereby enhancing the degree of 

rotation about a skeletal bond, forcing the molecular chain to assume more compact 

coiled configuration. This leads to the decrease in [11] value with temperature. In case 

of NPAM, both of these effects are equally important and the solvent mixture 

behaves as an athermal system. However, in case of ionic PAM's, some of the H

bonds between amide groups are no longer present and the rotation about the 

skeletal bonds is enhanced. The former effect is thus superseded by the later and, 

therefore, [11] decreases with temperature. 

ACTIVATION PARAMETER 

Intrinsic viscosity data are used to evaluate activation parameters of viscous 

flow using Frenkel-Eyring equation as follows: 114 

[11] = NhN exp (L'lG#vis/RT) 24 

where V, N, h, R, £1G#vis and Tare molar volume of the solution, Avogadro's number, 

Planck's constant, ideal gas constant, activation free energy for the viscous flow and 

the temperature in K respectively. The equation 24 can be rewritte~ as 
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25 

where llH# vis and llS# vis are enthalpy and entropy of activation for the viscous flow 

respectively. The linearity is observed by ·plotting In (r,V/Nh) against T 1 with 

correlation coefficient of 0.95 or higher for all the systems except NPAM. Some 

representative plots are given in figure-5.17. llH#vis and !lS#vis values at different 

polymer concentrations and solvent compositions for hydrolyzed PAMs are shown in 

table-5.6 and table-5.7. These values were extrapolated to zero polymer 

concentration to evaluate llH#vis 0 and !lS#Vis 0 , which are presented in the table-5.8. 

Positive values of.llH#Vis and L'iS#vis were obtained for LPAM and HPAM. L'iH#vis0 and 

t,S#viso values are found to be functions of solvent composition. Interestingly, on 

plotting L\H#vis against L\S#vis a straight line was obtained . 

Table 5.6 .6.H#v1s(J.mor1
) for HPAM and LPAM in different solvent composition 

and concentrations of polymers. 

<l>oMF 0.97X10'3 g/ml 0.58X1 o-3 g/ml 0.35X10'3 g/ml 0.21x1o·3 g/ml 

HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM 

0.0 649 741 145 671 257 263 4705 4441 

0.1 187 386 760 453 1276 1483 1176 1771 

0.2 867 797 913 165 1284 1090 1675 3348 

0.4 453 755 752 96 1565 1876 1526 4552 

0.6 380 656 442 1698 962 1006 678 3335 

0.8 393 755 312 64 826 1304 1178 3114 

Table 5.7 L'iS#vls (J.mor1.K'1) for HPAM and LPAM in different solvent 

composition and concentrations of polymers. 

<l>oMF 
0.97X1o·3 g/ml 0.58X 1 o-3 g/ml 0.35X1 o-3 g/ml 0.21 X1 o·3 g/ml 

HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM 

0.0 29.35 29.43 31.17 29.84 31.02 24.66 17.25 17.71 

0.1 30.74 30.40 29.16 30.24 27.70 26.90 27.90 25.70 

0.2 28.70 29.25 28.62 31.20 27.56 28.07 26.10 20.55 

0.4 29.96 29.24 29.11 31.12 26.60 25.20 26.34 16.10 

0.6 30.35 29.31 30.20 25.50 28.60 27.70 29.30 20.00 

0.8 30.27 28.06 30.68 30.06 29.15 26.21 28.02 20.70 
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Table 5.8 Activation parameters of HPAM and LPAM at infinite dilution. 

<l>oMF HPAM LPAM 
~H# o (J 1-1) ~S#vis 0 ~H# o (J 1.1) ~S#vis 0 vis .mo vis .mo 

(J.moi"1K 1
) (J.mor1 K 1

) 

0.0 32.347 3422 17.277 

0.1 1610 26 .. 150 2030 24.951 

0.2 1708 26.112 3008 21.604 

0.4 1907 25.290 5317 16.377 

0.6 1138 28.088 3961 20.926 

0.8 1273 27.410 2962 21.095 

Such a free energy relationships has been reported previously for many systems 83
. 

The slopes of the plots that yield the values of structural temperatures are found to 

be different for different solvent systems. Structural temperature is the temperature at 

which free energy of activation for the viscous flow is assumed to be independent of 

the entropic forces and solely depends on enthalpic forces 68
• Observed structural 

temperatures are found to increase with DMF content of the solvent mixture. 

VOLUME RELATED PARAMETER 

Reduced viscosity values of different types of PAM were used to calculate 

the volume related parameter (VE) of the polymer solutions. The volume related 

parameter is a function of temperature and is a measure of volume of the solvated 

polymer molecules. Values of VE (table-5.9) for HPAM show that initially the polymer 

molecules become less solvated and at higher fraction of DMF the polymer 

molecules become highly solvated. For NPAM (table-5.5), however, just opposite 

trend is observed; initially the polymer molecules are highly solvated and at higher 
i 

DMF content the polymer are assuming compact coiled configuration. This variation 

of VE with fraction of DMF is similar to that of intrinsic viscosity. Poorer is the solvent 

lesser is the degree solvation and this is well reflected in the corresponding VE 

values. This result is expected from ['1] vs. ~DMF plot also. In case of LPAM the said 

trend is observed only at 323K. The effect of temperature on VE is rather interesting. 
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Table 5.9 Volume related parameter ( VE dlg-1
) of HPAM and LPAM in different 

solvent compositions at different temperatures. 

~DMF' 
303K 313K 323K 333K 

HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM 
0.0 6.02 6.93 6.21 4.91 6.10 4.48 5.90 4.61 

0.1 4.57 4.78 4.65 4.09 4.49 3.75 3.83 3.23 

0.2 2.08 3.73 4.35 3.82 4.05 3.55 3.52 3.27 

0.4 3.06 3.28 4.23 2.49 3.57 2.16 3.11 1.99 

0.6 3.48 2.16 4.32 1.62 4.02 0.80 3.63 1.68 

0.8 4.71 1.45 5.00 1.45 4.68 1.41 4.21 0.96 

In the case of HPAM, initially VE increases with temperature and then 

decreases. For NPAM also the volume related parameter, VE, increases with 

increasing temperature. On the other hand, in the case of LPAM a decrease in VE is 

observed with an increase in temperature. An increase in temperature may lower the 

rotational barrier, thereby enhancing the degree of rotation about a skeletal bond, 

forcing the molecular chain to assume more compact coiled configuration. The 

difference in behaviour between HPAM and LPAM may be due to the difference in 

their ion content. From table 5.5 it is found that the value of v for NPAM is -2.5. 

Obviously, the nonionic polyacrylamide molecules assume near-spherical shapes in 

solution. The shape factors, v, for HPAM and LPAM are presented in table 5.1 0. The 

values of v suggest that shapes of LPAM and HPAM molecules are not always 

spherical, particularly when the cosolvent effect is poor. However, at high cosolvent 

condition the polymer molecules, particularly those of LPAM, assume spherical 

shape in solution. 

EXPANSION FACTOR 

The molecular expansion factor (a), which represents the effect of long-range 

interaction, can be described as an osmotic swelling of the chain by the solvent

polymer interaction. From the theory of polymer it is known that. 16
. 

26 

where <!>= Flory constant=2.84X1 023 for intrinsic viscosity expressed in mUg 

(independent of polymer, solvent and the temperature), ~o= mean square end-to-end 
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unperturbed distance of the polymer coil (independent of solvent and temperature), 

M = molecular weight of the polymer and a = expansion factor of the polymer. 

Table 5.10 Shape factor (v) of HPAM and LPAM in different solvent 

compositions at different temperatures. 

~DMF 303K 313K 323K 333K 

HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM 

0.0 2.09 1.73 2.30 2.73 2.35 2.43 2.55 1.54 

0.1 2.50 2.50 2.17 2.44 2.25 2.21 2.50 1.93 

0.2 2.63 2.33 2.51 2.03 2.32 1.71 1.83 1.40 

0.4 2.30 1.56 2.45 2.44 2.45 2.45 1.58 1.99 

0.6 2.48 1.57 2.62 1.83 2.42 2.90 2.55 1.06 

0.8 2.59 2.60 2.50 2.53 2.42 2.73 2.45 2.14 

Table 5.11 Expansion factors of HPAM and LPAM in different solvent 

compositions at different temperatures. 

~DMF 303K 313K 323K 333K 

HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM HPAM LPAM 'HPAM LPAM 

0.1 1.002 0.953 0.960 0.923 0.960 0.887 0.950 0.858 

0.2 0.910 0.860 0.940 0.850 0.940. 0.800 0.930 0.776 

0.4 0.980 0.723 0.940 0.450 0.940 0.542 0.930 0.463 

0.6 0.990 0.630 0.970 0.615 0.980 0.580 0.970 0.570 

0.8 1.020 0.651 0.940 0.661 1.010 0.687 1.000 0.586 

For a given polymer, the unperturbed dimension of the polymer chain (K>) is constant. 

Therefore, 

27 
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where [Ill and [Ill a are intrinsic viscosities of the polymer in the solvent mixture and in 

pure water respectively. a and aa have the same signifisance as the expansion 

factors. From table-5.11 it is seen that the expansion factor a of HPAM and LPAM 

decreases as ~oMF increases and at ~oMF =0.4 there is a minimum (indeed according 

to the table the value of ~oMF for that minimum depends slightly on temperature) that 

means the unperturbed end-to-end distance of both LPAM and HPAM increases with 

~DMF initially and then decreases passing through a maximum. Interestingly, like ionic 

polymers, the unperturbed end-to-end distance for NPAM (table-5.~) also increases 

with ~oMF at the water rich region. 

5 B 3 APPLICATION OF HUGGINS EQUATION BELOW THE 

OVERLAP CONCENTRATION 

Classically, the apparent divergence of the reduced viscosity at small polymer 

concentrations is linearized with a so-called Fuoss-Strauss plot based upon the 

empirical equation 115
"
117 

28 

In the recent polyelectrolyte literature, some theoretical explanations for the 

meaning of the terms (A & B of equation 28) involved in the equation are given. More 

recent study has shown that the above equation is basically an empirical equation 

and physical meaning of the constants A & B is not as clear as originally suggested 

by Fuoss.118 Similar results were reported by Kim and others for sulphonated PS 

ionomers and discussed in terms of a recent theory of polyelectrolyte viscosity.122
"
124 

Reduced viscosity increases with the decrease in concentration of the polymer and 

reaches its maximum at the overlap concentration. It can be assumed that polymer 

molecules have reached a final state of expansion in this range of concentration and 

that the reduced viscosity then decreases at lower concentrations according to 

Huggins' equation.122
'
123 In the present investigation, viscosities are measured at 

different concentrations below the overlap concentration, which vary linearly and the 

intrinsic viscosity is determined by extrapolating the straight line to ze.ro concentration 
;. 

(straight lines are drawn by least square method). Following discussion is based on 

calculations avoiding Fuoss linearization. Figure 5.18- 5.21 show that if the reduced 

viscosity of HPAM solutions is plotted against the concentrations of polymer 

solutions, it passes through a maximum. The sharp increase in reduced viscosity with 
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decreasing concentration of polymer can be accounted for in terms of progressively 

enhanced dissociation of the ionisable groups on dilution. The maximum, which 

corresponds to the overlap concentration, is found to be different for different 

compositions of solvent. At this point it is assumed that molecules have reached a 

final state of expansion and below this concentration the reduced viscosity decreases 

according to the Huggins equation. In section 5.B it was not possible to discuss on 

the values of KH for HPAM because it could not be measured due to the 

manifestation of polyelectrolyte behavior in HPAM with respect to its solution 

viscosity and the analysis of data was made by using Fuoss equation ih the semi 

dilute. regime. Plot of Huggins' constant vs. solvent composition is shown in the figure 

5:23. Intrinsic viscosity measured using above method is plotted ·against the solvent 

composition and is sho.wn in the figure 5.22. Interestingly, when these plots are 

compared with those obtained using Huggins equation although a small difference in 

intrinsic viscosity values is observed there was practically identical trend of intrinsic 

viscosity variation with solvent composition. Small difference in intrinsic viscosity 

values may be attributed to the limitations of the applicability of Fuoss's empirical 

equation through the whole concentration range of the polyelectrolyte solution. It is 

observed from the figure 22 &23 that there is a maximum in the plot of KH vs. ~oMF at 

~DMF=0.4 for HPAM. 

Table 5.12 Volume related parameter (Ve dlg.1
) of HPAM in different solvent 

compositions at different temperatures 

¢oMF 303K 313K 323K 333K 

0.1 4.87 4.93 3.50 3.01 

0.2 2.39 2.56 2.21 2.01 

0.4 1.38 1.59 1.31 1.09 

0.6 1.75 2.81 2.71 2.65 

0.8 4.98 5.17 4.59 4.21 
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Table 5.13 Shape factor (v) of HPAM in different solvent compositions at 

different temperatures. 

<l>oMF 303K 313K 323K 333K 

0.1 2.68 2.55 2.40 2.53 

0.2 4.45 2.51 2.50 2.60 

0.4 3.72 2.60 2.80 2.90 

0.6 3.50 2.80 2.83 2.86 

0.8 2.80 2.20 2.65 2.77 

Table 5.14 Expansion factors of HPAM in different solvent compositions 

at different temperatures. 

<l>oMF 303K 313K 323K 333K 

0.1 0.83 0.79 0.77 0.78 

0.2 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.61 

0.4 0.54 0.57 0.58 0.49 

0.6 0.58 0.71 0.73 0.76 

0.8 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.87 

As expected intrinsic viscosity is minimum at this solvent composition. Like LPAM the 

cosolvency and intermolecular interaction of HPAM are also manifested in the values 

of KH when the solvent composition is varied. The viscosity measured by the above 

method is used to determine the volume related parameter (VE), molecular expansion 

factor (a.) and the shape factor (v). These values are tabulated in tables 5.12-5.14. In 

this case also same . trend of variation of the above parameters with solvent 

composition is observed. Values of VE (table-5.12) for HPAM show that initially the 

polymer molecules become less solvated and at higher fraction of DMF the polymer 

molecules become highly solvated. Values of v (table-5.13) suggest that shapes of 

LPAM and HPAM molecules are not always spherical, particularly when the 

cosolvent effect is poor. From table-5.14 it is seen that the expansion factor a of 
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HPAM decreases as ~DMF increases and at ~oMF=0.4 there is a minimum. Explanation 

pertaining to the variation of the values of these parameters with the solvent 

composition is already given in the previous section. 
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DILUTE SOLUTION BEHAVIOUR OF 
PROGRESSIVELY HYDROLYZED POLYACRYLAMIDE 

IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

In recent years the study of polyelectrolytes has been stimulated by the use of 

newly available experimental techniques and the introduction of new theoretical 

concepts. Solutions of polyelectrolyte exhibit a behavior that may differ considerably 

from that of either uncharged macromolecules or low-molar-mass electrolytes. The 

origin of this specificity lies in the combination of properties derived from those of 

long-chain molecules with properties that results from charge-charge interactions. 

Physical properties of polyelectrolyte solutions have been studied for more than 50 

years, but several of them have not yet found a satisfactory theoretical explanation. 

In many cases a qualitative understanding is available but a quantitative 

interpretation is still lacking. The study of polyelectrolyte solution. has been much 

more extensively done in aqueous solution than in nonaqueous solution.1
•
2 A series 

of research studies conducted by Fuoss's group in the late 1940s and 1950s 

demonstrated the general nature of polyelectrolyte behaviour and made an important 

contribution in establishing major concepts of polyelectrolyte solution?4 Subsequent 

studies, however, have concentrated on aqueous solution behaviour of 

polyelectrolyte.5
·
6 With respect to the concept of chain expansion due to 

intramolecular repulsion, scattering techniques were used in addition to classical 

studies of viscosity.1
•
2 The concept of counterion condensation was tested by 

conductometric measurements of a polyelectrolyte solution, in which the dielectric 

constant of the solvent was altered and the polyelectrolyte was a copolymer of 4-

vinylpyridine and styrene quaterniz~d by n-butyl bromide and -the solvent was 

nitromethane-dioxane mixture covering the dielectric constant from 16.0 to 39.4 (ref. 

7). Polyelectrolyte behaviour with respect to solution viscosity was observed for 

sulphonated polystyrene (PS) ionomers (Na salt) in DMSO, alpha methoxy methanol 

as well as in DMF (ref.8) This polymer shows similar behavior in acid form also due 

to dissociation of protons. It was demonstrated by Fuoss and Strauss in one of the 

first explorations of synthetic polyelectrolyte solution viscosity, that the effect of 
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charging a polymer chain complicates interpretation of viscosity experiments 

considerably~·10 Unbound rise of reduced viscosity with decreasing· concentration for 

polymethacrylic acid, 2-vinylpyridine-methacrylic acid copolymer,· sodium salts of 

pectin, carboxy methyl cellulose and polyacrylic acid was reported by a number of 

investigators.11
"
14 Yamanaka, Pal and co-workers for dilute solution of sulfonated 

polystyrene demonstrated very strong shear rate dependence- of the reduced 

· viscosity. 15
•
16 lsoionic dilution method was used by Davis and Russel in their studies 

on sulfonated polystyrene and the authors found a variation of Huggins constant, KH 

from 20 at low ionic strength to 0.8 at maximum ionic strength near 0.1 M.17 

Measuring the reduced viscosity as a function of pH Katchalsky and coworkers 

observed an abrupt increase in reduced viscosity as pH varied above pH 6 for 

fractions of polymethacrylic acid.18 Priel and Silberberg observed a complicated 

dependence of ['l] on the mole fraction of ethanol in aqueous solution of 

polymethacrylic acid and interpreted the results in terms of coil to collapsed chain 

model. 19 Noda and co-workers observed an increase in the excluded volume 

parameter as the concentration of added salt decreased for polyacrylic acid and an 

increase in the apparent excluded volume parameter with the degree of ionization of 

the polyelectrolyte.20 McCormick and Johnson21 have focused their efforts on tailoring 

macromolecules so tha.t their (three series of N-alkylacrylamide/ acrylamide 

copolymers containing up to 0.75 mol% of C8, C10, and C12 ;N-alkylacrylamide 

monomers) solution viscosity is determined by interplay between intermolecular 

hydrophobic or ionic interactions of certain chain segments and strong hydration of 

other segments. Bock and coworkers22 studied the relationship between the structure 

and property of hydrophobically associating polymers using a series of copolymers of 

acrylamide and N-substituted acrylamides and also terpolymers that contain 

anionically charged carboxyl group. Their results show that hydrophobic association 

could dominate polymer conformation in solution. Intrinsic viscosities of sodium 

polystyrene sulfonate (PS) of narrow molecular weight distribution In the absence of 

coexisting salt were also measured by lse and coworkers23
• The possibility of 

adsorption of the macroions on the glass wall of the viscometer capillary was 

confirmed to be negligible. 

In the polyelectrolyte expansion theory the concentration of low molar mass 

electrolyte is assumed to be such that electrostatic interactions produce only a 

perturbation on the inherent dimension of the flexible polyion chain. In a salt free 
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solution where the electrostatic screening length is controlled by the counter ions of 

the polyion, by the auto dissociation of water or by dissolved impurities (C02), the 

assumption is not expected to apply. Under these conditions monotonic rise in 

reduced viscosity is observed and it was suggested that the same results may be 

found from the chain expansion of the polymer to a rod like conformation. The 

evidence for this assumption came from an extrapolation of reduced viscosity ('lred) 

using Fuoss equation to obtain apparent intrinsic viscosity. Several groups of authors 

subsequently demonstrated that the initial rise of reduced visco~ity to a maximum 

during dilution of salt free polyelectrolyte solution is followed .·bY a decrease. It 
~ 

appears that decreasing reduced viscosity at low concentrations following the 

viscosity maximum can be extrapolated to apparent intrinsic visc<?sity. It was argued 

that chains were entangled and decreased in size with concent~ation in the range 

where the Fuoss equation was applicable. 24 Similar argume~ts, based on the 

homogeneously entangled semi dilute polyelectrolyte solutions, are given by using a 

scaling approach.25
'
26 Some researchers studied the characteristics of polyelectrolyte 

behaviour using polystyrene based ionomers that had ionic groups randomly 

distributed along the chain.27 In their work, the role of intra- and intermolecular 

interaction on polyelectrolyte behaviour of random ionomer was studied by changing 

the number of ionic groups per chain, since it was expected that the importance of 

intramolecular interaction decreased with decreasing number of ionic groups per 

chain. It was observed that even ionomers with small number of ions per chain 

showed characteristic polyelectrolyte behaviour. It was suggested that the essential 

factor causing polyelectrolyte behaviour was intermolecular interactions not 

intramolecular interactions as is usually assumed in conventional explanations.28 The 

use of aqueous polymer solutions in secondary oil recovery has been subject of great 

interest. It has been reported thae9 more oil may be recoverable, by addition of only 

small quantity of polymers to injection water. The choice of polymer to be added to 

injection water must take into consideration a number of parameters - the pH of the 

reservoir, the nature and concentration of salts. The effectiveness of the polymers is 

related to their molecular weight, the absence of branched chaiQs and solubility in 

water. The enhanced recovery seems to be a consequence of molecular expansion 

that results from electrostatic repulsion between the charges carried by the polymer 

chains. As has already been mentioned that water-soluble synthetic polymers of high 

molecular weight have given rise to much interest due to their practical application 
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including the recent application in the preparation of highly viscous solutions in the 

secondary oil recovery process. One of the widely applied polymers for the above 

application is carboxyl-modified polyacrylamide (PAM). To understand the role of 

charged groups on factors that govern the efficiency of PAM in the above use 

especially in the salt rich waters, a complete molecular characterization is required . 

. In the case of charged PAM the relative dissociation of the ionic groups and the 

distribution and alignment of the charged dipoles along the chain are expected to 

play a decisive role on the final state of conformation of the polymer chain. 30 The 

effect of hydrodynamic field on the viscosity of partially hydrolyzed PAM has been 

discussed in the literature~1 The effect of various salt ions on the characteristic of 

polyelectrolyte in the aqueous solution and the site-binding interaction of salt ions 

and polymer using Huggins equation has been investigated. 32
'
36 

Keeping in mind the above, we have investigated the behaviour and 

properties of unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed PAM according to the function of factors 

known to effect the expansion of polyelectrolyte molecules that is, the degree of 

ionization, polymer concentration and the concentration of added salt. PAM is of 

interest because it is possible to obtain high molecular weight samples that are easily 

soluble in water. Moreover, the controlled hydrolysis of PAM samples yield polymers 

of various charge densities. The effectiveness of the polymer with respect to the 

above application is related to the extension of the polymer chain. Since the 

extension of the dissolved chain is related to the charge densities the hydrolysis is 

thought to be a powerful chemical variable. Moreover, degree of hydrolysis increases 

salt tolerance of the polyelectrolytes with respect to its solution viscosity. The object 

of the work is two fold (1) to examine polyelectrolyte behavior of progressively 

hydrolyzed polyacrylamide with a view to ascertain the degree of polyelectrolytic 

property shown by an ionomer (LPAM) (2) to examine how the polyelectrolyte 

behavior is affected on screening of charges of the polyelectrolyte. In view of the 
' 

above the results of physicochemical studies on dilute solution properties of high 

carboxyl content (HPAM) and low carboxyl content polyacrylamide (LPAM) in 

aqueous solution as a function of concentration, pH, added salt and the temperature 

are reported in this chapter. 

In chapter 6 onwards, sometimes unhydrolyzed PAM is also designated as non ionic PAM or NPAM. 
1 

<; 
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6. 2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

INTRINSIC VISCOSITY 

Factors, which affect the intrinsic viscosity of a polymer, ·include molecular 

weight, temperature; shear rate, chain stiffness and topology etc. Values of Huggins 

coefficient depend on the shear rate, temperature and molecular weight. For 

expanded neutral polymers in good solvents or for polyelectrolytes, the dependence 

of [I"}] on the shear rate can be considerable; shear rate extrapolation of the reduced 

viscosity is needed for quantitative comparison of experiment to theory. The effect of 

shear rate on the reduced viscosities of dilute polymer solutions in t~e presence and 

in the absence c;>f added salts is shoWn in figures 6.1-6.4. Shear thinning behaviour is 

observed from the figures. Similar shear thinning behaviour was r.eported earlier for 

polystyrenesulphonic acid and its sodium and potassium salts.37 HPAM and LPAM 

both are showing shear thinning behavior. The carboxyl content of HPAM is 72 mol% 

and that of LPAM is 8.2 mol%. Quite obviously the effect of electrical charges should 

be more for HPAM than that of LPAM. As the concentration of the polymer decreases 

the effect of shear on solution viscosity increases. On the other hand, as the 

concentration of added salt increases the polymer solutions become less sensitive to 

the shear flow. The substantial shear thinning effect of salt-free dilute solutions of 

hydrolyzed PAM may be attributed to the second order electroviscous effects, which 

is caused by an electrostatic interaction betyveen macro ions to. form an ordered 

arrangement. For linear macro ions, the flexible nature and orientation of the polymer 

chains in streaming solvent would also be related to the shear thinning behavior. . ' 

Concentration dependence of reduced viscosity of HPAM and ~PAM in salt free 

aqueous solutions and in the presence of 0.0125(M) NaCI for HPAM is shown in 

Figures 6.5-6.1 0. The reduced viscosity passes through a maximum in reduced 

viscosity vs. concentration plots. After the maximum point, reduced viscosity 

decreases continuously on dilution. The sharp increase in reduced viscosity with 

decreasing concentration can be explained in terms of the expansion of the polymer 

chain due to progressively enhanced dissociation of the ionisable groups. The more 

marked dependence of reduced viscosity at lower concentrations seems to be 

consistent with this explanation. At the maximum point, which is known as overlap . . 

concentration, it can be assumed that molecules have reached a final state of 

expansion and below this concentration the reduced viscosity decreases according to 
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Huggins equation as has already been mentioned in chapter .5. The overlap 

concentration (C*) depends on the added salt concentration and on the ion content of 

the polymer. The magnitude. of the reduced viscosity at the maximum decreases 

when salt concentration increases and the ion content of the poiymer decreases. 

This behavior may be attributed to the electrostatic long-range interactions above the 

overlap concentration of the polymer. The C* values of HPAM and LPAM are found 

to.be 5.0X10"5 and 3.0X10.5g/ml respectively. The overlap concentration of LPAM in 

the presence of 0.0125M NaCI and above is not detectable but for HPAM it is 

1.6X1 0-4 in presence of 0.0125M NaCI. This value of overlap concentration is 

substantially higher than that in the absence of salt. At lower concentration regions 

(C < C*), the reduced viscosity decreases linearly with dilution and the extrapolation 

to zero concentration yields the intrinsic viscosity [11]. 38 Hydrolyzed PAMs exhibit 

higher reduced viscosity than their neutral counterpart. 

The effect of NaCI concentration on the shear corrected reduced viscosity of 

LPAM and HPAM is also examined .The effect of various NaCI concentrations 
. j 

ranging from 0.20 to 0.0125M on the reduced viscosity of HPAM and LPAM is 
' 

illustrated in figure . 6.11. A significant decrease in reduced viscosity apparently 

occurred with an increase of NaCI concentrations. Linear extrapolation of reduced 

viscosity to zero polymer concentration, which is normally done to determine intrinsic 

viscosity for non-ionic polymers, could not be applied in the present system because 

of the deviation from linearity. However, at high concentration of NaCI, 0.1 M for 

HPAM and 0.05M for LPAM, a simple linear extrapolation is possible for reduced 

viscosity - concentration linearity due to nonpolyelectrolytic nature of the polymers 

under this condition. Addition of NaCI to the polymer solution increases the ionic 

strength of the solution outside the polymer coil relative to that of inside and also 

reduces the thickness of the bound layer. As a result, contraction of the polymer 

chain takes place. When the polymer solution is diluted in presence of a low but 

fixed NaCI concentration the overall ionic strength decreases. This decrease in 

overall ionic strength results in an increase in the distance over which electrostatic 

interaction can be manifested. This causes an increase in intermolecular interactions 

and the expansion of the polymer chain occurs. On the other.hand, the decrease in 
J 

zero shear reduced viscosity with polymer concentration at higher concentration of 

NaCI may be ascribed to the complete screening of the electrostatic potential around 

the bound charges resulting in the manifestation of nonpolyelectrolytic behaviour. 
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HPAM requires more NaCI than LPAM for the screening of bound charges due to 

presence of higher numbers of carboxyl sites per polymer chain. It may be recalled 

that the number of carboxyl sites are 8.2 and 72 mole% for LPAM and HPAM 

respectively. Intrinsic viscosities of HPAM and LPAM in salt free ~elution and in the 

presence of various amount of NaCI are shown in the Table-6.1. The above concept 

of chain contraction of the anionic polymers in presence of NaCI is clear from the 

presented data. A plot of intrinsic viscosity vs. CNac1'
112 for both the polymers is 

presented in figure-6.12. This linear behavior is typical of polyelectrolytes. In the 

presence of added electrolytes, charge-charge repulsions between the anionic sites 

are shielded, leading to a decrease in the hydrodynamic volume because the 

polymer coils assume less extended .conformation. These results have demonstrated 

that the viscosity behavior of a random ionomer (LPAM) is basically similar to that of 

a polyelectrolyte in aqueous solution. The above observation that even ionomer 

(LPAM) with small ion content show characteristic polyelect~olyte behavior is 

important. The chain expansion due to intramolecular electrostatic .repulsion, which is 

used to explain the observed increase in reduced viscosity with concentration, may 

not necessarily be sufficient to cause a marked increase in viscosity at low polymer 

concentration for LPAM. In this context it may be argued that there· is still a possibility 

that some polymer chains may have larger number of ionic groups in random 

ionomers and may lead to some chain expansion due to mutual repulsion of like 

charges resulting in an increase in viscosity. 

Table 6.1 Intrinsic Viscosity of hydrolyzed PAM in presence of various 

concentrations of NaCI~ 

Cone. of NaCI (M) HPAM, [rl], cc.g·1 LPAM, [TJ], cc.g·1 

0.2000 287 123 

"0.1000 452 :134 

. 0.0500 571 197 

0.0250 830 t239 

0.0125 1853 '511 
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EFFECT OF pH 

Since hydrolyzed PAMs behave as polyelectrolytes, the effect of pH on the 

reduced viscosity should be important. The results· of our investigation on the 

reduced viscosity of carboxyl modified PAMs at different pH are shown in figure 6.13-

6.14 (Only a few representative concentrations of each PAM are shown in figures). 

For LPAM, the reduced viscosity increases with pH and it reaches its maximum value 

at pH 6 and decreases at higher pH. However, for HPAM, although similar tren-d in 

reduced viscosity vs pH plot is observed, reduced viscosity is found to be maximum 

at pH 9. At low pH when degree of ionization is small and the repulsive interaction 

between undissociated carboxyl and amide groups is absent an imp~rmeable hyper

coiled conformation of the polymer chain results. On the other hand when the pH is 

increased overall negative charge increases due to higher degree of ionization. As a 

consequence polymer chain experiences more inter-unit repulsion resulting in an 

extended rod like structure. In the case of LPAM, ionization is almost complete (detail 

in next section) at pH 6.0 and it shows highest reduced viscosity at this pH. Similarly, 

HPAM also exhibits maxima in its reduced viscosity vs. pH plot at pH 9.0, where the 

ionization of the carboxyl sites are almost complete. After complete dissociation of 

ionizable groups, reduced viscosity decreases with pH due to shielding of the charge 

repulsion between charged groups of the LPAM chains. In the case of HPAM, 

however, this shielding is not apparent in the presence of larger number of charged 
I 

groups in the chain. Similar observation has also been reported previously in the 

studies performed on fractions of poly methacrylic acid over a concentration range of 

2 to 17 mgtmr 8
• 

VOLUME RELATED PARAMETER 

The volume related parameter (VE) is a function of temperature and is a 

measure of volume of the solvated polymer molecules. Viscosity values of LPAM and 

HPAM are used to calculate the volume related parameter (VE) of the polymer. As 

has been mentioned recently, VE can be used to determine the shape of protein 

molecules and some acrylate copolymers39 in solutions. VE is obtained by plotting Y 

against C (concentration of polymer), where 

1 
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(here llr is relative viscosity). The plot is linear and when it is extrapolated to C=O the 

intercept yielded VE as 

2 

Plots are shown in the figure 6.15-6.16. From table 6.2 it is seen that with an 

increase in salt concentration the volume related parameter of LPAM as well as 

HPAM molecules decreases. This result is expected from their intrinsic viscosity 

data. Shap·e factor values of LPAM suggest that polymer molecules are of rigid 

sphere configuration in presence of low concentration of added salt. On the other 

hand, HPAM molecules have the tendency of attaining a shape other than spherical 

in such a solution. Both the polymer molecules, however, assume spherical shape in 

presence of higher concentration of salt. 

Table 6.2 Shape factor and volume related parameter for hydrolyzed PAM in 
presence of various concentrations of NaCI. 

HPAM LPAM 
NaCI (N) 

VE(dl.g'1) v VE(dl.g'1) v 

0.2000 111 2.58 48 2.56 

0.1000 153 2.95 53 2.53 

0.0500 159 3.59 78 2.52 

0.0250 294 2.82 93 2.57 

0.0125 181 2.82 

POTENTIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

Values of dissociation constant (PKa) ·were calculated using Henderson

Hasselbalch equation 40 (eq. 3) .The mole % ionic character of ..the polymers was 

found to be 72 and 8.2 for HPAM and LPAM respectively. 

pKa = pH-log a/1-a 3 

where a is degree of ionization of the polymer sites. Plots of pH vs. log a/1-a 

(figure6.17) are made to determine n value (equation 4), which measures the 
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average electrostatic repulsion between charges on" the chain according to the 

modified Henderson-Hasselbalch equation 

pH = pK' + n log a/1-a. 4 

Calculated values of a, PKa. pK' and n are given in the table 6.3. In water, both pK' 

and n are higher for HPAM (5.78 and 2.08 respectively) than th.at of LPAM (4.96 and 

1.33 respectively). This is a result of greater charge-charge repulsion due to higher 

charge density along the chain of HPAM. The increased electrostatic repulsion with 

increasing carboxyl content causes decreased stability of ionic groups, thereby 

raising the pKa value40
• 

Table 6.3 Acid strength (pKa) and degree of dissociation of hydrolyzed PAM. 

HPAM LPAM 

pH a n pKa pK' pH a n pKa pK' 

4.18 0.143 4.96 3.7 9.33 4.68 

4.86 0.286 5.26 3.9 16.0 4.62 

5.53 0.428 5.65 4.3 3.30 4.60 

6.11 0.571 2.08 5.98 5.78 4.6 46.6 1.33 4.65 4.96 

6.69 0.714 6.29 5.0 62.66 4.77 

7.32 0.857 6.54 5.6 77.33 5.06 

6.6 92.0 5.54 

The pK' values in salt free solution show a greater conformational changes. At low 

degree of dissociation where there is little charge-charge repulsion, the polymers 

appear to be in a compact, random coil conformation. As the degree of dissociation 

increases, the repulsion between charges increases and the conformation of the 

chain changes to an extended almost rod like molecule with maximum size coming at 

a =1. 
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Table 6.4 Acid strength (pKa) of hydrolyzed PAM in presence of various 

concentrations of added salt. 

System pK'' n 

Pure Water 5.78 2.08 

0.001 (N) KCL 5.64 2.06 

0.01 O(N) KCI 5.42 2.02 

0.1 OO(N) KCI 4.97 1.76 

To investigate the effect of added electrolyte on the chain conformation of the 

polymers, potentiometric titration were also performed in presence of various 

concentration of KCI in aqueous solution. From the table 6.4 it is seen that as the 

electrolyte concentration increases pK' values as well as the n decrease. This may 

be explained by the slight acidity of the KCI solution and the greater stability of the 

anionic groups of the polymer chain caused by association with potassium cation. 

Furthermore, the polymer chains are much more tightly coiled in an electrolyte 

solution and thus enhancing the possibility of H-bond formation between the 

carboxylate groups and acrylamide units in the chain due to the.ir closer proximity. 

The pK' vs. a curves in figure 6.18 for various concentration of KCI demonstrate a 

flatter profile for higher concentration of KCI than in water or at lower concentration of 

KCI due to removal of charge-charge effects in the salt solutions. 

CONDUCTQMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

To gain insight on the concepts of counterion condensation, which have been 

used to attribute the results of viscometric and potentiometric measurements, 

conductometric measurements were also performed. Manning theory has played a 

leading role in developing experimental researches on solution properties of 

polyelectrolytes. According to this theory the equivalent conductivity (/\) of a 

polyelectrolyte solution in the absence of added salt is given bl147 
· 

5 

where f is the free fraction of counter ion, Ac0 is the equivalent c<;mductance of the 

counter ion in pure solvent and Ap is the equivalent conducta[\ce of the polyion 
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species in the solution. In the above equation free fraction of counterion, f is defined 

as 

f = 0.866/ ~ 

where~ is·the charge density parameter of the polyion and is defined by 

~ = e2/bDksT 

6 

7 

(where e is the protonic charge, D is the relative perr:nittivity of the medium, b is the 

spacing between charged groups along the axis of the polyion chain, k8 is the 

Boltzman constant and T is the temperature). 

Ap has been derived theoretically for the cylinder model of polyelectrolytes and it 

follows for counterions with a charge of Zc that : 

8 

where the parameter a is the radius of the polymer chain, while 

A = Dks T /3rr r)oe 9 

with llo being the coefficient of the viscosity of the solvent. In the above equation k is 

the Debye screening constant, which is defined by 

10 

To calculate the charge density parameter ~. segment length of 3.8 

angstrom46 and a cylindrical radius of 3 angstrom are used for the present analysis 47
. 

Experimental data and theoretical predictions of equivalent conductivity of HPAM are 

shown in figure 6.19. The charge density parameter of LPAM is found to be 0.312 in 

the present case which is much lower than 1 and equation 7 is valid only for ~ > 1. 

Therefore, it is not possible to determine the equivalent conductivities of LPAM with 

the help of the above equations. For HPAM, experimentally obtained equivalent 

conductivities are found to be considerably lower than the theoretically predicted 

values. Concentration dependence of equivalent conductivity is also found to deviate 

from the theoretically predicted trends. In the case of flexible polyelectrolytes like 

HPAM, effective charge density parameter should be higher than the value obtained 

from structural data because of locally curved or coiled conformation of the polyion.48 

The counter ions then see an effective charge being more highly charged than in fully 

stretched chain. Hence their mobility is lowered concomitantly. Another important 
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reas·on for the observed differences between the theoretical and experimental values 

includes deviation from the rod like model because of kinking in the structure of the 

polyelectrolyte. In this context it may be noted that viscosity measurement of present 

polymer system also predicted more or less spherical shape of the polymer 

molecules (shape factor 2.5) in aqueous solution as well as in aqueous-nonaqueous 

mixtures (discussed in chapter 6 and chapter 5 respectively), which also support 

deviation from rod like structure. 
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CHAPTER 7 

STUDIES ON SOLUTION PROPERTIES OF POLYMER
NONIONIC SURF ACT ANT MIXED SYSTEM 



SOLUTION PROPERTIES OF POL YMER-NONIONIC 
SURFACTANT MIXED SYSTEM 

7.1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

Complex water-based fluids containing polymers and surfactants find 

important practical applications in various domains such as detergency, paints, 

cosmetics, oil recovery etc. They also play a key role in many biological systems. 

When surfactants are employed in practice they are almost without exception mixed 

with various substances either accidentally or intentionally for ·improving their 

performances. This is also true for polymers in solution. When a surfactant and a 

polymer happen to be mixed in aqueous solutions, often significant changes in 

properties of the individual species appear. These may arise because polymer and 

the surfactant both belong to the group of substances whose solution property shows 

marked deviation from regularities. Thus polymer surfactant interactions are not only 

of a diverse industrial interests but also stimulate academic investigations. The 

practical importance of polymer-surfactant systems has led. to a significant 

experimental effort to study their behaviour. The interactions between synthetic or 

natural polymers and surfactants were intensively studied during last few decades. In 

most cases a strong cooperative association is observed between polyelectrolytE?s 

and oppositely charged surfactants and a rather weak interactions are observed 

between nonionic polymers and ionic surfactants. Interactions between ionic 

polymers and nonionic surfactants have only been reported in cases where hydrogen 

bond between polymer and the surfactant is effective1
. Indeed, a variety of 

experimental techniques have been utilized to probe the nature of polymer-surfactant 

interactions including viscosity arid conductivity measurements, dialysis, 

fluorescence spectroscopy, NMR and neutron scattering techniques. 2
• 

3 Typically 

hydrophilic nonionic polymers showed no sign of interactions with polyoxyethylated 

nonionic surfactant.4 No binding between polyvinyl pyrrolidine (PVP.) and TritonX-1 00 . 

was found, however, mildly hydrophobic nonionic polymers such as propylene oxide 

and partially hydrolyzed polyvinyl acetate interact with nonionic surfactants.5 In spite 

of the above general observations, it was found that nonionic surfactants do interact 

with polyacrylic acid and other polymers.6
•
7 Some of the systems are· having solutions 
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of nonionic polymers and ionic surfactants. These include aqueous solutions of 

polyethylene oxide (POE) and sodium dodecyl sulphate. 8
• 

9 Contrary to anionic 

surfactant, cationic surfactants interact very weakly with POE or PVP and this has 

been explained by the fact that these surfactants have a very large head group which 

prevents polymer penetration in their micelles. It has been suggested that the overlap 

between hydration shells of the polymer and the surfactant head group in the 

micelles largely determines the effect of the surfactant charge. type.10
"
12 It was 

observed that above a critical surfactant concentration, known as critical aggregation 

concentration (CAC), some ionic surfactants could bind cooperatively to nonionic 

polymers.13 The CAC is usually much smaller than critical micEllle concentration 

(erne), which signals the onset of micelle formation in the corresponding polymer free 

surfactant solution. In dilute solutions, the polymer-surfactant complex is viewed as 

composed of a series of spherical micelles with their surfaces covered by polymer 

segments and connected by strands of the same polymer molecule. Results of NMR 

studies also provided ample evidence that in these complexes water-soluble 

polymers do not penetrate into the hydrophobic miceller core, but instead adsorb at 

the micelle surface and remain in close contact with the surfactant hydrophilic 

moieties. In addition to the above, neutron scattering studies at the air/water interface 

show that the water of hydration around the ionic head group extends a short 

distance down the alkyl chain. 14 Thus aggregate formation of ionic surfactants on 

hydrophobic polymers is promoted both by hydrophobic interaction of the polymer 

chain near the head group of ionic surfactant and by increasing the distance between 

ionic groups compared to a simple micelle. In contrast, nonionic surfactants having 

weaker repulsion between the head groups show much weaker association.15 

However, association between ethoxylated nonionic surfactants and polyacids has 

been reported.17 In these systems, hydrogen bonding between th~ COOH and the 

oxygen of the ethylene oxide chain as well as hydrophobic interactions promotes 

surfactant aggregation on the polymer chain. Association between polyethylene 

oxide and polyacrylic acid at low pH has been observed and attributed to hydrogen 

bonding between the polymer and the surfactant.18
•
19 Cartalas and c.oworkers studied 

the ir)teraction between hydrophobically modified poly (sodium acryl~te) and a series 

of oligoethylene glycol mono dodecyl ether surfactants.20 The alkyl groups of the 

modified polymers were found to associate with the surfactant aggregates , which 

induced dramatic changes in rheology of these systems. It was ar~ued that at least 
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two different types of gel structures could be recognized in solutions containing 

hydrophobically modified polymers and surfactant aggregates. Similar viscosity 

behavior was found when anionic or cationic surfactants were added to 

hydrophobically modified poly (sodium acrylate) or some other hydrophobically 

modified polymer aqueous solutions.21
'
24 The interaction between ethyl (hydroxyethyl) 

cellulose and the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate has ·been studied by 

Lindman and co-workers in dilute aqueous solutions at different temperatures with 

the aid of viscometry. 25 The delicate interplay between hydrophobic interactions of 

surfactant and polyelectrolyte is demonstrated through the reduced viscosity data. At 

surfactant concentration slightly above the CAC the intrinsic viscosity data suggest a 

sharp collapse of the polymer surfactant aggregates. In presence of moderate 

amount of surfactant the molecular complexes expand due to amended 

thermodynamic conditions and enhanced electrostatic repulsion between chains 

decorated with SDS. 

It is very interesting to check if this behavior could occur also with other 

polymer/surfactant systems. For this reason present work on the interaction of 

flexible polymers (anionic and non ionic PAM) and non ionic surfactant (Triton-X-1 00) 

has been undertaken. The polymers are of high molecular weight nonionic 

polyacrylamide and anionic (bearing 8.2 and 72 mole% acid) poly,acrylamide. The 

objective of the present work is thus to gain insight into the factors that control the 

viscosity behavior in dilute solution of nonionic and anionic polyacrylamide under 

various conditions of temperature and surfactant addition. On the other hand, the 

variation of CAC and polymer saturation point (PSP) as a function of polymer 

concentration are· of interest because it allows monitoring the complex formation 

between the polymer and the surfactant as well as provide at least qualitative idea 

regarding the stoichiometry of such complexes. In view of this a study has also been 

undertaken on the variation of CAC and PSP of Triton-X-1 00 as a function of 

concentration and the nature of the added polymer (NPAM, HPAM, LPAM) with the 

help of surface tension measurement. In addition to this, thermodynamics of the 

interaction has also been studied by monitoring the above changes as a function of 

temperature. 
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7. 2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

VISCOSITY 

The intrinsic viscosity [Til is a measure of the hydrodynamic volume in solution since 

where S is the radius of gyration and M is the molecular weight of the polymer. 

Intrinsic viscosity [Til data of NPAM, LPAM and HPAM in presence of various 

concentrations of surfactant (0.001-0.1%) at different temperatures are presented in 

table-7.1 -7.3. Dramatic drop of [Til at the initial addition of surfactant for all the 

polymers is observed. A drop in [Til during the formation of polymer-surfactant 

complex has been reported earlier for nonionic ethyl (hydroxyethyl) cellulose in 

presence of SDS.25
-
26 The marked drop of intrinsic viscosity may be attributed to a 

I 

strong contraction of polymer-surfactant entities at the onset of s~rfactant binding to 

polymer. Above critical aggregation concentration (CAC) micelles begin to form 

inside the macromolecule, accompanied by collapse of the polym~r chain as a result 

of cooperative binding of surfactant molecule. In a recent theor~tical study it was 
' 

suggested that in a flexible polymer-surfactant system the critical aggregation 
J 

concentration (CAC) is associated with a considerable change in polymer statistics 

and polymer-surfactant interactions lead to an effective reduction in the second virial 

. coefficient of the polymer. 27 As a result of this, the polymer is assumed to undergo 

partial collapse at the CAC. Furthermore, in another theoretical study of binding of 

small molecules to semiflexible polymers, it was argued that bound molecules might 

modify the local characteristics of polymer conformations e.g. change its local 

stiffness.28 In a recent viscosity study on the dilute aqueous solution of 

hydrophobically modified (hydroxylpropyl) guar polymer in the presence of TX-1 00 an 

abrupt drop in [Til was observed at surfactant concentration close to its critical 

micellization concentration (cmc). 29 This effect was explained in terms of intense 

intramolecular hydrophobic association junctions. It is interesting to note that drop in 

the [Til is true for all the polymers under the present study and the intrinsic viscosity 

minima lies in the CAC range of the surfactant (CAC is measured tensiometrically, 

shown in table 7.12. It was argued previously that nonionic surfactant could bind 

cooperatively with ionic polymers only. But present investigati,on indicates that 

nonionic polymers also can bind cooperatively with non ionic surfactant. At higher 
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Table 7.1 Intrinsic viscosities (dl.g'1) of NPAM in presence of various 

concentrations of surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature (0C) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 16.31 14 15.93 16.12 

35 16.51 14 16.11 16.43 

40 16.49 14.6 16.90 16.47 

45 16.43 14.6 16.76 16.44 

50 16.39 14.6 21.38 16.40 

55 16.38 14.7 16.87 16.38 

60 16.35 14.2 18.12 16.12 

Table 7.2 Intrinsic viscosities (dl.g'1) of HPAM in presence of various 

concentrations of surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature (0C) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 43.92 35.18 41.43 44.43 

35 40.45 35.96 37.48 44.81 

40 44.01 36.93 41.20 45.70 

45 45.34 37.07 42.25 46.44 

50 46.04 40.43 43.59 47.01 

55 47.24 39.15 42.79 48.24 

60 47.63 39.30 43.63 49.22 

surfactant concentration, (0.01 and 0.1 %, w/v), it is seen that [11] rises at all the 

experimental temperatures and the conformational expansion as observed is most 

probably a result of enhanced excluded volume effect due to improved 

thermodynamic condition (table 7.1-7.3). 
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Table 7.3 Intrinsic viscosities (dl.g-1) of LPAM in presence of various 

concentrations of surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration(%) 

(OC) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 26.7 15.5 20.0 23.14 

35 25.9 19.1 20.3 23.15 

40 27.3 19.0 21.5 23.54 

45 27.1 18.5 20.8 23.64 

50 29.7 19.7 21.7 24.00 

55 31.6 20.6 22.0 24.12 

60 33.5 20.7 22.9 23.19 

Table 7.4 Voluminosity (dl.g"1) of NPAM in presence of various concentrations 

of surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration (%) 

(OC) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 8.51 5.12 5.25 5.33 

35 8.61 5.19 5.33 5.37 

40 8.69 5.25 5.39 5.42 

45 8.72 5.25 5.41 5.45 

50 8.78 5.31 5.49 5.54 

55 8.81 5.32 5.50 5.56 

60 8.93 5.31 5.99 8.56 

Therefore, at concentrations higher than CAC the system can be considered to 

consist of necklace type of configuration.31 According to necklace model suggested 

by K. Shirahama polymer chains are wrapped around the surfactant aggregates with 

their hydrophobic segment penetrating into the Stern layer of the aggregates by 

displacing water mcilecules.32 

Viscosity values of aqueous solution of different types of PAM (NPAM, LPAM 

and HPAM) were used to determine the volume related parameter (VE), shape factor 
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(V) and molecular expansion factors (a) (ref. 33) of the polymer in presence of 

different concentrations of the surfactant adopting the methods discussed in chapter 

5. Values of VE (table 7.4- 7.6) for the polymers are found to decrease at the initial 

addition of surfactant; subsequent addition of surfactant results in an increase in the 

value of the volume related parameter. This is, however, expected considering the 

observed variation of [111 with the concentration of surfactant because both are 

'basically a measure of the hydrodynamic volume of the polymer chain. The value of v 

has been shown to be 2.5 for spherical particles. From table 7.7- 7.9 it is observed 

that for HPAM, LPAM and NPAM the values of v in most cases deviate from 2.5 at all 

temperatures and surfactant concentrations under investigation. This result suggests 

that the shape of the polymer molecules is other than spherical in presence of 

nonionic surfactant. In this context it may be noted that the shape of the above 

polymers molecules are found to be spherical in aqueous and aqueous-organic 

mixtures in the presence or in absence of salts. The change iri the shape of the 

polymer molecules in presence of nonionic surfactant is, however, not surprising. It 

has already been suggested that the bound ions or molecules may significantly 

modify the local stiffness of the polymer chain resulting in the restructuring of the 

overall shape. Moreover, according to the necklace model polymer chain are 

wrapped around the surfactant aggregates with their hydrophobic segments 

penetrating with the Stern layer.32 

Table 7.5 Voluminosity (dl.g-1
) of LPAM in presence of various concentrations 

of surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration (%) 

(DC) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.10 

30 7.81 7.24 7.19 7.15 

35 7.83 7.26 7.15 7.13 

40 ·7.87 7.33 7.14 7.12 

45 7.81 7.26 7.08 7.07 

50 7.88 7.35 7.20 7.11 

55 7.90 7.40 7.21 7.14 

60 7.93 8.15 7.20 7.18 
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Table 7.6 Voluminosity (dl.g'1) of HPAM in presence of various concentrations 

of surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration (%) 

(OC) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 8.8 8.65 8.66 8.66 

35 8.84 8.68 8.69 8.69 

40 8.89 8.72 8.74 8.74 

45 8.81 8.71 8.72 8.72 

50 8.93 8.82 8.83 8.83 

55 8.89 8.84 8.86 8.87 

60 8.91 8.85 8.89 13.36 

Table 7.7 · Shape factor of NPAM in presence of various concentrations of 

surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration(%) 

(OC} 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 1.92 2.72 3.03 3.00 

35 1.92 2.75 3.02 3.06 

40 1.89 2.78 3.13 3.03 

45 1.89 2.78 2.98 3.01 

50 1.86 2.75 3.89 2.96 

55 1.86 2.76 3.06 2.94 

60 1.83 2.67 3.02 1.91 

The expansion factors (a), determined following the methods already 

described in chapter 5, are presented in the table 7.1 0. For all the above polymers, it 

is found that on the initial addition of surfactants the end-to-end distance decreases 

but on further addition of surfactant the end-to-end distance increases. This is 

expected from their intrinsic viscosity data also. The initial addition of surfactant 

causes wrapping of the surfactant molecules by the polymer segments to take place 
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and further addition of surfactant molecules (micelles) force the chains to expand. 

Such results were also observed in case of SDS-poly (vinyl pyrrolidone) system 

previously. 34 

Table 7.8 Shape factor of LPAM in presence of various concentrations of 

surfactant at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration (%) 

(OC) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 3.42 2.14 2.78 3.23 

35 3.30 2.63 2.83 3.24 

40 3.47 2.59 3.01 3.30 

45 3.46 2.54 2.93 3.34 

50 3.77 2.68 3.01 3.37 

55 4.00 2.78 3.05 3.37 

60 4.22 2.53 3.18 3.22 

Table 7.9 Shape factor of HPAM in presence of various concentrations.of 

surfactant and at different temperatures. 

Temperature Surfactant concentration (%) 

(OC) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.100 

30 4.99 4.06 4.78 5.01 

35 4.57 4.14 4.31 5.15 

40 4.95 4.23 4.71 5.22 

45 5.14 4.25 4.84 5.32 

50 5.15 4.58 4.93 5.32 

55 5.31 4.43 4.83 5.43 

60 5.34 4.44 4.90 3.68 

Viscosity data are used to evaluate activation parameters of viscous flow 

using Frenkel-Eyring equation as follows (detail in chapter 5). Linear variation is 

observed in the plot of In (r]V/Nh) against T 1 with correlation coefficient of 0.96 or 

higher for all the systems studied. Some representative plots (Frenkel-Eyring) are 

shown in figure 7.1 - 7.3. 
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Table 7.10 Expansion factors for polymers in presence of different 

concentrations of surfactant. 

Temp.°C 
NPAM LPAM HPAM 

-- ---·-- ~ --------- -------------------
a, a2 a3 a, a2 a3 a, a2 a3 

30 0.95 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

35 0.95 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

40 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

45 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

50 0.96 1.09 0.98 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

55 0.96 1.01 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

60 0.95 1.03 0.98 0.98 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

L\H#vis and L\S#vis values at different polymer concentrations and solvent 

compositions for hydrolyzed and nonhydrolyzed PAM's are determined. These 

values were extrapolated to zero polymer concentrations to estimate L\Hvis 0 and 

L\Sv;s 0 values, which are shown in the table ·7 .11. Positive values of L\Hv;s 0 and L\8° vis 

were obtained for all the systems. The slope of the plot of L\H0vis vs. L\Sv;s0 for all the 

systems together yields the value of structural temperature of the system. This 

parameter is found to be 28.2°C. It may be noted that at this temperature free energy 

of activation for the viscous flow becomes independent of the en~ropic forces and 

solely depends on enthalpic forces. 35
• 

36 It is interesting to note that the structural 

temperature value obtained in the present case is very close to that observed 

previously (e.g. 305K) for similar polymer but with different degree of hydrolysis.37 

Table 7.11 Viscosity activation parameters of the polymers in presence of 

various concentrations of Tx-100. L\Hv;s0
, L'-.Sv;s0 in kJ.mor1 and 

J.mor1.K"1 respectively. 

Tx-100 

(%) 

0.001 

0.010 

0.100 

11.93 

12.40 

11.38 

NPAM 

30.51 

29.90 

25.54 

13.30 

14.24 

14.30 

LPAM 

L'-.Sv;s0 

23.74 

25.54 

23.71 

L'-.Hv;s0 

15.19 

12.50 

13.11 

HPAM 

L'-.Sv;s0 

28.99 

27.89 

25.65 
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SURFACE TENSION 

To understand the nature of interaction between polymers and _the surfactants in 

bulk aqueous solution, as well as at interfaces is of great importance. Indeed, a 

variety of experimental techniques have been utilized to probe the nature of polymer

surfactant interaction. Surface tension measurement study is one- such important 

_technique, which is especially useful in this ar~a. Figures 7.4 - 7.6 are representative 

plots of surface tension vs. logarithm of concentration of TX-1 00 (log [Tx1 00]) for 

NPAM, LPAM and HPAM respectively. Each of these plots exhibit two transition 

points. Three regions of surfactant concentration representing the distinct stages of 

surfactant-polymer interactions in aqueous solution are observed. In the first region, 

which is located at lower concentration region of the surfactant, the surface tension 

decreases gradually till the first break point comes. Before the first break point, 

surfactant molecules bind cooperatively to polymers. This break point is known as 

critical aggregation concentration (CAC) 38
• The CAC values are found to be much 

smaller than cmc, which indicates the onset of micelle formation in the corresponding 

polymer free surfactant solution due to locally accumulated high concentration of the 

bound surfactants. This cooperative binding result in the formation of polymer 

surfactant complexes in solution .The binding of the surfactant to p-olymer begins at 

CAC and it continues till the second transition, called the critical micellization 

concentration of the polymer surfactant complex or the polymer saturation point 

(PSP) reaches. In general, the binding of surfactant to the polymers is similar to 

micellization and the CAC values are lower and PSP is higher than the cmc of 

surfactant in water. The erne values, thermodynamic parameters and interfacial 

adsorption parameters for pure TritonX1 00 are taken from literature.37 The CAC 

values are more independent of temperature than PSP. Further, CAC is independent 

of polymer concentration. The erne decreases with temperature initially (0.234 mM at 

30°C and 0.195 mM at 45°C) and then increases passing through a minimum. It was 

suggested that when the surfactant is present in excess and as the concentration of 

micelles are relatively high, the micelle/water and the air/water interfaces compete 

progressively for the polymer. Thus surface tension values eventually attain same 

values as that of pure surfactant. But for the present system the surface tension 

values are somewhat different from the pure surfactant solutions at polymer 

saturation point and at higher concentrations. Therefore, it may be suggested that 

complete transfer of polymer does not occur from air/water interface. The air/water 
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interface is thus saturated with polymer-surfactant and also normal micelle formation 

starts even before polymer gets saturated with surfactant.37 The CAC values of TX-

1 00 in presence of the polymers at four different temperatures are shown in Table 

7.12. CAC values are found to decrease with an increase in temperature except in a 

few at low concentration of the polymer. This trend of variation of CAC values with 

temperature is similar for all the polymers and is almost independent of the polymer 

concentration. It is interesting to note that as the carboxyl content of the polymer 

increases from LPAM (8.2mol %) to HPAM (72 mol %) CAC values also increases. 

At high polymer concentration and at low temperature, NPAM having higher 

molecular weight than LPAM and HPAM, yield CAC values, which are higher than 

that of hydrolyzed PAM's. There are two possible driving forces for polymer 

surfactant interaction (1) the tendency of polymer to be adsorbed at the micelle -

water interface and (2) specific attraction between polymer segments and surfactant 

heads.39 For most of the non ionic polymers, specific interaction with ionic or non ionic 

surfactant heads are usually weak, so that the dominant factor promoting polymer

surfactant complexation is the propensity of the polymer to be adsorbed at a micelle -

water interface. Naturally, the trend of change of CAC with polymer concentration for 

the hydrolyzed (LPAM and HPAM) and unhydrolyzed PAM (NPAM) will be different. 

Moreover, the molecular weight and the concentration of the polymers influence 

significantly the polarity along the polymer chain in association with surfactant; high 

molecular weights polymers always having lower in the polarity, leading to low 

CAC's, whereas concentration give rise to a somewhat unexpected change. The 

PSP values for all the above systems at various temperatures are presented in 

Table?. 14. 

Table 7.12 Critical aggregation Concentration (CAC) X1 05M of TritonX-1 00 in 

presence of different concentrations of anionic and non ionic 

polyacrylamide at various temperatures (0C). 

PolymerJ 0.0025% PAM 0.009% PAM 0.05% PAM 

Temp.~ 20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 

NPAM 4.0 5.0 4.2 4.2 5.5 4.6 4.6 4.8 6.0 5.3 4.7 4.2 

LPAM 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.0 4.1 3.9 5.1 4.3 4.4 4.6 

HPAM 5.6 4.6 4.8 4.8 5.0 4.8 4.7 4.0 5.6 4.5 4.5 4.8 
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Table 7.13 Free energy(~Gr0s in kJmol"1
) due to polymer surfactant interaction in 

presence of different concentrations of polymer at various 

tern peratu res(0C). 

Polymer! 
Polymer concentration (%) 

0.0025 0.009 0.05 

Temp.-> 20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 

NPAM 4.39 3.89 4.26 4.04 3.62 4.11 4.02 3.68 3.41 3.75 3.97 4.04 

LPAM 4.11 4.16 4.26 3.85 4.11 4.46 4.32 4.23 3.80 4.28 4.14 3.79 

HPAM 3.57 4.11 3.91 3.68 3.85 4.00 3.96 4.17 3.57 4.16 4.08 3,68 

Table 7.14 Polymer Saturation Point (PSP, mM) of Tx-1 00 in presence of 

different concentrations of anionic and nonionic polyacrylamide at 

various temperatures( 0C). 

Polymer! 
Polymer concentration (%) 

0.0025 0.009 0.05 

Temp.-> 20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 

NPAM 0.106 0.103 0.102 0.088 0.114 0.105 0.100 0.077 0.112 0.105 0.092 0.068 

LPAM 0.120 0.114 0.105 0.072 0.127 0.119 0.107 0.077 0.129 0.124 0.109 0.081 

HPAM 0.111 0.118 0.122 0.093 0.116 0.122 0.128 0.096 0.114 0.132 0.133 0.097 

It is seen that for NPAM and LPAM, PSP decreases with the increase in temperature 

but completely opposite trend is observed for HPAM (upto 40°C). Lower values of 

PSP than erne indicate that polymer facilitates micelle formation even before it gets 

saturated. Generally, cmc of a nonionic surfactant decreases with an increase in 

temperature due to changes in water structure and water surfactant interaction. In 

presence of NPAM and LPAM (8.2 mol% charge), the overall variation of PSP is 

determined by various interactions in the polymer-TX 1 00-water system. In this 

respect, the behavior of LPAM is somewhat similar to that of NPAM. However, for 
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HPAM (72 mol% Charge) the polyelectrolyte nature of the polymer is responsible for 

higher PSP values. Moreover, as the polymer concentration increases more binding 

Table 7.15 Thermodynamic Parameters (b.G 0psp[1] , 6H 0psp[2] and b.S0psp[3] in 

kJ.mor1 ,kJ.mor 1 and J.mor1.K 1respectively) associated with 

polymer saturation point at various temperatures (0C) in presence of 

different concentrations of Tx-1 00. 

Polymer concentration (%) 

Temp. 0.0025 0.009 0.05 

Polymer -[1] [2] [3] -[1] [2] [3] -t1] [2] [3] 

NPAM 32.08 1.35 105 31.90 4.71 93 31.94 6.92 85 

LPAM 31.78 4.78 92 31.64 6.14. 87 31.60 5.99 87 
20 

HPAM 31.97 -3.35 120 31.86 -3.50 120 31.90 -5.49 127 

NPAM 33.25 1.45 114 33.20 5.04 126 33.20 7.40 134 

LPAM 32.99 5.11 125 32.88 6.56 130 32.78 6.41 129 
30 

HPAM 32.90 -3.58 96 32.86 -3.74 96 32.62 -5.88 88 

NPAM 34.37 1.55 115 34.42 5.37 127 34.63 7.90 136 

LPAM 34.29 5.46 127 34.25 7.00 131 34.19 6.84 131 
40 

HPAM 33.90 -3.83 96 32.82 -3.99 92 33.68 -6.27 87 

sites are available for the surfactant to interact, hence PSP values goes on 

increasing. It is surprising to note that at 50°C temperature PSP values are minimum 

for all the polymers in the whole range of concentration. 

The free energy of micellization (b.G0 m) in the absence of polymer and the free 

energy of aggregation (.6.8°899) in the presence of polymer for a nonionic surfactant 

can be calculated using the following equations, 40 

b.G0 m=RT In cmc 2 

and the corresponding quantity at CAC is 
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LlGa a99= RT In CAC 3 

Now, 

4 

Therefore, 

LlGaps= LlG0 a99-~G0 m=RT ln(CAC/cmc) 5 

This quantity (~Gaps) is a measure of the strength of interaction between the 

surfactant and the polymer. ~Gaps values of the present systems are tabulated in 

table 7 .13. The difference in the nature of interaction between the polymers with the 

surfactant is apparent from the values of ~GaPs. These values are more negative for 

NPAM than that of LPAM or HPAM. Here again the effect of chain length (molecular 

weight) on the binding pattern of surfactant on the polymer is noticed. Similar results 

were also observed in the cases of SDS and TTAB in presence of polyacrylic acid 

and hydrophobically modified polyacrylic acid.40 Thermodynamic parameters for 

micelle formation are computed using the following relations 

6 

7 

Table 7.15 shows the values of standard free energy (~Gapsp), enthalpy (LlHaPsP) and 

· entropy (LlSapsp) changes at 20a,30a,40aand 50aC. The free energy becomes more 

negative with the increase in temperature. This indicates that the formation of the 

polymer-saturated. micelle is relatively more spontaneous. The micellization in the 

presence of NPAM and LPAM is endothermic whereas in presence of HPAM it is 

exothermic. At higher concentrations of polymer, the entropy change value 

decreases from uncharged to high carboxyl content polyacrylamide. This indicates 

that the polyelectrolyte nature of LPAM and HPAM yield higher values of 

thermodynamic parameters. In the case of nonionic surfactant, the entropy gain 

made by the destruction of structured water shell is commonly credited as the driving 

force for the process. Moreover, with an increase in temperature ·the entropic gain is 

greater than the enthalpic gain and hence the free energy becomes more negative. 

As the temperature increases dehydration of oxyethylene group occurs and there are 

more numbers of nonpolar conformation available which provide (an entropic driving 

force for the conformational changes to occur. 
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CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

An introduction covering various aspects of the present research scheme on 

aqueous polymerization of acrylamide and solution properties of polyacrylamide have 

been presented in chapter 1 (page 1-15). Usual redox polymerization of acrylamide 

in aqueous medium yields polymer having not so high molecul·ar weight primarily 

because of fast termination process via transfer of electron to the oxidant of the 

redox couple (e.g. metal ions at higher oxidation state) from the growing polymer 

chain. It has been shown that if the polymerization reaction could be initiated in the 

interlayer spaces of a mineral phyllosilicate viz., montmorillonite. by redox couple 

involving the trapped metal ions, one may expect a controlled linear termination 

process because the growing polymer chain may not be able to transfer the electrons 

to these metal ions in the constrained spaces. This technique may particularly be 

useful for obtaining very high molecular weight polyacrylamide (PAM). On the other 

hand, to understand the role of charged groups on factors that govern the efficiency 

of PAM in its various uses in solution phase especially in the· salt rich waters, 

complete molecular characterization is required. In the case of charged PAM the 

relative dissociation of the ionic groups and the distribution and alignment of the 

charged dipoles along the chain are expected to play a decisive role on the final state 

of conformation of the polymer chain. In view of the above, attempt has been made 

to increase the chain length of polyacrylamide by loading the potential electron 

acceptor (metal ions) into the interlayer space of hitherto unexplored phyllosilicate in 

the above application viz., ·vermiculite, prior to the reaction. A brief review covering all 

these aspects viz., polymers of acrylamide, structure of the clay mineral vermiculite, 

clay-organic interaction, clay-catalyzed polymerization and polymer-solvent 

interaction have been presented. 

Chapter 2(page 16 -20) describes the scope· and object of the present 

investigation. In recent years, scientists and engineers working on environmental and 

industrial problems have renewed their interest in water-soluble synthetic polymers 

because of their very broad range of application. The critical limitation of 

polyelectrolytes including those derived from hydrolyzed homo-polyacrylamide is the 

loss of viscosity in presence of mono and /or multivalent electrolytes. Very high 

molecular weight polyacrylamide has been found to be exceptionally effective 
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flocculants. It has already been mentioned that if the polymerization, is carried out in a 

constrained space such that the growing polymer chain cannot transfer the electron 

efficiently to the oxidant of the redox couple an enhanced chain growth results. On 

the other hand, many present and possible industrial applications of high molecular 

weight polymer arise from unusual properties they induce to their solutions. The 

study of their solution property is a prerequisite for the development of this modern 

domain. The characterization of very high molecular weight polymers raises a 

number of problems. Therefore, systematic studies arising from the coupling of 

different· experimental techniques are required for the elucidation of diverse 

theoretical and experimental aspects. In recent years the study of polyelectrolytes 

has seen a revival stimulated by the use of newly available experimental techniques 

and the introduction of new theoretical concepts. It is noteworthy that solutions of 

polyelectrolyte exhibit a behavior that may differ considerably from that of either 

uncharged macromolecules or low-molar-mass electrolytes. 

The experimental technique for the study of polymerization including the 

methods of preparation and purification of different vermiculite samples viz., 

hydrogen vermiculite, ferric vermiculite and· cerric vermiculite are presented in 

chapter 3(page 21 -25). In addition to the above, different experi~ental techniques 

viz., viscometry, potentiometry, conductometry and tentiometry (surface tension 

measurement) for the study of solution properties of ionic and nonionic 

polyacrylamide are described. 

In chapter 4(page 26 -61 ), results of the study on the catalytic activity of clay 

mineral in the present aqueous polymerization process of water-soluble polymers 

and to prepare polymers having high molecular weight with high: rate of formation 

under ordinary condition are presented. Vermiculite microenvironment has shown a 

dramatic effect on the polymerization of acrylamide by Ce (IV)trU combination in 

aqueous medium via the slow termination due to inability of a growing polymer chain 

to transfer to the oxidant trapped inside the layered space. A detail study concerning 

the kinetic and mechanistic aspects has been made for the aqueous polymerization 

of acrylamide with cerric vermiculite/thiourea initiating system. Kinetic, spectroscopic 

and other analytical data have been taken into consideration to determine the 

pathways involved in the reaction. The molecular weights of the polymer are 

moderately high and. ranged from 2.39x1 a5 
. to 1.62x1 a6

. The initial rate of 

polymerization, Rp's observed are ranged between (0.79-5.88) x1 0-4 moi.L'1.s·1 
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depending on various reaction parameters. The plot of the logarithms of empirical 

rate constant Rp against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature yields the value of 

activation energy of the reaction as 29.29 kJ/mol. The 13C spectra showed 

methylene, methane and carbonyl carbons of head-to-tail polymer. of acrylamide. It 

seems apparent from the 13C spectra that Bernoulli statistics are followed and stereo 
. . 

regularity has not been observed. However, the polymer trapped inside the interlayer 

spaces of vermiculite, which could not be extracted by washing with water may have 

such possibility of showing stereoregularity. Attempts are being made to extr;;1ct 

these polymers in mild condition for further study. The rate of reaction follows the 

second order kinetics with respect to the monomer concentration, which is deviated 

from the homogeneous solution phase reaction condition. The significant changes 

due to the occurrences of the reaction on the vermiculite surface indicate that 

mechanism of polymerization is greatly affected by mineral microenvironment. The 

order of polymerization is found to be 0.5 with respect to metal ion oxidant. The 

relationship of polymerization rate with TU concentration was obtained from the slope 

of logarithm Rp versus logarithm [TU] plot and from the plot of the Rp vs. [TU], [TU] 

exponent of 0.85 was found. This value is also different from that of homogeneous 

polymerization reaction in which second order kinetics with respect to TU is followed. 

Ce (IV)-TU couple is an effective initiator for the aqueous polymerization of 

acrylamide. The polymers formed by this initiating system should carry with TU at the 

terminal. To rationalize the above findings and to predict the possible mechanism of 

the above polymerization reactions following assumptions are made: 

1. Intercalated TU reacts with Ce (IV) ions of the vermiculite layered spaces to 

form reactive isothiocarbamido primary radical via an intermediate complex. 

The decomposition of the complex is the rate-determining step. 

2. In the constrained interlayer space of vermiculite the monomer molecules 

remains as pair either through hemi salt formation where two amide molecules 

share a proton by means of symmetrical hydrogen bond or /and through weak 

coordination to the exchanged cations. 

3. Cage effect is prominent in the vermiculite phase reactions in· which the solvent 

molecules in the constrained space form a potential barrier such that the 

reactive isothiocarbamido radical cannot diffuse out from the wall of the barrier 

and favors their recombination. 
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4. Polymerization locus is the interlayer space of vermic!Jiite. The linear 

. termination of growing polymer chain by Ce (IV) ions is restricted due to the 

presence of metal ions in the layered space. Initiation, .propagation and 

termination of the polymerization may be shown as follows: 

Initiation: 

I< 
Ce(IV) + TU ~ Ce(IV) - TU 

complex 

Ce(IV)- TU + TU --> Ce(IIJ) + (2TU") + H+ 

where Ce(lll) is cerric ions in vermiculite and (TU") is caged TU radicals. 

kp 

Propagation: M" 1+M --> M"2 

etc 

kt 

Termination: M" n+ M" n -->Mn -Mn 

(TU") + Ce(IV) -->TU + Ce(JII) 

kt" 

(2TU") --> TU-TU 

Applying steady state condition for different intermediate species, the rate equation 

under the present condition has been found to be 
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(where Loa, Ka m , Kru3 are total active sites in unit mass of the mineral and selectivity 

coefficients of M and TU on vermiculite respectively). 

Section 8 of chapter 4 (page 42-50) deals with the studies on 

copolymerization of AM with N-t-BAM. Microstructures and reactivity ratios of the 

copolymers are also determined. Observed data indicate that the copolymerization 

follow the conventional copolymerization kinetics under a prerequisite that the 

reactivity of a polymer radical is only determined by the terminal monomer unit. 

Values of r1 and r2 have been found to be 0.43 and 0.32 respectively for Fineman

Ross method and 0.62 and 0.26 for Kelen-Tudos method. On reversing the indices of 

the monomer the values of the reactivity ratios changes from 0.43 to 1.56 (r1) and 

0.32 to 0.44 (r2). For the AM-N-t BAM copolymers mean sequence length of AM vary 

between 18.61 and 2.83 at molar ratio of 94.79/5.21 to 81.99/18.01 respectively. For 

those molar ratio compositions, the values of mean sequence length of N-t-BAM 

were 1.01 and 1.075 respectively. 

In section C of chapter 4 (page 51-54) a general discussion of the foregoing 

study is presented. The experimental results on the adsorption of AM and TU onto 

vermiculite also discussed. Low charge vermiculite may have inte'rlayer expansion 

characteristic, which bear closer resemblance to those of high charge montmorillonite 

than to those shown by other vermiculite of high charge. The isotherm forCe (IV) ion 

adsorption onto vermiculite exhibit L-type nature, which suggests·-strong sorbate

sorbent interaction. The maximum saturation corresponds to 0.97 meq/g of the 

mineral. Unlike AM, TU leads to the monolayer formation only and maximum capacity 

is found to be 1.52 mmol/g, which is consistent with that of the monolayer of the AM. 

In the section A (page 62- 76) of chapter 5, the results of the investigation on 

unperturbed dimension, interaction parameter and related aspects of unhydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide in water-DMF mixtures have been described. In the previous chapter 

(chapter 4), we have reported the technique by which the molecular weight of PAM 

may be increased by trapping the initiator component in the interlayer space of 

vermiculite. This method has been adopted to prepare polymers of high molecular 

weights for the solution property studies as presented in this section of the present 

chapter. The increase in molecular dimension from monomer to oligomer, from 
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oligomer to usual length polymer and from later one to pleistomer is accompanied by 

the appearance of new properties. The intrinsic viscosities of the polymer have been 

measured for different fractions of the polymer and also in different compositions 

(water/ DMF) of the cosolvent mixture. From the relation between [fl] and M, the 

unperturbed dimension and molecular expansion factor have been measured. The 

Huggins constant value in each case was also determined in ·order 'to have ideas on 

the influence of cosolvent system on the aggregation of the polymer. While DMF is a 

poor solvent for PAM, water - DMF mixture acts as a cosolvent in certain 

proportions. It is observed that there is a maximum in [rj] vs. ~DMF plot at the solvent 

composition ~DMF == 0.2 for PAM type C (low molecular weight) at all the studied 

temperatures. For PAM type-B(medium molecular weight) at 50°C and for PAM type

A(high molecular weight) at 30°C there is a maxima at ~DMF =0.3 and there is a 

minimum at 50°C for type-A and at 40°C for type-B at ~DMF = 0.2. Small values of KH 

indicate better cosolvency at this solvent composition and temperature. Very high 

values of KH for PAM type-B are the indication of strong aggregation for polymer 

molecules at all temperatures studied. The changes in molecular dimension of 

unhydrolyzed PAM in water-DMF system are manifested in the varied molecular 

expansion parameters as a result of interaction with two-component liquid. Values of 

[YJ] and VE show that higher the molecular weight of the polymer smaller is the 

concentration of DMF required for developing cosolvency ~ffect. Solutions of all three 

polymers of different molecular weights generate two antagonistic effects with the 

increase in temperature. As a result, there has been no visible effect of temperature 

on [YJ]. Temperature coefficient (K') values of unperturbed dimension indicate polymer 

molecules to possess a low energy configuration up to ~DMF =0.3 and a high energy 

more compact configuration thereafter. Unperturbed dimension (K0), actual end to 

end distance (an K0), characteristic ratio (Ca) and the steric factor (cr) assume their 

highest values at ~DMF = 0.4 and are decreased with temperature. But an. which 

represents the long-range interaction, assumes its lowest value at this solvent 

composition and increases with temperature. Shape factor values. of unhydrolyzed 

PAM molecules are very close to 2.5 and are not affected by solvent composition, 

molecular weight and the temperature of the study indicating a near spherical 

configuration. 
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In the section 8 (page 77 - 88) of chapter 5, the results of the investigation on 

unperturbed dimension, interaction parameter and related aspects of hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide in water-DMF mixtures have been described. The intrinsic viscosities 

[rt's] of anionic and nonionic polyacrylamide (PAM) were measured in water-dimethyl 

formamide mixtures at various temperatures. Non-polyelectrolyte behavior of low 

carboxyl content polyacrylamide (LPAM) was observed in mixed solvent system. The 

plots of [rt] vs. solvent composition (~oMF) in mixed solvents passes through a 

minimum for high carboxyl content (HPAM) and LPAM but through a maximum for 

nonionic PAM (NPAM). Observed minima may be attributed to the loss of polymer. 

sites available to interact with solvent via H-bonding interaction between neighboring 

amide and acid groups. The observed maximum for NPAM is possibly due to the 

most powerful cosolvent effect. Existence of two antagonistic effects is indicated in 

[rt] values of NPAM at various temperatures. Huggins constant (KH) values also show 

a significant variation of cosolvency as a function of solvent composition. Activation 

parameters of viscous flow were calculated using Frenkel-Eyring equation. The 

volume related parameter and the shape factor were also computed. Shape factor 

data indicate that polymer molecules are more or less rigid spheres and are not 

affected by temperature and composition of solvent. 

Chapter 6 (page 95- 1 09) reports the results of physicochemical studies on 

dilute solution properties of high carboxyl content (HPAM) and low carboxyl content 

polyacrylamide (LPAM) in aqueous solution as a function of concentration, pH, added 

salt and the temperature. From the reported results it is clear that the conformational 

properties of carboxyl content polyacrylamide, which is generally used in secondary 

oil recovery, are strongly dependent on pH and the concentration of added salt. 

These polymer solutions exhibit that the viscosity decreases with increasing 

·concentration of added salt and increases with pH. Because polyacrylamide are 

generally used in neutral media, it is of interest to choose hydrolyzed samples that 

have much higher viscosities than unhydrolyzed polyacrylamide due to the presence 

of ionic charges. Under salt free conditions the use of highly hydrolyzed samples is 

preferable because the chains would be more extended. The results on viscosity 

experiments of LPAM suggest that chain expansion due to intramolecular 

electrostatic repulsion may not necessarily be essential to cause a marked increase 

in viscosity at low polymer concentration, since intramolecular repulsion is small for 

LPAM. This is contradictory to one of the most fundamental concepts in 
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polyelectrolyte solution. Although the results seem to be clear, there is still a 

possibility that some polymer chains have larger number of ionic groups in random 

ionomers, which would lead to some chain expansion due to mutual repulsion of like 

charges and an increase in viscosity results. 

To gain insight into the factors that control the viscosity behavior of dilute 

solution of nonionic and anionic polyacrylamide under various conditions of 

temperature and surfactant addition, some experiments are performed and the 

results of those experiments are presented in chapter 7 (page 11 0-126). Previously, 

it was argued that nonionic surfactant could bind cooperatively with ionic polymers 

only. But present investigation indicates that nonionic polymers also can bind 

cooperatively with nonionic surfactant. At higher surfactant concentrations, (0.01 and 

0.1 %), it is seen that [YJ] rises at all the experimental temperatures and the 

conformational expansion as observed is most probably a result of enhanced 

excluded volume effect due to improved thermodynamic condition. The results of the 

investigation suggest that the shape of polymer molecules is other than spherical in 

presence of nonionic surfactant. In this context it may be noted that the shape of the 

above polymers molecules are spherical in aqueous and aqueous-organic mixtures 

in the presence or in absence of salt. It is also found that on the initial addition of 

surfactants the end-to-end distance decreases but further addition of surfactant 

results in the increase in the end-to-end distance. Three regions of surfactant 

concentration representing the distinct stages of surfactant-polymer interactions in 

aqueous solution are observed in the plot of surface tension vs. concentration of 

nonionic surfactant. In the first region, which is located at lower concentration region 

of surfactant, the surface tension decreases gradually till the first break point comes. 

Before the first break point surfactant molecules bind cooperatively to polymers. 

Generally, critical micellization concentration (cmc) of a nonionic surfactant 

decreases with an increase in temperature due to changes in water structure and 

water surfactant interaction. In presence NPAM and LPAM (8.2 mol% charge) overall 

variation of polymer saturation point (PSP) is determined by various interactions in 

polymer-TX-1 00-water system. Here, behavior of LPAM is somewhat similar to that of 

NPAM. However, for HPAM (72 mol% charge) the polyelectrolyte nature of the 

polymer is responsible for higher PSP values. Moreover, as the polymer 

concentration increases more binding sites are available for the surfactant to interact, 
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hence PSP values go on increasing. It is surprising to note that at 50°C temperature 

PSP values are minimum for all the polymers in the whole range of concentration. 
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